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GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OE INDIA.

Part 1.] 1869. [February.

The Valley of the Pooena Rivee, West Beeae ; by A. B. Wynne, Esq., f. o. s., &c.

The Poorna valley between longitudes 76° and 78° cast, is traversed by the 21st

parallel of north latitude. It is about 124 miles in length from its upper or eastern end

to where it passes into the larger valley of the Taptee ; the main directions of both diverging

at first so as to include an angle of about 50,° but afterwards becoming more nearly parallel

or east and west. The width of the valley may be roughly estimated at from 30 to 40 miles

on an average, but is in places greater.

Its boundaries are—on the south, the range of the Adjunta ghats,—an abrupt scarp of

the Deccan plateau produced, and gradually becoming less marked, to the eastward—some

hilly and undulating ground forming the watershed in that direction between the Poorna

and Wurdah valleys; and on the north, the lofty bold and varied escarpments of the Gawil-

ghur range, which carry a high crest westwards near to where the Poorna river runs into

the Taptee, the termination of the mountain range here sinking with some rapidity, though

not being by any means abrupt.

The southern ranges pass imperceptibly into the usual steppe character of the Deccan,

while the mountains on the north are a complex mass or group with a generally east and

west extension, and such summit elevations as 3,595, 3,778, and 3,975 feet, declining gradually

northward into the valley of the (upper) Taptee.*

These Gawilghur mountains are intersected by steep glens and wider valleys, sometimes

presenting nearly vertical precipices of great but unmeasured height which may in places

reach 1,000 to 1,200 feet. The glens and ravines wind intricately among the mountains,

affording some very fine scenery, and as their streams seldom retain water for any considerable

time, the wildness of this is increased by solitude.

The valley of the Poorna possesses but little variety of geological interest and is prin

cipally distinguished by monotonous repetitions of features observable in crossing the Deccan

from the seaward to this locality, where each hill and ghat and undulating slope or plain

exhibits similar kinds of nearly horizontal flows of gray amygdaloidal trap, with here and

there a bed of harder texture of columnar structure, or of bright red bole, or alternations of

these ; the traps sometimes containing numerous zeolites.

In the river valleys, and where superficial ' rain-wash' has accumulated, a light brown

' kunkury' alluvium is associated with calcareous sub-recent conglomerate below and black

cotton soil above, one being quite as occasional and accidental as the other, the conglomerate

or concrete being perhaps the most persistent along the river courses, the brown alluvium

or (?) " soda soil'T more universal and the cotton soil occurring, subject only to the rule that

it is always uppermost.

Upon descending the escarpment of the Deccan into the valley of the Poorna its alluvial

plain is entered, often at no great distance from the ghat, and stretching away as far as can

be seen ; only clear days permitting some of the nearest mountains upon the opposite side

* Theae heights are taken from a iraall photograph cop; of a map of Gangra br J. Mulheran, Eaq.

t This efflorescing brown alluvium ia considered by Mr. Bianford different from the " aoda aoil" of Madras.
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Hble. Heights not being given upon the best maps obtainable, the elevation of

nd its boundary ranges could not be ascertained even approximately in the absence

eter—which is to be regretted, as the main watershed of India separates the

; of the Poorna from those of the Wurdah, the water of the former being discharged

eventually at Suiat whilst those of the Wurdah are tributary to the Godaveri, which

enters the sea below Rajahmundry on the opposite side of the peninsula.

The alluvium of this great plain, although of very considerable depth and occupying

so large an area, is as completely isolated from that of the neighbouring rivers as snch a

deposit can be said to be. A section crossing the valley from the Adjunta ghats, by Edula-

bad across the Poorna river, to the western termination of the Gawilghur range, would show

the ordinary trap of the Deccan, forming the high ground at either end, and an undulating

country between, which viewed from above or from a distance has a plain-like aspect, but

frequently exposes the rocks of which it is formed ; consisting of the usual traps, here and

there covered only by slight detrital accumulations of the same kinds as those of the Deccan.

Except on the very banks of the Poorna no considerable quantity of alluvial matter would

be found, and this does not extend far from the river at either side. North and south through

Mulkapoor a different section would be obtained. Here a wide space, chiefly on the south

side of the Poorna, is occupied by fine brown calcareous alluvium with ' kunkur' and is

connected by a narrow neck, at Pecprala, with the great alluvial deposit of this valley which

in thickness may exceed 150 feet ; and nothing else, save varieties of this, is to be seen in or

near the river from Dadulgaon on its south bank eastwards up the stream nearly to the

" sungum" or junction of the Phairlee river, which enters the Poorna near Kowsa, if we

except two or three small exposures of trap in its bed near Peeprala Pulsoad and about

three miles west of Burra Golagaon. The Poorna changes its course from the N. N. E.

at the junction of the above-named tributary, and thence takes a westerly direction :— the

alluvium on its south side seldom extending beyond an average of ten miles from the river

and nearly coinciding along its southern boundary with the Nagpoor extension of the Great

Indian Peninsula Railway—while on the north it reaches nearly to the base of the moun

tains. On the east its rather arbitrary and more or less indefinite boundary closely

approaches the watershed east of Ellichpoor and bending southward traverses undulating

country eventually reaching the flanks of the hills near Oomrawuttee.*

All round the margin of this alluvial tract is a belt of country that might or might

not with propriety be included within it, although the surface deposits there do not conceal

the underiving rook, the exposure of which was taken as the chief guide in determining

the line of boundary. On the north and east, this tract of country is very stony, though

nothing resembling an old beach is seen, and it may be supposed that streams descending

from the mountains and hills have frequently travelled across this space, their courses sub

ject to lateral deviation, covering the whole of it with the coarser fragments brought down

by floods at a time perhaps when the water of a lake or the sea, occupied the basin of the

finer alluvium and arrested the boulder-bearing velocity of these mountain streams.f

In every part of the alluvium calcareous conglomerate or concrete is of common

occurrence. It occasionally contains fragments of bone or fossil teeth of ruminants, but

although sought for, no large accumulation nor even a large fragment of these fossils, was

observed. Yet enough was seen to show an identity of the conditions under which these

deposits and those of the Nerbudda valley were formed. This sub-recent conglomerate!

is verv frequent in the stony tract above mentioned. It was everywhere searched for worked

flints but without success, although one flake was found in a quite similar deposit, forming

the right bank of the Godaveri at Pyton in the Deccan, at a considerable distance to the

south.

Small land shells are not uncommon in the alluvium, some were preserved and trans

mitted to Calcutta, but in general they were too fragile for removal. They appeared to

belong to existing species. Specimens of Melania tuberculoid ; Paludina Bengalensu ;

Hithinia pulchella ; Lymn(ea—; Planorbis—; Unio (?) J'ucidens : U.—? have been

recognized.

* Pronounced Oom'rowtee.

t At one place hi the stream near Dhanapoor the stony margin seemed to unite with the finer alluvium by

alternations of coarse and fine strata two feet or so Ui thickness.

X The native name for this ' concrete' is " Karruk." •
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A deposit of varying thickness (within three feet) and but small lateral extent

ing of fine dazzlingly white sand finely laminated occurs in the alluvial bank of the

at Paruth. It appears to be composed of comminuted or disintegrated crystals of felsp

with a small admixture of clay. It did not appear to be formed of or to contain minute

organisms, such as foraminiiera, and was not elsewhere observed.

Much of this Poorna alluvium produces efflorescences of salts, of soda chiefly, and in

many places the wells sunk in it are brackish or salt. Over a wide tract on each side of the

Poorna river, north of Akola and thence eastward towards Oomrawuttec, wells are

specially sunk for obtaining common salt from highly saturated brine.

Some of these salt wells near Dyhunda in the lands of Gunoree are from 120 to 130

feet in depth or probably more. They are sunk through yellow clay, then redder clay, and

below this a coarse sand or fine gravel from which the water issues with great force. They

are lined with wicker work in order to preserve the pottery vessels, in which the water is

raised by hand, from breakage. The crystals of the salt are small and it is rather dirty, but

during the "dhSp kala" or hot season, it can be obtained whiter. The wells are numerous

over the tract north of the river and some also occur to the south.

That the alluvium of the valley is of considerable depth may be perhaps inferred from

the absence of numerous exposures of rock, as well as from the depth of nullahs and height

of the river cliff's. The conglomerate, as usual, occurs in its lower portions, but was observed

in some places west of Patulla at different heights in the sections exposed. Its constant or

frequent occurrence beneath the rest of the alluvium would not prove its being contem

poraneous in all places, as the trap rocks, upon which these deposits lie, cannot be presumed

to have had a surface sufficiently even to have permitted this.

Whether the whole of this alluvium was deposited in a lake, or bv the river travelling

from side to side of the valley under other conditions than at present obtain, does not appear. A

former estuarine state of things may be indicated by the salt-bearing gravels, or a large

salt lake, but the even though interrupted surface of the alluvium is against the probability of

its having been deposited by the Poorna under present conditions; while want of informa

tion as to the relative levels, obscures the possibility of determining whether the rocky-

country about Edulabad may not have formed a natural bund flooding the country occupied

by the alluvium ; certainly the stream through most of this is sluggish, but it seems to bo

a rather strong assumption, that no greater fall than the height of the river banks where

it enters this rocky tract—perhaps on an average not more than 30 feet—takes place within

so great a distance as extends between this and the upper end of the alluvium, about or

S. W. of Oomrawuttee.

Good water is scarce in this district, in some places shallow ' jhieries '* alone can bo

depended upon for a suppty, the wells being brackish and even the river gravels furnishing

brackish water if pierced to any considerable depth. A succession of dry years seems to

have greatly reduced the usual supplies of water, and very many of the villages among tho

hills to the north are deserted, it is said, because the streams which supplied them formerly

do not now furnish sufficient water. Not improbably the diminution in the supply has been

caused by the wholesale cutting down of the jungles which covered the country before tho

period of the English Raj.f

The hills and portion of tho valley south of the Poorna river have been stated to consist

of trap similar to that of the Deccan ; all the usual varieties of amygdaloid, zeolitic,

columnar, hard, gray, and softer, ashv-looking traps occur, their stratification Wing very

perceptible, and always nearly horizontal.

 

• This name is applied to small excavations in the sandy bed of a river reaching the water which trieUci

beneath the surface, and thus becomes naturally filtered.

t Want of water Is much complained of at Chikulda. There seems to be no reason why the plateau to tho

east of the bungalows should not aflord a sufficient catchment basin for tho station. As the trappean strata of the

bill dip X. by W. at 6\ if wells were sunk, the north side of the plateau would he the position to eboosa with most

probability of success. Near tho bungalows however the plateau, if such It can bo called, is very narrow, and affords

a much smaller catchment area, ret even here tho hill must contain strata which retain water as it issues from the

rocky beds of nullahs, and one well immediately beneath the northern edge of the plateau, and at a considerable;

height upon tho mountain side, is stated never to go dry.
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About the Gawilghur range on the north there is a constant dip at low angles in that

direction, the lower part of the range being chiefly composed of amygdaloid and soft traps ;

and hard basaltic beds occurring in greatest quantity among the higher parts of the hills,

where such bands may be seen to course along the sides of cliffs and mountains for several

miles ; a capping of the harder trap remaining here and there on top of an isolated peak or

hill, while lower elevations around have less angular and more flowing outlines, being formed

of the softer varieties of the trap.

Occasionally along the base of this range, the beds have been thrown into wide curves

with very gentle inclinations, their axes dipping but slightly to the northward.

Intertrappean beds are said to occur among the Gaw i 1 g h u r hills ; they were only detected

in one place, and consisted of hard chert enclosing numerous shells : but though near, this is

not properly speaking within the Poorna valley.

Perhaps the most interesting geological feature of this country is the occurrence of a

great fault, with a down-throw to the south, which may be very considerable, as it shifts the

trap downwards for some two or three hundred feet visible, added to an unknown thickness

of the trap which is buried by it, so that trap, of what exact horizon cannot be stated, is

brought against the underlying Mahadeva or Bagh (Tanda)* sandstones. This faultcrosses

the country in an east and west direction, close to the foot of the Gawilghur range north of

Ellichpoor, where the abrupt southern scarp of the range shows these sandstones, occupying

the interiors of open curves in the trap like those just now mentioned. The difference of

inclination between the sandstone and the traps is but slight, so that their unconformity is, as

usual, not very strongly apparent, though it nevertheless exists ; the line of contact where the

overlying traps rest upon the sandstone, is frequently difficult to see when close by it, though

from a distance the difference of coloring and the bold projections of the sandstone outcrop

mark it well. The sandstones are chiefly soft or coarse white and even-grained rock, which

would doubtless make a good building stone. A large mass of these occurs in the lower

portion of the group exposed ; above them are conglomerates, other sandstones of similar kind,

purple and black shales and flagstones, variegated and white flagstones and shales, and then

solid gray limestone with silicious or cherty nodules of peculiarly rugged aspect ; these lime

stones in some places becoming so variegated as to form what if polished would doubtless be

a handsome marble.

In this group of MahadevaorBagh beds dips to the north of 10° and 15°, with others

more nearly horizontal, may be sometimes seen ; these becoming less as the sandstones finally

disappear beneath the Gawilghur traps to the north of the cantonments of Ellichpoor. In

the river at Nurrha, north-east of the latter place, the section is somewhat unusual. The

ground here seems to have been intensely faulted, and instead of leaving the trap and passing

over the fault on to sandstone at the base of the hills, trap is again found north of the

general line of fault ; then occur several large dykes of another intrusive trap different from

that usually met with, between which are masses of the limestone, sometimes resting upon

a conglomerate, and tilted in various directions at angles of 35° and 50.° Beyond this

disturbed locality the next rock seen is sandstone, horizontal for some distance but soon

overlaid and covered up from view by the unconformable trap.

In the flaggy portion of the Mahadeva or Bagh group, impressions of large plants

have been observed, and in the shales and some of the limestones numerous small univalve

shells.

Fossils were known to have occurred north of Ellichpoor, as mentioned by Dr. Bradley.

These sandstones were known to the late Eev. Mr. Hislop, but seem to have been erroneously

considered inter-trappean. Lithologically they frequently recalled the appearance of the

sub-trappean cretaceous rocks of Bagh-Tanda and Rajpoor along the Hutnee river, &c.,

in the valley of the Nerbudda, and it was a disappointment not to find the same, or the

same quantity of fossiliferous evidence here, the beds in both places being possibly, or

probably, of the same age.

Laterite occurs on the new road from Ellichpoor to Oomrawuttee at a place called

Bulgaon or Burgow, about six miles from the latter city. It is more properly a lateritic

conglomerate of small pebbles cemented together by iron oxides. It lies horizontally, and has

• Bigh-Tanda is the name generally used by people when speaking of Bagh at a distance therefrom.
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much the appearance of a re-composed rock, in many places quite incoherent, harder at the

top and outsides than internally, and the pebbles are all red, bright purple or ferruginous,

glazed outside and not recognizable as derived from any of the traps of the country, unless

from their resemblance they might be taken to have come from one of the beds of red

bole, which are not very uncommon ; but then there is no reason why if so derived they

should not be intermixed with other trap pebbles. This has all the appearance of a local

deposit, does not crop out in some natural excavations near at the same level, and appa

rently passes away underneath the cotton soil, but being horizontal or nearly so shows

for a considerable distance along a sluggish stream which occurs here, occasionally vary

ing in structure so as to become a mottled white and purple rock of some strength.

In one place on the bank of this stream a little cliff shows the incoherent gravel

resting upon a soft ferruginous bed, about 9 feet thick, with some lines like those of

deposition. Beneath this are 5 or 6 feet of greenish-gray trappean mudstone, very splintery

and breaking up into cubical forms so much that it is nearly impossible to obtain a fresh

fracture ; some harder parts seem calcareous, and have a fracture resembling that of compact

limestone. The laterite may be traced for more than a mile in an east and west direction.

Near Budja Kaira, on the larger river here, strong vesicular laterite undulates about

horizontally, but does not continue down the stream.

Again at Reethpoor lying to the eastward from Oomrawuttee, there is a quantity

of laterite in low swelling undulations—with the usual appearance of lateritic ground, a

ferruginous more or less smooth surface and occasional hard projecting knobs, but no good

sections of the rock.

At Chickulda (the hill station on top of the Gawilghur range frequented by people

from Ellichpoor), the plateau upon which it stands and the surrounding summits have a

strongly lateritic appearance such as may be seen at Matheran and other summits of the

Western Ghats.

These indications of laterite, occurring as they do in situations where the uppermost

beds of the trap series might be supposed to occur, may indicate a similar or nearly the same

lateritic horizon, which is known to occur among the uppermost, if not actually on the top

of, the Deccan traps along the Western Ghats. Otherwise they may be referrible to zones

of ferruginous strata more specially lateritic than the layers of red boley trap referred to as

occurring in this neighbourhood and on the Deccan plateau ; but their limited development

and isolated character hardly afford sufficient grounds to reason upon with much probability

of arriving at trustworthy conclusions.

The cotton soil or black soil of the Poorna valley, although common enough, as is usual

in these trappean districts, has no geological peculiarity here requiring attention. To its

development, however, and the fertile nature of soils derived from the trap may be traced

doubtless the name which this country has obtained as a cotton-producing district.

On the Kuddapah and Kuenool Foemations : by W. King, Junr., B. A.

The rocks forming the greater parts of the Kuddapah and Kurnool districts in the

Madras Presidency have been long known through previous explorers under the names of

" Diamond Sandstone," " Clay-slate Formation," &c. They extend over such an immense

area, and are found to be so complex in their stratigraphy and so diversified in their rela

tions, particularly among the lower and older groups, that their systematic survey is not

yet quite completed, though some years have already been spent in their examination. Suf

ficient, however, is now known of them to warrant the giving a short sketch of this interest

ing series of rocks.

The series consists of great thicknesses of quartzites (altered sandstones), slates, trap-

flows and their associates, and limestones ; and these are found to constitute two (if not

more) great and distinct formations. To the older, being so typically and largely exhibited

in the Kuddapah district,* the name Kuddapah Foemation has been assigned ; while the

newer Kuenool Foamation derives its appellation from the adjoining district over which

it is so very well seen.

* Xnddapah town lUelf U on loAles and lfanntona of one of the groups in the newer formation.
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The area of these rocks, from the Kistnah river down to Naggery Nose,* their

southernmost extremity, is about 13,500 square miles. The greatest thickness of each for

mation, as at present known, is :—Kuanools, 1,200 feet ; Kuddapahs, 21,000 feet.

The most interesting feature about these formations is that they are most probably

representatives of the great Vindhyan series of Indian rocks. This conclusion has been

arrived at from careful comparisons of typical rock-specimens from either series, and of the

recorded observations made during the surveys of each. The Vindhyans have now been

traced as far south as the Godavery river, where it traverses the district bearing its name ;

and here they are so lithologically and stratigraphieally like the Kuddapahs and Kuanools

on the Kistnah river, not very far south, that there hardly remains a doubt as to the identity

of the one with the other.

The history of the Kuddapahs is still to be thoroughly worked out ; and on this

account, the present sketch will be more directly confined to a description of the Kuanools.

There are, however, some well-marked and clearly made out features of the Kuddapahs

which may in the mean time be adverted to.

Both formations agree in this, that they are largely made up of huartzites, while

limestones are sparingly developed in one and extensively in the other ; but the Kuddapahs

are distinct in showing strong groups of clay-slates, with one of which it may be necessary

eventually to include the trap-flows and their associates referred to above.

Supposing at present that all the quartzites, slates, &c., not included in the following

description of the Kuenools, may be considered as of the Kuddapah Foemation,

it is then possible to give an idea of their locality in the great area of country occupied

by this formation.

The Goolcheroo hill-ranges south of Kuddapah, and their extension south-eastward

down to Triputty and the Naggery hills, are made up of quartzite sandstones and conglo

merates ; while rocks of the same kind with bands of slate go to form the long range of the

Eastern Ghats or Yellacondas lying between the Kuddapah and Nellore districts. The

country south-east of Kuddapah, that is Ontamitta, Chitwail, Poolumpet, tic..

within these mountain ranges, and that due north of it:—Nullauiullay s, Budwail and

Cumbum, up to the Kistnah river, are also made up of like rocks of the same formation.

The Gundicottah range of hills, north-west of Kuddapah, is likewise of these old

quartzites, and the parallel ridges and valleys between that range and the Bellary district to

the west, with their extensions right up to Jaggamat-Conda (hill), a few miles south of

Kurnool, are of quartzites, slates and traps.

These older rocks are interesting as being traversed, at rare intervals, by veins and

strings of copper and lead ores, accounts of which have from time to time been given by

writers on the resources of Kurnool and Kuddapah. Copper ore occurs very sparingly ; in

fact, there are only traces of it, but the sulphide of lead is more abundant. The workings

for both were abandoned years ago ; a state of things perhaps due to the difficulties

in the way of living at, and working the mines, rather than to a failure in the ore.

Traces of these ores are also known in the older crystallines or gneiss, of the remainder of

the districts.

With such a brief account of what is at present known of them, the Kuddapahs may

be left for future description.

Kuenools.

This formation unfolds itself as a double series of groups of limestones and quartzites ;

the lowest beds of all being quartzites, as thus, in descending order :—

1. Limestone group ...
fa. Calcareous shales.

". \b. Limestones.

2- Quartzite group
f a. Pinnacled beds.

"'\b. Plateau beds.

3. Limestone group ...
f a. Non-calcareous shales,

.'.lb. Limestones.

1. Quartzite group
fa. Massive beds.

'" lb. Beds (containing diamond gangue).

• A peak of the Nuggery r»ngc, about 10 miles W. N. W. of Madrai.
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These four groups are quite distinct, though conformable ; they generally overlap each

other in some part of the field, and they lie, for the most part, very much as they were

originally deposited, viz., in great flat basins with edges slightly turned up,* or in very flat

undulations, from which, however, the upper limestones are always denuded, leaving the

quartzites exposed.

..: 1st Geoup, Khoondaie Limestones.

The uppermost group lies nearly all over the wide Khoond -air (river) valley which

stretches northwards from Kuddapah town, and over most of the Kuddapah basin or southern

extremity of this valley. There is a small outlier under the fort of Kurnool; while more

of the same rocks cover the eastern extremity of the Raichoor Doab. Again, a considerable

detached area of these beds, with the other groups, occurs in the Palnad, or western taluqs

of the Kistnah district.

The rock coming to the surface,t especially in the Khoond-air valley, is not, however,

always limestones ; more generally, there are reddish-purple calcareous shales (occasionally

cleaved), and these constitute the upper member of the group. For instance, the shales occur

all up the middle, and very strongly at either end, of this great valley. They gradually shade

down into the typical limestones of the group, which are dark-gray, moro or less earthy,

sub-crystalline beds ; sometimes very massive and thick, oftener flaggy or easily split up

into flags of 1—3 inches in thickness. The limestones are also occasionally more crystalline

and compact, and cleaved to a certain extent, where folding or crushing of the beds has

taken place, as along the eastern side of the Khoond valley. They of course show most

along the skirts of the valley, as near Kuddapah, Podatoor, Dhoor, Chagalmurry,

Sirwe'1, and so on up to the banks of the Kistnah .

2nd Geoup, Paneum Quaetzites.

Along the western side of the Khoond valley, the country rises very gently in a series

of low long-sloping hills, with a few plateaus and undulations, which finallv present an

irregular scarp towards the Bellary district. These are the Gundicottah, Ramwarum

and Paneum hills, whose surfaces, with the exception of the Gundicottah range, are made

up of quartzites of the second group, which thus rises up from under the limestones of the

Khoond valley.

This is the only side of this part of the country over which these quartzites occur ;

they do not appear on the western side of the valley, for the group thinned out altogether

in that direction, as well as to the north and south ; the sections among the turned up strata

on this side showing the upper limestone group lying on the lower one without any inter

vening quartzites, as is the case in the sections on the western side.

Altered sandstones of the same group show rather strongly in the Kistnah district;

where they are again, through the denudation of the upper limestones, the superficial beds

of the low hills in the south-west corner of the Palnad.

The quartzites are of two kinds, quite distinct enough as features in the landscape, but

hardly sufficiently so to be referred to as separate members of a group. The upper variety

is a thick-bedded, massive, compact, white sandstone, much vitrified, but granular, and

showing a very peculiar style of weathering into massive buttresses and pinnacles. The

strata are generally horizontal, or at a very low angle, and the steep-sided ravines and scarps

denuded in these are often fringed with strangely picturesque masses of rock, or the slopes

below the scarps are strewn with great fallen masses of the same beds. The high-road from

Kurnool to Nundial passes over a plateau of those white quartzites, and the quaintly worn

masses immediately remind one of some rocky coast from whence the rushing and tumbling

waters have long since retired.

Coarse sandstones and grits, with pebble beds, of dark colors, and in thinner strata

are generally found subjacent to the thick, white, pinnacled quartzites, tCnA are often alone

without the covering of the upper beds. In such last cases, the remaining beds now form

the summits of a number of flat-topped hills fringing the Koilkoontla and Banagan-

pilly sides of the Khoond valley.

* The subjacent Kuddafahs are, on the contrary, turned up on end, convoluted, crushed, and faulted lu the moat

tarii d way.

r
t The Khoond valle\ is very ei'etmvely covoreU with cotton soil.

rs
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3ed Geoup, Jummulmuddagoo Limestones.

Wherever the ahove group of quartzites has been cut through, it is seen to be resting

quite conformably on a thick series of shales and limestones ; occasionally the shales thin

out and nearly disappear altogether, and then the quartzites look to be resting directly on

gray limestones. .-

These constitute the second limestone group among the Kuenools, and they are

generally easily distinguishable from those of the Khoond valley. The shales are generally

of a buff color and are never calcareous, while the purple shales of the upper group are

always more or less so ; and again the limestones are as a rule more crystalline and compact.

There are, it is true, just as earthy and flaggy beds to be found in the upper as in the lower

group, but such beds are less frequent in the latter, and they are arranged in definite

succession. There is generally a three-fold series, thus :—at the bottom, compact, sub-

crystalline gray, and some purplish beds, with a thin series of peculiar limestone breccias ;

in the middle, thick, compactsplintery dark-gray and blaeish beds ; and thirdly, pale and

dark-gray compact, sub-crystalline and sub-earthy, often flaggy, beds.

The more crystalline and compact beds weather in a peculiar coralloid manner; the

worn surfaces being so radiately furrowed, pitted, and concentrically terraced, that the rock

seems to be made up of two or three different forms of coral ; but close examination has

failed to show any organic structure. This coralloid appearance is characteristic of any

great show of these lower limestones, though the same feature is also seen every now and

then in the upper group.

This generally more crystalline set of limestones is seen at intervals, along the eastern

side of the Khoond valley, in a narrow belt of outcrop at or near the western base of the

Nullamullays. Again, on the western side of the same valley in Koilkoontla and

Banaganpilly. and in the valley between the low Nosoom ridge and the Gundicottah

hills, and so further south, in the western part of the Kuddapah basin, where the Nerjee

quarries* have been opened up in the thin and compact beds of the group.

In the steep western slopes of the Gundicottah, Ramwarum, and Faneum ranges

of hills, these limestones agam come to light and form a narrow continuous terrace below the

vertical scarps of upper quartzites, all the way from the tops of the hills east of Tadpurthee

(Bellary district), up to within 24 miles south-south-east from Kurnool, when it spreads

out in wide sheets between the lower and gentler undulating hills which are here smking

down to the flat country of Kurnool, itself built on a further out-stretch of these same

beds. ,

Here, in Kurnool, the group has thinned out a great deal, but still there are the three

varieties of Limestones in their proper order : the canal being cut in thin flaggy upper beds ;

the more crystalline strata cropping out between the canal and the village of Calloor ; and

the thin grey compact sub-crystallines, though altered much by local igneous action, showing

close under the western bastions of the town. Thence, with the exception of some slight

denudation in the Toongabudra and Kistnah, these limestones extend northwards to a

few miles beyond the latter river, in the Hydrabad territory.

In the Palnad there is the limestone again in great force. It here presents identical

characters with those in Kurnool and Kuddapah, except that it is more extensively

cleaved ; and that the white and buff non-calcareous shales are only seen to a small extent.

4th Geoup, Banaganpilly Qtraetzites.

Lowest of all of these strata comes another quartzite group which is interesting as

including the beds from which only diamonds arc known to have been extracted in the

districts under description.

Hence, if the old nomenclature of " diamond sandstone," or " diamond formation" was

to be employed in a classification of Madras rocks, it would have to be applied to the Kue

nools, or one of the groups included in that formation. There is no case known of diamonds

having been found in quartzites of the Kuddapahs, or in fact in any other group of

* These quarries were opened, and are now extensively worked by K. W. Barnett, Esq., who has used the stone

whenever practicable on the Madras Itwhvny, and tor the new Madras University and other public buildings in the

Presidency.
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quartzites but the one now described. It is not, however, advisable to employ a name to

distinguish a formation, which is derived from what is evidently only an accidental attribute

of the rocks ; while it is not certain that the diamond sandstones of Pun n a in Central India,

which belong to the Vindhyan Seeies, are on the same geological horizon as the diamond-

bearing beds in the Kuenools.

This group of quartzites is a generally thin series of coarse sands, grits, and pebble

beds, of dark colors; the sandstones being in thick beds, while the grits, &c are generally

thin and sometimes flaggy. The pebble beds are full of small fragments of chert of various

colors which are evidently derived from the slates and trappean beds of the Kuddapahs, on

the up-turned edges of which they now rest.

The relations and constitution of the group were first made out at Banaganpilly in the

Kurnool district, where the long sloping hill which rises to the west of the town is faced

with the quartzites.* From this point the strata were traced to the west, on either side of

the Puspulla valley, as another narrow terrace of nearly horizontal beds of not much

thickness, below and continuous with the terrace of limestones of the second group, already

referred to as lying below the western scarps of the Ramwarum and Paneum hills.

Indeed, these lowest quartzites form the toe of these western slopes.

The thin-bedded pebbly strata which are generally the lowest in the group seem to be the

holders of the gangue, or shaly seams, in which the diamonds are found, but it is only at

rare intervals in the exposed area of these pebble-beds that workings have been opened, which

is partly accounted for by the fact that these seams of sandy and pebbly shales are only of

local occurrence in the quartzites. The selection of working sites seems mainly to have

been guided by chance, as the finding of a diamond by a cooly or shepherd, and the selection

has been a lucky one in only gome cases, for there are localities where extensive workings

have evidently been carried on for centuries; while others have soon been deserted. Tae

diamonds found at present are very small and not of much value, nor do the returns seem to

have been any better for many years. The workings are of two kinds ; mines excavated in

the strata, or pits sunk at various points in the recent deposits of debris, shingle, and gravel,

derived from the denudation of the quartzites.t The Banaganpilly workings are mainly

mines, while the now deserted pits at Chennoor near Kuddapah were in recent gravels.

In the Palnad,+ there are again a set of altered sandstones answering to this group, and

there too among these beds are frequent traces of old diamond workings.

The lowest group of the Kurnool formation is always found to be resting unconform-

ably on other quartzites, slates, and limestones ; and where it is overlapped by the superincum

bent limestones, these in their turn are found covering the older rocks in the same way ; in

tact, there is not the smallest doubt but that the four groups now described constitute a

distinct formation separable by a great interval of time from the subjacent strata, or the

Kuddapah.

Both formations arc totally devoid of any fossil remains, at least not a trace of evidence

of organic life has been found m their strata, and in this they arc like the Vindhyans which

are as indicative of a period when there was no life. No more likely series of rocks for con

taining such remains could be imagined ; and one is tempted again and again to examine

favourable localities, but always with no other result than some deceptive concretions, or

worm-like tracks, or the most perfect surface of ripplings in the sandstones.

Neither can it be that fossil remains which may have once existed can have been so

completely obliterated by the metamorphic influence to which these rocks have been exposed,

as to have left no trace behind ; for whenever we have the originally sedimentary contri-

tntion of the rock apparently completely baked out of sight, as it were,—as in the case of

pebble beds and the coarsest conglomerates, which, until they are weathered, are as uniformly

granular quartzites as one could wish to see—, the various weathering influences have again

revealed the original constitution.

* The Banaganpilly diamond mines are sunk and worked on the slope of this hill.

t These debrla-depoalU are often qnite outside the area of K r»n.ir ma and Krairoon, and hence we occaaionallv

hear of diamonda being found in the neighbourhood of granite, or gnelu, when they arc supposed to he derived from

the latter rocka.

t 11 may I* u well to notice that the lo-called Jugglapett coal-field ia a notth-eaiterly extension of tho Palnid

area, and the Juggiapett rocks arc Kuaxooi.s and Kuddapahg which arc not at all of a coal-bearing character.
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There are deceptive appearances of organic structure, such as, minute concentrically

laminated globular Dodies, m some of the Kuddapah rocks ; the coralloid character of the

Kurnool limestones ; minute CyprisAike hodies in the upper limestones ; the dendritric

crystallizations of the oxide of manganese in quartzites, limestones, and slates ; and lastly

the cavities of clay-galls so frequent in the sandstones ; hut these of course are all referrible

to other than organic origin.

Geological Seetch ov the Shillong- Plateau: by H. B. Medlicott,

F. G. S., Geol. Survey of India.

The main features of the geology of the Shillong plateau, on the north-eastcm frontier

of Bengal, have heen known for some time : cretaceous, nummulitic, and younger strata,

resting horizontally upon metamorphic rocks of various types, at an elevation of 4,000

to 5,000 feet, and doubtfully related to extensive masses of trappean eruptive rocks. A brief

opportunity has recently occurred of visiting the hitherto geologically unexplored western

portion of the plateau in the Garo region; and also of re-examining the central portion,

m the Khasia district, at a season when field, work was possible. A brief abstract of the

results is here given in anticipation of the more detailed description.

Regarding the supra nummulitic rocks, which are very poorly exposed in the central

region, little fresh information has been gained. Prom the sandstone of Nongkalong on

the western limits of the Khasia district, where it rests upon nummulitic limestone, Cap

tain Godwin-Austen has made a collection of fossils upon which Dr. Stoliczka remarks that

" none of the species, so far as recognizable, appear to be identical with those known from

the nummulitic beds of the same district."

The nummulitic formation presents a total change in the character of the deposits

from east to west : from being purely sandy and calcareous, they become almost entirely

argillaceous.

The doubtful horizon between the nummulitic and cretaceous formations has been

worked out. The former does not overlap the latter ; the northern outliers, so far as known,

are all of the cretaceous deposits.

The local order of the cretaceous deposits at Cherrapoonji is described.

Many of the fossils collected have been identified by Dr. Stoliczka with forms occurring

in the Ootatoor and Arrialoor groups of the upper cretaceous rocks of South India. In

the small collection obtained, there were recognisable eleven forms of Cephalopoda, twenty-

seven of Gastropoda, eleven of Lamellibranchiata, three of Brachiopoda, and four

Echinoidea.

A very extensive formation of stratified eruptive rocks is exposed, unconformably over

laid by the cretaceous strata and resting in natural junction against a steep face of the

metamorphic rocks along the south base of the plateau. It is fully 3,000 feet thick. No

inter-trappcan sedimentary rocks, nor any infra-trappean younger than the metamorphica,

having been found, it is impossible to assign the age of this eruptive formation. It is pro

posed to call it the Sylhet Trap.

Totally distinct from this is the Khasia Trap, so massively developed in the interior

of the hills, associated with the younger metamorphics. It is probably hypo-synchronous

with these, i. e., introduced ( F formed) at the time of their main disturbance and ineta-

morphism.

The granite occurring, both in large masses and in dykes, through the upper meta

morphics is younger than the Khasia Trap.

The separation of the Shillong series (the upper metamorphics) from the Gneissic

series, is conjecturally indicated.

The peculiar position of the plateau, between two great regions of disturbance, and the

close relation of the stratigraphies,! features with the south-eastern of these mountain-regioiis

are discussed as illustrative of current opinions upon crust-movements.
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The occurrence of a sharply defined terrace of older alluvium round the west hase of

the Garo hills, and correspondmg with the well known Madhoopoor jungle deposits in the

plains to the south, is noticed with reference to the changes that have affected the delta of

the great rivers.

October 1868.

On the occueeence of Gold in the disteict of Sinobhum, &c, ey Val. Bail, Esq.,

Geological Survey of India.

The existence of gold in the districts of the south-west frontier of Bengal and in the

neighbouring tributary states has long been known. It is found not only in the sands of

many rivers and streams, but in some instances it has been mined for in the alluvial and

other superficial deposits.

Colonel Haughton in his interesting memorandum 'On the geological structure and

mineral resources of the Singhbhum Division,* has given an account of the gold washing,

and enumerated several localities where gold mining had been, or was, at the time of his

visits, carried on. He also quotes from a letter from Mr. Robinson in which that gentleman

states the results of his attempts to establish gold-mining under European superintendence.

At Rohobe in Oodipur where operations were commenced and shewed some prospect

of being fairly remunerative, the climate proved so " hot and unhealthy" that it was found

that no European could live there, and the works were given up.

Colonel Haughton says that " the metal was found some years ago in considerable lumps

" in the Sona Nuddee of Sonapet in Tamar on the northern extremity of Singhbhum,

" and much is still found there."

I have invariably found that the washers have traditions of nuggets having been found

at intervals.

The cases of the gold having been found in situ are undoubtedly rare. Colonel Haughton

speaks of it occurring in (in situ?) "a little north of Assuntitlea in Khursowa,"

but further on he states " I have not heard of any instance in which the metal has been

found attached to a stone, so that the former statement must only mean to imply that it is

mined for in superficial deposits." Dr. Emil Steehr statesf that traces of gold were found

in the copper ores of Singh hum.

A Mr. Emerson was specially employed by the Singhhfim Copper Company to investi

gate the gold resources of the country. He is said to have crushed a quantity of quartz

and to have found traces of gold in it ; but his operations do not appear to have been suffi

ciently successful to encourage him to continue.

When in Chaibassa last April, I was shewn a small nugget of gold in a quartz

matrix. It was said to have been obtained in the Kappergudee Ghat near Kalkapur

in Dholbhiim.

It is not within the scope of the present paper to give a complete resume of all that is

recorded on the subject, but rather to give an account of what has actually come under my

own observation in those portions of the districts which have been examined geologically.

During the season of 1866-67, Mr. Ormsby and myself fancied we were able to connect

the occurrence of gold in the streams with the existence of certain submutamorphic rocks

(magnesium and mica schists, slates and quartzites) which were then for the first time met

with in Manbhum.

Being anxious to put this connection to as rigid a test as circumstances would admit of,

and wishing to define, if possible, the exact boundaries within which gold certainly exists

and may be reasonably looked for, I with some difficulty persuaded two gold washers (man

• J. A. 8. D. Will, p. 103, Isf.i.

t Einira Bemerkumren uber den District Singhbhum in Bengalen. Viertel Jthn'achrift der NaturforachendeQ

Owlnchart. Zurich, 6th year, Part t, lseo.
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and wife) to accompany me during my examination of the remaining portion of the district

of Manbhiim. They remained with me for upwards of three months, washing daily at

such places as pointed out.

One of the most interesting results is, that the existence of gold in the metamorphic

as well as the sub-metamorphic rocks has been satisfactorily proved. This, from various

reasons, I was not prepared to expect. Colonel Haughton, who speaks of the granitic

gneissose rocks as igneous, states that gold is never found in the streams traversing them.

Again, the Natives, so far as my experience goes, do not wash in the sands, &c., lying on

the metamorphic rocks, although they do not connect the existence of gold in the sands with

the vicinity of any particular rock.

In Manbhiim, the experience of generations of washers has enabled them to define

the boundaries within which washing is remunerative ; and this boundary, it is interesting

to observe, corresponds on the north exactly with that of the sub-metamorphic rocks.* This

coincidence I ascertained in the following manner. On my arrival at Dulmi (which is

situated on the faulted boundary of these two groups of rocks) when marching northwards

from the lower part of Pattrum, the gold-washer asked to be allowed to return to his own

country (Dhalbhum), stating that none of his race ever went north of Dulmi. I induced

him however to stop, and while we remained north of the fault the washings were carried on in

the granitic gneiss area with comparatively poor, but not exactly barren, results. On the day

I crossed the fault south of Sindaree, when returning southwards, the gold-washer said that

we should after that find gold more regularly and in greater quantities than we had done

since we came north at Dulmi.

During the whole time, a record was kept of the daily results and of the nature of the

rocks in which the washings were made. The following abstract will suffice for comparison

of the productiveness of the two formations :—

Sub-melamorphics.

January. February. March. April. Total.

.Cumber of days on which wash

ings were made 31 9 IS s 60

Unsuccessful days 2 3 2 2 9= 36 per cent.

.old in grains 176s 4-65 76 2'45 32'3s

! H*ily average in grains .57 -516 -4 .3 Daily average for whole period

= -46 grams.

Metamorphics.

January. February. March. April. Tata.

dumber of days on which wash

ings were made

,,. >i;

20 . 13 33

1 nsuccessful days .., 13 » —... 22 = 68 per cent.

Total gold in grains ... 47s .7 64s

;'aily average .23 .06 Daily average for whole period

5'48

— S3 - '!«.

* A line drawn across the southern part of Manbhum from Simlapal on the east through Burrabazar to a little

. .! tli of Echagurh on the west, roughly indicates the position of the line of boundary between the two formations.
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Comparing these results by the number of successful days first, we may say,

that for gold producing, the submetamorphic rocks are to the metamorphics as

(100—13'6=)86-4 to (100—66=)34=2-o : 1 ; comparing by daily average, the proportions

become .46 : 16=q. p. 3 : 1.

We may therefore conclude that the submetamorphics are between two and half and

three times as productive of gold as the metamorphics, so that as the gold washers only find

a subsistence from washing in the submetamorphic area, it is obvious that it would not pay

them to work in the metamorphics.

The greatest amount found on one day was 2'2 grains, but the daily averages given

above should not be taken as indicative of the amount of gold to be found by a regular

system of working where the washers would of course be set at favorable spots, and would

not have to spend a considerable portion of their time daily, as was the case of the men I

employed, in making marches before they reached the scene of their labours.*

Various papers in the Asiatic Society's Journal describe the methods of gold-washing

practised in different parts of India. The instruments used, though essentially the same

m principle throughout, have local peculiarities of shape, &c., and the manner of manipulation

also varies.

At Heera Khundfthe same instrument and manipulation serve for the separation

of both diamonds and gold. In fact the diamonds are found in the middle of the process,

the iron sand with specks of gold being the final residue.

In Manbhiim and Singbhum the instruments used are perhaps more simple than

those used in any other place. The dish measures 28" by 181 , it is hollowed somewhat

eccentrically to a maximum depth of about 2\ inches. A scraper formed of a flattened iron-

hook set in a handle, serves to collect the auriferious sand and gravel which accumulates in

the angles of the rocks in the beds of streams. The dish when filled is placed in shallow

water, and the operator working with his hands soon separates and throws aside all the

coarser gravel and stones, while the agitation of the water serves to carry away all the mud

and lighter portions.

The dish is then balanced on the jpahn of the left hand and oscillated to and fro

with the right ; this serves to throw off the greater portion of the remaining gravel,

and the process is completed by a circular motion, which is communicated to the water

in the hollow of the dish, by which even the smallest particles of foreign matter are

separated, and the final result is a residue of black iron-sand in which the specks of gold are

readily apparent.

The gold -washers belong to the lowest and poorest races in the country, Gassees

according to Colonel Haughton, but some of those which I met with were a race of kumars,

called Dokras. Their numbers have been greatly reduced by the famine; without exception

they are all in the power of the Mahajuns, for whom they work at a low rate, and are never

able to free themselves of the claims which the Mahajuns make on account of advances.

The daily earnings of the gold-washers are small, but might no doubt be increased,

if it were not that they are always satisfied when enough gold has been found for procuring

the day's subsistence.

• It U conceivable that the fact of the neater quantity of gold being found in the superficial depoiita within

the submetamorphic urea might be atttributable to something in the configuration or elevation of the ground condu

cive to the greater accumulation of gold within that area. 1 could not however discover anything of this kind ; the

fall to south is gradual throughout both formations.

The origin of the gold which is annually found in the rivers at present is, I believe, twofold. A portion being

directly derived from the rocks and the remainder reuniting from the re-aaaortment of detritus which is the remand

of sub-aerial action.

In both formations, the evidences of extensive sub-aerial action are numerous and prominent, and it is obvious

that nature has been carrying on gold washing operations in the valleys, since denudation first commenced to scoop

them out, leaving barriers of intervening ranges of hill* formed of the hardest rocks between them.

t J A .8. n. VIII. 1067, 1s39.

'
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Colonel Haughton says—" The Gassees can always reckon on earning from three to four

pice per day, and I am assured that a vigorous man often gets as much as twelve annas,

which, as the ordinary rate of field labour is about one pice, must be considered a very large

sum."*

Mr. Robinson found in a trial which he made at Rohobe in Oodipur, that men to

whom he paid one anna could produce for him from three to four annas worth of gold.

Colonel Dalton states that the washers themselves regard it as a very poor trade, simply

yielding they say pit bur (bellyful).

Dr. Stcehr in his paper on Singhbhum states that he found the average daily earning

to be about 25 centimes (rather more than an anna and a half).

The men I met with stated that they could earn about an anna a day and occasionally

three or four annas.

Taking into consideration the manner in which the gold is distributed through the

superficial deposits of these districts, it would seem that the system of hydraulic mining,

at present practised in California, is the one which would be most likely to be successful.

In a recently published accountf of that system we learn that there is a company in

California which supplies water to the miners at such a moderate rate that " 350 miner's

inches of water, with a head of 160 feet, will remove and wash 4,000 tons of gravel per

diem, leaving a small profit on the working of stuff affording gold to the value of only three

half pence per ton."

In parts of the districts under consideration it would be hopeless to expect to obtain

a constant and sufficient supply of water with the necessary head-way : but there must be

many places at the bases of the plateaux which rise towards the west, where the conditions

would be peculiarly favourable. During the rains the number of such places would of course

be vastly increased.

The simplest idea of this process, which seems so nearly to approach to perfection in

California, is not, however, altogether unknown to the natives. Mi. Robinson saysj—

" Another plan and a very remarkable one in which the people collect the gold is by drawing up

small watercourses before the rains, so as to make places for a deposit of soil carried down

by the water ; this soil is cleared out several times and in it is found a large deposit of gold."

In the shallow diggings the hydraulic system would not of course be applicable, but even

in them an increased field would undoubtedly result from supplanting the native's dish by

the Californian pan, rocker, long-torn and sluice.

September, 1868.

MeKOBANDUH ON THE WELLS NOW BEING 8ITNK AT THE EUROPEAN PKNITENTIAnT,

AND AT THE SITE FOE THE CeKTEAL JaIL, HaZAKEEUAUH, by H. B. MeDLICOTt,

F. G. S., Geological Suevey of India.

1. All the rocks of Hazareebagh are of the most extreme metamorphic type, and are

besides very irregularly arranged. It will, therefore, be at once understood that a question

of water-supply, m which these rocks are concerned, is altogether beyond those simpler cases

where a study of the sections might enable a Geologist to give an approximate positive

judgment upon the source of water in any given 'position. The independent method

being thus not applicable, I had to trust to the discussion of existing local experience, and

the comparison of this with the special cases proposed, with the following results.

2. Hazareebagh is on an undulating upland. There is nowhere any strictly level

ground ; but the tops of the ridges are generally very flat, and the slopes very gentle. It

• J. A. S. B., 1sM, p. 108.

t Quar. Journal of Science, XIX, July 1888.

JJ.A.S. B., 1s6A P. 103.
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is only in the immediate neighbourhood of the main stream-channels that rougher and

steeper ground occurs, and also where rocks come to, or near to, the surface, whether on the

slopes, or on the ridges. But even in this latter case, the summits of such ridges are very

approximately on the same level as those where no rock is to be seen ; I regret that available

information does not enable me to give figures. Over large areas, as in and about the Station

and Cantonments, no rock whatever is exposed. From the few glimpses I was able to get

in the upper part of unlined wells or in ditches, it would appear that such areas are formed

of a dark stiff sandy clay, tinted with iron, and mottled with concentrated granules of the

same in varying proportions. The greatest thickness I was able to observe of this stratum

was 14 feet in a partially dug well, where the water level had not yet been reached ; but,

no doubt, it locally attains greater dimensions. I could not fully satisfy myself, from an

inspection of this clay, whether it is purely derived from the decomposition m place of the

subjacent rock, or whether it be in some manner alluvial, a point that would bear importantly

upon the under-ground distribution of the water. I incline to the former view; but, if

correct, the rocks must be there unusually free from the quartz-veins which occur so abun

dantly in the exposed rock sections, and which veins would remain in position and unaffected

in the clay. This stratum forms a cold and retentive under-clay : the upper two feet or so of

a paler colour, where de- and re-composition has further advanced, forms a slightly improved

sub-soil, yielding at the surface a very poor soil. Where the iron and the sand are not in

excess, the under-clay forms an excellent brick-clay ; the upper layer being fit for tiles.

Below this clay, I am told, there comes suddenly an unknown thickness of incoherent sandy

or gravelly material, in which the water runs freely ; but from the very apocryphal descrip

tions I have received, I am quite unable to say whether this be a diluvial deposit, or merely

disintegrated rock in place ; what has been conjectured regarding the clay may show that

I incline to the latter view : the evidence of any old heaps or of well-clearings is in favor

of it. The greatly preponderating rock of the region is a finely granular hornblendic gneiss.

From a list of measurements taken in 42 wells within Cantonments, and a partially contoured

plan, both furnished to me by the Executive Engineer, I have made the annexed tabular

statement, from which a few inferences may be gleaned. In none of these wells, that I

could hear of, was anything like rock met with.

3. It is remarked on the list that " those measured in the evening have often been

largely drawn upon, as No. 14 on the south side of the Plunge-bath. Early measurements

for all would have been better, even if it had to be done on consecutive days ; it would seem,

however, that the discrepancies thus introduced may balance each other in the averages of

the several groups ; but the data being thus not comparable, and there being no collateral

information, one is left without a clue to an explanation of what may be only apparent

anomalies ; such as Nos. 26 and 27, deep wells, exhausted, while much shallower wells in

the same neighbourhood hold several feet of water. In all such statistics, the original

depths to which the wells we're sunk should be the measure given ; this ought to be in a

permanent record and with it some attempt, however rough, to describe the materials cut

through. All should, moreover, be easily referrible to the level of the lowest drainage point

of the region as a datum line.

4. The table, contrary to what might have been expected, shows no decided advantage

in the supply to wells at a lower level.

5. There is a very marked advantage shown, as was of course to be expected, in an

increase to the depth of the wells ; there is at least 6 inches gained in the daily supply for

every foot in depth below a certain point. I say daily supply, for I do not think that the

depth of a well would affect its permanent level : thus Nos. 2 and 3 are within 70 yards of

each other, neither was much m use ; and although No. 3 is deeper by 8 feet 6 inches, there

is only 1 foot 3 inches difference in the water level, and even this is in favor of the shallower

well. From every consideration it is manifest to me that to have an unfailing supply of the

best water in Cantonments, it is only necessary to sink a few feet lower than has been the

practice, and, I might add, to adopt some less primitive mode of drawing water than that

of hauling in buckets. Where there are only a few feet of water, this mode of raising

makes it turbid and unfit for immediate use. Serious difficulty seems to have been felt in

attempting to carry the wells even to theirpresent depth ; but I cannot find that any proper

means have been tried to overcome this difficulty, such as the use of some method of shormg

up the sides while the work is being carried on in friable, watery ground, and at the same

time some means of unwatering more effectual than the obstructive one of baling and

hauling.
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6. Several figures in the list show how safely the water is stored below ; how slowly,

but surely, the supply recovers when drawn upon. These measurements were taken on the

5th of June, after a long season of drought. Dr. J. M. Coates, Superintendent of Jails,

has kindly given me a statement of the rain-falls for the preceding months :—January, 0'26 ;

February, 097 ; March, 0'64 ; April, 0-0 ; May, 1-54 ; up to 5th June, 0'59. The scarcity

was much felt, but it was not an extreme case. I am told that worse seasons have been

experienced, still there were 13 and 20 feet of water in wells Nos. 2 and 3 at a depth from

the surface of 26 and 27 feet. In other cases, as Nos. 8" and 14, a fair daily supply was

renewed nightly. The stratum of clay can be but very slightly permeable to water, and

can contribute little ; all the evidence goes to show that the water is lodged in the disinte

grated upper portions of the under-lying gneiss. The depth to which this decomposition

takes place is variable according to the variety of the rock in different spots ; but it is

generally very considerable, and in every case I would take that as the depth to which a well

may be sunk with advantage. The moderate permeability of this rotten rock, as shown by

the facts just quoted, suggests an alternative to the deep sinking which has been recom

mended as the best safeguard against scarcity : it would seem that wells may be sunk within

80 to 100 yards of each other without seriously affecting the daily supply in each within

the limits of ordinary demand.

7. In connection with the question here discussed, I would bring to notice an allied

one of equal importance. In the 13 days following the 6th June there fell 14'43" of rain,

and all the wells were filled to within a foot of, or were quite up to, the surface. This is

their condition for months throughout the rainy season, after which they slowly subside to

their minimum at the end of the ensuing hot season. Such a state of things will seem

strange after what has been said of the configuration of the ground, that the surface drainage

is ample in every direction ; and that at no great distance the rocks outcrop in valleys much

below the general level of the country, unless from artificial causes there is no surface

lodgement of water. It may seem stranger that it should be allowed to remain so. I have

lately heard doubts expressed as to the reputed healthiness of Hazareebaugh. Without in

the least wishing to endorse such an opmion, against which there is much presumptive

evidence, I may remark that, according to received notions, it seems like neglecting a means

of improved healthiness to allow the water to be so near the surface. It may be said, and

I am not prepared to deny the assertion, that so long as the water is even a few inches under

ground, it is innocuous ; that it is only when allowed to stagnate on the surface that it

becomes injurious ; if it be so, most of the ground would require no treatment, but there

would remain much to be done. When I passed through Hazareebaugh in the middle of

November 1866, after we had many days of hot sunny weather, I noticed soft sludgy ground

in many places, even within a short stone's-throw of the barracks. At half-way down the

slopes of the shallow hollows the water does ooze out, creating this boggy ground, so long

as the general water level remains above the level of the channel. Surely this would come

within the limits of the conditions to which the autumnal unhearthiness is attributed all

over India. But here, not as in the cities of the plains, the remedy is easy ; the most

complete facilities exist for drainage of any required degree. Of drainage, such as is usually

understood in India, Hazareebagh has had its fair share : the natural water channels

and the cuts along the roadside, or elsewhere, are kept clear, but in such a sub-soil as that

here the effect of this is imperceptible. Drainage to be effectual should be such " thorough

drainage" as a farmer would apply to similar land in Scotland, if he wanted to bring it

under tillage.

8. The Civil Station adjoins Cantonments immediately on the north-west, the ground

being apparently slightly higher. Here, about the Zillali Jail, and in the grounds of the

house occupied by the Superintendent of Jails, I saw some sections in unlined wells somewhat

different from what would seem to be the rule in Cantonments, in so far as that the clay,

which is of precisely the same character as elsewhere, is much less thick, not more than 6 to

10 feet. The rock does not appear at the surface. Even here I could not satisfy myself

upon the mode of origin of the clay ; there seems to be generally at the base a foot or so,

in which coarse quartz debris is abundant and irregularly scattered. Here, however, it is

certain that the water-yielding rock is the porous rotten gneiss, in which the wells are dug

without any difficulty. It is often so loose as to crumble away and fall in.

9. We may now come to the main object of our investigation. The European Peni

tentiary stands about three-fourths of a mile to north-north-east of Cantonments, and

separated from them by a broad valley, some 40 feet deep, passing up to westwards, in which
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direction the ridges are continent. The site for the Central Jail is some few score yards be

yond the Penitentiary, on another minor branch of the same system of ridges. In both

localities rock crops out freely in many places, and it might have been anticipated from the

beginning that the well question would assume a very different aspect from that of any case

within local experience. It were useless to moralise upon so common an occurrence as want

of foresight, or to indicate its source in this particular instance.

10. In the Penitentiary well there is no clay at top. After about 3 feet of coarse

quartz gravel, mixed with red sandy earth, they come upon a run of largely crystallized

granite (pegmatite) very irregularly associated with hornblendic gneiss. At first this mass

was not difficult to be cut, although not nearly so soft as the rotten rock already spoken of, but it

rapidly became harder, and at about 20 feet blasting had to be resorted to. All effects of

decomposition from surface atmospheric influence having ceased, the stone showed its true

characters of intense hardness and complete impermeability. The arrangement of the

bedding, if, indeed, it be true bedding, in this short shaft is exceedingly irregular, at one

spot apparently dipping to the north, and at another to the west. In the hard rock at base

there are some well marked joint planes showing large flat surfaces nearly vertical, but these

joints do not seem to be available for the percolation of water ; the few leakages that occur
 

gneiss irregularly at a low average angle, but here it is firmly united with the containing

rock, the same even surface of fracture passing indiscriminately through both. I waited for

several days to have this well emptied, but the water was still knee-deep at my last examina

tion. I do not consider that I have lost any evidence of importance.

11. Prom the accounts I have received, there would seem to be some prospect of

immediate success. I am informed by Dr. Coates that a few days before the work closed at

the end of the hot season, he made a rough measurement of the leakage water, and found

it to be about 40 gallons per hour, nearly 1,000 per day. I confess that this surprises me

much : the excavation then was at about the level the water stood at when I saw it last, and

the leakage did not seem to me any thing like so much, although the time of year was so

much more favorable, and the well had just been emptied by double gangs of men working

day and night. Subsequent to that measurement, the last few blasts put into the rock

disclosed one or more layers much softer than any met with for some yards above, and from

which water flowed in much greater abundance than from any of the higher points. Unfor

tunately the rains put a stop to the work before this ground could be fully proved. The only

symptoms I could detect of these sources was that, in walking about through the water,

I felt at two or three spots a very appreciable warmth under my feet. The first thing to be

done now is fully to test this ground. Five or 6 feet mere of cutting ought to prove what

it is worth. But a large margin ought to be left above any measurement made now for the

diminution that may be expected in the dry season.

12. There can, of course, be no doubt of ultimate success : accumulated drippings will

at last yield the required supply. But this must remain matter of experiment. No one

but a diviner would venture to predict at what point success would be attamed in rocks like

these. There is, however, an evident choice as to the direction in which these contributions aro

to be sought. That word " spring" has a great deal to answer for : most men seem to think

that water comes from the bowels of the earth, whereas in 99 out of 100 apparent cases

the source is from above. The only available, and the only known, source of water here is

the one already pointed out, the porous mass of disintegrated rock at the out-crop under

the clay. This being the case, I would decidedly recommend, in the event of the next few

feet in depth not giving the required supply, that the vertical shaft be changed for a nearly

horizontal drift. The chances are almost all in favor of this plan, and there is here the

ultimate certainty of tapping the source itself in the most effectual manner from below.

In the vertical shaft there is no doubt the chance of contributions from every side, while in

the drift we must select the most likely direction, but I am in favor of this attempt- There

are two elements for consideration, the structure of the rocks, and the lie of the surface.

From what has been seen of the rooks in the Penitentiary well, there is little or no room

for choice ; they have no definite arrangement. The most frequent run of the rocks in this

neighbourhood is about north-north-west, and so the most likely line to cut them would be

at right angles to that direction. The prima facie view of the second condition would
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T.IBLE II.

Table of measurements in the item Jail Wells.

A. Police Well

B. Penitentiary, 1'—9" below A.

C. Central Jail, 41—0" „ „

Depth of

Well.

fret.

*i

61)

Depth of Water

on 19th June.

feet. inches.

28 0

33 0

21 6

Depth of Wator

on 10th October.

feet, inches.

22 6

43 6

31 0

Meteoeites.—To the collection of Meteorites in the Geological Museum, there have

been two valuable additions during the past three months. One of these, a specimen of

the very interesting fall which occurred on the 11th July 1868, at Omars (Doubs), in France,

has been presented by M. Jules Marcou, Paris. It is a remarkable stone of a dark-grey

colour, oolitic or sub-oolitic in texture, very friable, so as even to crumble under the action of

the fingers. Iron is present in extremely small particles. It is very slightly magnetic.

In fact, the fall represents a state intermediate between the ferruginous and the non-ferru

ginous falls, sp. gr. 3.599 (in fragments). It yielded to Pisani by analysis no less than

?6.10 per cent, of Peridot. To the kindness of my good friend M. Marcou I am indebted

for this interesting specimen.

The second fall occurred in India, near Mooltan, on the 17th October. The fall took

place at a spot about 12 miles east of Lodran. " About 2 p. m. a loud report was heard

" in the sky to the westward, and immediately a cloud of dust rose from the ground. On

" going to the spot the aerolite was found. The sky was quite clear at the time." This is

the account given by Captain Bond, District Superintendent of Police.

A portion only of the mass was obtained and forwarded. It is a very beautiful stone,

consisting of a large proportion of bright yellowish green olivine, the crystals of which aro

imbedded in a kind of crystalline net-work of brilliant iron. The stono is at present being

analyzed, and the result will be given hereafter.—T. 0.

ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY.

Feom 1st Octoeee 1868 to 31st Decemeee 1868.

Titles of Books. Donors.

Beneden, van amd Geevais, Paul.—Oste.ographie des C6tace's vivants et fossiles, comprenant

la description et l'iconographie du squelette et du systeme dentaire do

oes anhnaux aiusi que des documents relatifs a. leur histoire naturelle,

Liv. 1. and Atlas, 4to. and FoL, Paris, 1868.

J.—Thesaurus Siluricus. The flora and fauna of the Silurian period, 'lto.,

London, 1868.

E.—E'tudes paleo-ethnologiques ou rechercheg Geologico-archeologiques sur

l'industrie et les moeurs de l'homme des temps ante-historiques dans

le nord du Dauphiuc et les environs de Lyon, Ito., Paris and Lyon,

1867.

Congees international d'anthropologie et d'archeologie preTiistoriques, Liv. 1, 8vo., Paris, 1868.

D'Alton, De. E., UND Buemeistee, De. H.—Der foesile gavial von Boll in Wurttemberg

mit bezugnahme auf die lebenden Krokodilinen nach seiner gesamnten

organisation Zoologish geschildert, Fol., Halle, 1854

Elliot, Sie II.—History of India, Vol. 1, 8vo., London, 1868.

Govmnment Of India.

Biosey, J.

Chantee,
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Titlet of Books. Donors.

Eedmakn, A.—Exposé des Formations Quaternaires de la Suéde, Text and Atlas, 8vo. and

4to., 1867.

DlHECTEUR-IN-ClIEF DE LA RECHERCHE GEOLOgIQUE DE LA SUEDE.

Folin, L. de.—Les Méleâgrinicoles, espèces nouvelles, 8vo., Havre, 1867.

Heee, De. 0.—Flora fossilis arctica. Die fossile flora der polarl&nder, 4to., Zurich, 1868.

Laetet, E., and Cheisty, H.—Reliquiœ Aquitanicse, Pt. VI, 4to., 1868.

Lindenschmidt, De. L.—Die Alterthùmer unserer heidnischen Vorzeit, Bd. II, Hf., 8, 9,

4to, Mainz, 1868.

M aecou, Jules.—Notice sur les cartes geologiques de Victoria (Australie) et de» îles Britan

niques, 8vo., Paris, 1868. The Authoe.

Mayes, Chaales.—Catalogue systématique et descriptif des fossiles des terrains tertiares

qui se trouvent au musée fédéral de Zurich, III, 8vo., Zurich, 1868.

PaladilHe, M.—Nouvelles Miscellanées malacologiques, Fasc. III, 8vo., Paris, 1868.

Pfeiffee, De. L.—Monographia heliceorum viventium, Vol. V, 8vo., Lipsiœ, 1868.

Pictet, F. J.—Matériaux pour la paléontologie Suisse, ou recueil de Monographies sur les

fossiles du jura et des Alpes, Ser. V, I, 4to., Genève, 1868.

Pictet, F. J.—Melanges paléontologiques, Liv. 4, 4to., Genève, 1868.

Reinwald, W. C.—Catalogue annuel de la Librairie Française, 8vo., Paris, 1868.

Smith, R. Beouoh.—Mineral Statistics of Victoria for the year 1867, Fol. Melbourne, 1868.

Office of Mines, Victoeia.

Veenecil, E de, et Loeiebe, G. de,—Description des fossiles du néocomien supérieur de

Utrillas et ses environs (province de Teruel), 4to., Paris, 1868.

Weiîsey, De- M.—Mineralogische Stndien, Theil. I, 4to., Breslau, 1868.

ZlgNO, Bae. A. DE,—Flora fossilis format ionis Oolithicœ, Pt V, Fol., Padova, 1868.

PEBI0DICAL8.

American Journal of Science and Arts, Vol. XLV, No. 136, 8vo., New Haven, 1868.

Annales des Mines, Ser. VI, Tom. XIII, Liv. 2, 8vo., Paris, 1868.

L'Administeation des Mines.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th SeT., Vol. II, Nos. 9, 10, 11, 8vo., Lond., 1868.

Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte, 32nd year, Vol. II, 8vo., Berlin, 1866.

Engineer's Journal, New 8er., Vol XI, Nos. 10, 11, 4to., Calcutta, 1868.

Geological Magazine, London, Vol. V, Nos. 9, 10, 11, 8vo., Lond., 1868.

Journal de Conchyliologie, 3rd Ser., Tom. VIII, No. 4, 8vo., Paris, 1868.

Journal of Travel and Natural History, edited by A. Murray, Esq., VoL I, No. 6, 8vo.,

Lond., 1868.

NeuM Jahrbuch fur mineralogie, geologie und paléontologie, Hf. 6, 6, of 1868, 8vo.,

Stuttgart, 1868.

Novitates Conchologicae, Abth. I, Lief. 31, 32, and SuppL III, Lief. 12, 13, 4to., Cassel, 1868.

Palœontographica, XVI, 6, XVIII, 1, 2, 3, 4to., Cassel, 1868.

Petermann, Dr. A. Geographische Mittheilungen, 7, 8, 9, 10, of 1868 and Suppl. 24, 4to.,

Gotha, 1868.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, VoL V, No. 21, 8vo, Roorkee, 1868.

M .won J. G. Medley, R. E.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Scries, No. XXXII, 8vo., London, 1868.

Quarterly Journal of Science, No. XX, 8vo., London, 1868.

Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. I, No. 3, 8vo., Calcutta, 1868.

Geological Kuevby of India.
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Titles*of Books. Donors.

Revue universelle des Mines, de la me'tallurgie, des traveaux publics, des sciences et des arts

applique's a l'industrie, Tom. XXIII, et XXIV, Liv. 3, 4, Royal 8vo.,

1868,

Goveenment Selections, &c.

Bengal.—Annual report on the administration of the Bengal Presidency for 1867-68.

Goveenment of Bengal.

Report of the Meteorological Reporter to the Government of Bengal for the

year 1867-68, with a meteorological abstract for the year 1867.

GOVEBNMBNT OF BENGAL.

Bomeay.—Report on past famines in the Bombay Presidency, compiled by Lieut. Col.

A. T. Etheridge. Goveenment of Bomeay.

Selections from the records of the Bombay Government, New Ser., No. CVIII.

Papers relating to the introduction of settlement rates into fifty-three

villages of Kukkur Talooka of the Shikarpoor collectorate in the

provmce of Sindh. Goveenment of Bomeay.

Beitish Burma.—Annual report on the administration of the province of British Burma

for 1867-68, by Col. A. Fytehe. Chief Comme., Beitish Buema.

Civil justice report, 1867. Extract from the Proceedings of the Chief

Commissioner, British Burma, in the Home Department, No. 85.

Chief Comme., Baitish Buema.

Education report of British Burma, 1867-68, by P. Hordern, Esq. Ex

tract from Proceedings in Home Department, No. 277 A.

Chief Comme., Beitish Buema.

Report on the trade and customs of British Burma for 1867-68.

Ditto.

Extract from the Proceedings of the Chief Commissioner in the Home Department,

No. 241. Public health and births and deaths, 1867-68.

Ditto.

ruuTBAL Peovinces —Report on the administration of the Central Provinces for the year

1867-68, by J. H. Morris, Esq. Govt., Centeal Paovinces.

India—Adam's reports on vernacular education in Bengal and Behar, edited by Revd.

J. Long. GoTT- 0F lNDIA-

Report on the administration of the Hydrabad Assigned Districts for the year

" ^ 1867-68, by C. B. Sanders, Esq. Govt, of India.

„ Selections from the records of the Government of India, Home Department.

" No LXIV Reports on the coal resources and production of India.

r Govt, of India.

„ Statistical committee forms, to accompany the annual report of the P"™£^

Oudh.

_ Geographical and statistical report of district Mohamed Khan's Tanda of the

Hyderabad collectorate, province of Smd by Capt. D. Macdonald.

J Sueveyoe Geneeal.

Madeas —Selections from the records of the Madras Government, No. IX. Report on
Madeas. Elections ™ ^^ th hout the presidency and provmces of Madras m

the year 1867. GovT- of Madeas.

MYSORE-Report on public instruction in Mysore for the year 1867-6^ ^^ ^^

Mysore statistical returns, 1867-68. DlTT0-

Report on the administration of Mysore for the year 1867-68. Ditto.

" Report on the revenue administration of Mysore for the year 1866-C7. Ditto.

Annual report on the administration of Coorg for 1867-68. Ditto.

Report on public instruction in Coorg for 1867-68. Ditto.
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Titles of Boohs. Donors.

N. W. Peovinces.—Report on the administration of the North-Western Provinces for

1867-68. Govt, of N. W. Peovinces.

„ Report on past famines in the North-Western Provinces, by C. E. R.

<! milestone. Govt. OF N. W. Peovinces.

„ Selections from the records of Government, North-Western Provinces,

2nd Ser., Vol. I, No. 2. Govt, of N. W. Peovinces.

Punjae.—Annual report on the meteorological observations registered in the Punjab, by

A. Neil. Govt, of Punjae.

„ Hand-book of the economic products of the Punjab, with a combined index and

flossary of techmcal vernacular words, Vol. I. Economic raw pro-

uce, by B. H. Powell. Govt, of Punjae.

„ Report of the Inspector General of Dispensaries in the Punjab for the year 1867.

Govt, of Punjae.

Punjae.—Report on the administration of criminal justice in the Punjab and its depend

encies during the year 1867. Govt, of 1-unjae.

„ Report on the sanitary administration of the Punjab for 1867.

Govt, of Punjae.

Teansactions of Societies, &c.

Bean.—Jahrbuch des Schwcizer Alpen-club. Jahr. IV, with 6 maps, 8vo., Born, 1868.

Bealin.—Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft, Bd. XX, Hf. 2, 8vo., Berlin,

1868. Geeman Gkol. Society.

Boston.—Memoirs read before the Boston Society of Natural History ; being a new series

of the Boston Journal of Natural History, Vol. I, Pt. III., 4to., Bos

ton, 1868.

Calcutta.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Pt. I, No. 2, 8vo., Calcutta,

1868. Pt. II, No. 4, The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. 9, 10, 11, 12, 8vo.,

Calcutta, 1868. The Society.

Califoenia.—Geological Survey of California, Pakeontology, Vol. II, Sec. I, Pt. I. Tertiary

Invertebrate Fossils, Plates, Roy. 8vo., California.

Daesden.—Sitzungsberichte der naturwissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft, Isis, in Dresden,

Jahr., 1868, Nos. 4—6, 8vo., Dresden, 1868. The Society!

„ Verhandlungen der Kaiserlichen Leopoldino-Carolinischen deutschen Akademie

der Naturforscher, Vol. XXXIV, 4to.( Dresden, 1868.

The Academy.

Duelin.—The Journal of the Royal Dublin Society, No. 37, 8vo., Dublin, 1868.

The Society.

KonigseEBg.—Schriften der Koniglichen physikalisch-Okonomischen Gesellschaft zu Kon-

igsberg, Vol. VIII, Abth. I, II, 4to., Konigsberg, 1867.

Lausanne.—Bulletin de la Soci^te" Vaudoise des sciences naturelles, Vol. IX, No. 69, 8vo.,

Lausanne, 1866-68. The Society.

London.—List of the Fellows of the Royal Society, 30th November 1867. The Society.

„ Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London for 1867, Vol. 167,

Pt. II, 4to., London, 1867. The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. XVI, No. 104, 8vo., London, 1868,

and Vol. XVII, No. 105. The Society.

„ Journal of the Society of Arts and of the Institutions in Union, Vol. XVI,

Nos. 820—29, 8vo., London, 1868. The Society.

„ Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XXXVII, with maps, 8vo.,

London, 1807. The Society.
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Title* of Books, Donors.

London.—Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XII, No. 6, 8vo., London,

1868. The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain, Vol. V, Pts. Ill, IV, and

List of the Members, Officers, and Professors, 8vo., London, 1868.

The Institution.

„ Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol. XXIV, Pt III, No. 95, 8vo.,

London, 1868. The Society.

Moscow.—Bulletin de la Soctete imperiale des naturalistes de Moscou, Tom. XL, Nos. 3, 4,

8vo., Moscow, 1867. The Society.

Paeis.—Bulletin de la Soci^te' Geologique de Prance, 2nd Series, Tom. XXV, Nos. 2, 3, 8vo.,

Paris, 1867-68. The Society.

Philadelphia.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, Vol. LIV, No. 1, and Vol. LV, No. 6,

Vol. LVI, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 8vo., Phil., 1867-68. The Institute.

St. Louis.—Transactions of the Academy of Sciences of St. Louis, Vol. II, No. 3, with

plates illustrating papers, 8vo., St. Louis, 1868.

St. Peteeseueq.—Bulletin de l'Academie imperiale des sciences de St. Petersburg, Tom.
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Part 2.] 1869. [May.

Annual Repoet of the Geological Suevey of India and of the Museum of

Geology, Calcutta, foe the yeae 1868.

In reporting the progress and doings of the Geological Survey of India during the year

1868, I shall take each branch of our labors in the same order as I have for the most part

observed on former occasions.

Mr. W. T. Blanford has, during the. whole of the year just past, been engaged with the

Abyssinian Field-force, and since its return in arranging and examining the large collections

he made during the expedition. Mr. Ormsby was compelled to leave for Europe early in

the year, having^ suffered from exposure to the tropical sun. And Mr. Charles Oldham left

on furlough in November. On the other hand, Mr. Tween returned to his duty in charge of

the Museum here. Mr. Foote resumed his labors in Madras, and Mr. Theobald in Burmah.

On the whole our numbers have been, during the past year, less reduced than usual in con

sequence of ill-health.

At the commencement of the year, I proceeded to the Madras Presidency to make

enquiry on tho spot into the facts regarding the asserted occurrence of coal close to the town

of Juggiapett, or Battavole, near the Kistna River. For years it had been persistently

repeated that coal had actually been raised in that neighbourhood, and this statement was

maintained notwithstanding the fact that very many persons, deeply interested in the result

and most anxious to confirm the discovery if possible, had visited tho localities, but had

entirely failed to find any trace of evidence that coal existed or was likely to exist. Its

occurrence in this place would have been of such high importance, that I was desirous of

visiting the place as soon as practicable ; I had also received from the Madras Government

an urgent rj(N fo enquire into the facts. This request had reached me at a time when

field-work was not practicable, but I had promised to go there as soon as possible. I left

Calcutta, therefore, early in January ; and accompanied by the original propounder of tho dis

covery, I visited carefully every locality which he indicated, and went generally over tho

district. I regret to state that I found no trace of the coal-bearing rocks ; no signs of coal,

or of any of its usual accompaniments, nor was I able to see a single spot where anything,

in the slightest degree leading to the conclusion that coal did exist there, could be found.

On the contrary, all these rocks are an unbroken and uninterrupted continuation of similar

rocks which cover an enormous area in the districts of Kurnool, Kuddapah, and Guntoor

to the south, and, which, thoroughly exposed as they are in their many folds, contortions, and

disturbances throughout this area, must have exhibited any beds of coal or coal-shale which

possibly existed. But, neither in the Juggiapett country, nor over the many hundred square

miles to the south, over which similar rocks extend and which have all been carefully exammed,

has any trace of such deposits been noticed. I was, therefore, compelled to believe that the

statement of coal having been found at or near Juggiapett was either based upon an inten

tional deception practised on the original observer, or was a delusion.

From the vicinity of Juggiapett, I proceeded southward, devoting some time to care

fully testing the accuracy of the geological mapping of a considerable area which had been

previously examined by Mr. C. Oldham and Mr. King, and returned to Calcutta.
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J close of the year (December), I proceeded to Attok to examine the rocks

(triflus, through which a tunnel drift had been carried, with a view to determine

of enlarging this drift into a regular roadway. I had wished to accomplish

re in the season, but as the tunnel was full of water, and was not pumped out

or, I was obliged to defer it. Having already reported in some detail on this

I need not here enter into the facts, further than to state, there appeared nothing

either in the structure or in the composition of the rock-masses to prevent the immediate

enlargement of the drift with perfect safety, provided proper precautions were adopted, and

the work were done at once. But that these precautions would render the cost of the tunnel,

when completed, quite as great as that of a first class bridge, and that even then the accom

modation to the traffic would certainly not be as great as that afforded by a bridge.

Subsequently, at the request of the Government of the Punjab, I examined with some

care the range of hills near Futtyjung, extending southward from Cheerat, and in which

petroleum had been obtained. I saw everything to lead to the conclusion that petroleum

would be found over a large area in these orbitolite limestone rocks, although probably not

in any very great quantities in one place. The best position for trials seemed fairly indicated,

and these I noted. The probability would seem to be that limited reservoirs of this oil will

be found at no great depth from the surface, although I am not very sanguine that they will

prove very extensive in any one locality. Similar rocks occur again in a rudely parallel range

to the east, and here also traces of earth-oil are seen ; and it would appear very probable that

supplies will be found extending over a large area in this part of the Punjab.

An examination of the Dhurmsala district, and also of tho Goorgaon district near

Delhi, was requested, with a view to determine the extent of deposits of kaolin said to occur in

each. Looking, however, to the inaccessibility of both and their distance from any markets,

which must prevent the economizing of this clay to any large extent ; and also to the fact

that, so far as any local demand existed, it was of no importance to determine at the

present the extent of these deposits, their existence being known, I felt compelled to think

this enquiry was of vastly less importance than others. And that, so far as any question

of extent or amount of such deposits was concerned, a very much more satisfactory answer

could be given after the whole districts had been gone over than after a rapid visit to one

or two isolated localities. No mistake can be greater than to imagine that a geologist can,

by a sort of intuition, arrive at a knowledge of facts bearing on such questions. This can

only be acquired by a continuous and detailed investigation necessarily demanding time.

Bengal and Uppee Peovinces.—During the early part of the year just closed,

Mr. Medlicott was engaged in the investigation of the western and southern flanks of the

Garo Hills. So long smce as 1842, Mr. Bedford, who had surveyed parts of this area,

announced the occurrence of coal in the hills bordering the Bramahpootra River at the

western extremity of the Garo Hills, near to a village called Harigaon, and other outcrops

had been noticed further to the east in the Sumesurri River. The peculiarly favorable

situation of these places, within easy reach of a great river, and in districts where fuel was

otherwise not readily procurable, rendered it of high importance that the facts should be

ascertained. It was also known that the rocks which, accompany coal in the Kh as ia Hills

extended to the west, and there was, therefore, a probability that the coal might also be

found to extend in the same direction. It had long been hoped that a topographical

survey of these hills would afford the means of recording carefully the geological observa

tions, but as there appeared little likelihood of these hopes being realized within any reason

able time, and as meanwhile the question of the eastern and northern extension of the

Eastern Bengal Railway was urgent, it was determined to examine the area, in such a general

way as might be sufficient, without entering into minute detail, to solve the question satis

factorily of the probable amount and character of the coal which occurred there. Mr. Medli

cott's report on the results of his examination having been published (Records of the Geolo

gical Surcey of India, Part 1,1868, p. 11), it is unnecessary to enter into any detail here.

It will be sufficient to state that he has shown that the spurious coal of the Garo Hills is

geologically distinct from most of that known in the Khasia Hills; that, in all cases, this

coal occurs near to the base of the whole stratified series within a few yards of the underlying

crystalline rocks ; while the coal itself is very poor, in one place mainly a resinous shale, in

another, a thick bed of dark stiff clay with insignificant strings of lignite through it.

Where in greatest quantity, it is described as a thick band of shale in the midst of which
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occur* the coal-seam : it is a good deal crushed, altogether about three feet

unequally carbonaceous, being locally split by strings of clay and sand ; u

few thin strings of coaly substance. The mass of what would be extracted as

resinous batt or shale, full of small nests and strings of a kind of amber ; it gives

sound when struck, is very tough, and breaks with a large conchoidal fracture. It w

ous that whatever little use might be made of such deposits, if required on the s_

were practically of no value as a source of fuel for general purposes. It is most seriously

to be regretted that the statements upon which expectations of coal had been founded should

have proved to be so fallacious.

Having completed the cursory examination of these rocks, Mr. Medlicott devoted some

time to a more careful examination of the Khasia Hills, for which portions of the topogra

phical survey maps were ready. These very interesting hills had never before been visited

by any of the officers of the survey at a time when it was possible to examine the lower

parts of their steep slopes ; and consequently, as pointed out long since, much remained to

be done, before we could suppose that we possessed any true knowledge of their structure.

Further, the full determination of the cretaceous age of the sandstones, &c., under Cherra

Poonjee, (Quar. Jour. Qeol. Soc. London, 1863, p. 521, Oldham, on cretaceous rocks in

E. Bengal) which, in my own early description, m consequence of their apparent con

tinuity and conformity, (the fossils collected having been lost at sea) had been grouped

with the tertiary rocks above, rendered it necessary to carry out this separation in detail.

Mr. Medlicott has been able to do much towards this, and in tracing out these rocks has been

led to several very valuable conclusions, a brief summary of which has already appeared in

the Records of the Survey. As soon as the topographical survey of these hills is completed,

1 hope to be able to have them examined in detail.

Later in the season, Mr. Medlicott having arranged for the several duties assigned to

the assistants under his charge, was requested to take up the very important geological

question of the extent and relations of the several series of sandstones, &c., associated in

Bengal with the coal, as compared with those in Central India. With this object, making

a rapid traverse of the Banigunj field, and passing westwardly by the Hazareebagh fields,

lie has carried out the section across to J ubbulpore, and with very valuable results, which will

tend much to a clearer understanding of the different groups or formations. In a new country,

where the general relations of the rocks is quite unknown, it becomes necessary for each

observer to form for himself a classification of the rocks he examines, grouping them

into series or formations, and often giving to these sub-divisions local names. But as the

examination of the country advances, it not unfrequently happens that such classification is

proved to be of purely local type, and it is essential either to mcrease the sub-divisions or

to bring several together into one larger group. Mr. Medlicott's traverse of this wide extent

of country will go far, I believe, to remove, in several cases, the limited amount of confusion

which had unavoidably arisen from the fact that previously the officers of the survey had

been working at distant and isolated points.

Mr. Willson has completed the detailed examination of the district of Saugor in the

Central Provinces, which he has connected with those of Dumoh and Jubbulpur to the east.

Unfortunately the want of maps of the country lying to the west of Saugor district has

prevented the extension of our examinations in that direction, as I was very desirous of

doing, in order to join on the geological lines to those we have been for some time past

steadily carrying southwards through the Gwaliorand Hajpootana territories. The district

of Saugor is mainly composed of trappean rocks, which are, m this parallel, the most northerly

portion of the Great Deccan area of these ancient volcanic rocks. These rest upon Vindhyau

rocks for the greater portion of their boundary.

Mr. Mallet has, during the early part of the year, completed the examination of the crys

talline rocks of Bundlccund—being a continuation of his work of the provious year— so

far as the area occupied by these rocks is comprised on sheet 70 of the Indian Atlas. The

further explorations of this year have rather induced Mr. Mallet to abandon the idea of

separating these rocks into two series as was suggested in 1806-67. The evidence, however,

is even yet scanty, and not conclusive. And it must remain for more careful investigation

when better maps, on a larger scale, of the Bijawur area become available. The maps, at

present procurable, are too imperfect to admit of any close or searching examination and

record.
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During the recess, Mr. Mallet completed a full report on the Vindhyan rocks, so far

as that widely spread formation is known m northern India up to the present. A general

map has been compiled to illustrate this. This report has been sent to press. At the com

mencement of the working season in October 1868, Mr. Mallet proceeded to take up the

detailed examination of the eastern part of the Sone Valley, and is still engaged in that

area. I have already intimated to Mr. Mallet the necessity for greater activity m the field,

for looking both to the nature of the work done, and of the country in which he was

engaged I felt disappointed that a larger area had not been satisfactorily examined.

Carrying on the geological examination of the Gwalior and adjoining territories,

Mr. Hackett was principally engaged near to the Byana hills bordering on Jeypur. The

geology of this area has proved intricate and interesting. The sections are unfortunately not

good, being cut up by intervening flats of alluvium which conceal the rocks. Rock masses

of a peculiar character have been found to intervene between the Vindhyan series, and

the metamorphie schists, which may approximately be taken to represent the Lower Vindhyan

and the Gwalior series. These are possibly the same rocks as those which stretch away

towards Ulwur, and if so, this will give a clue to the geology of the Aravali country.

The country around Byana is, as I have already said, rather intricate in structure, and

tedious therefore to work out, but I am not satisfied that a larger area might not have been

completed during the season. Towards the close of the year, Air. Hackett resumed his labours

in the same or the adjoining country, but has been stopped by a want of maps. He has

since been engaged further to the south in tracing out the boundary of the Vindhyan and

trappean rocks to the east of the parallel of Neemuch, &c.

Mr. Hughes in the early part of the year was engaged in re-mapping the small coal

fields which occur detached near Kuroun in the district of Beerbhoom, and in revising with

better maps, the Kurhurbaree coal-field. It has been difficult to obtain any very satisfactory

information regarding this field, for the old pits which were some years since worked by the

East Indian Railway Company arc now full of water, and there are few other workings in

operation. Any description, therefore, now given must be revised when the field is more opened

out. At the close of the year, Mr. Hughes was engaged in the examination of the Palamow

coal-field in Chota Nagpore. This might, Mr. Hughes thinks, be called in preference the

Daltongunj field. It proves very small in area, not more than about 30 square miles, and there

appear to be only two seams which can be worked, of which only one could at present be

profitably extracted. This varies considerably in thickness. At Raj bera, where it was formerly

worked by the Bengal Coal Company, it is eleven feet. It is of moderately good quality.

The rocks of the field belong entirely to the Talcheer and the Barakar groups. The

lithological character of the latter differs considerably from that of the typical rocks in the

Ranigunj field, being as it were intermediate between the Barakar and the Ranigunj groups.

Mr. Ball has been carrying on the geological examination of the districts of Singhbh am

and adjoining tributary states. He has been able to examine the copper-yielding rocks for

a distance of nearly 80 miles ; has noted some additional details with reference to the mode

of occurrence of gold ; and describes cases of excessive local mctamorphism of the younger

rocks, reducing them to such a crystalline condition as to bo entirely undistinguishable

lithologically from the old metamorphie rocks. Such cases are deserving of very careful

examination.

Mr. Ormsby had, in the early part of the year, examined a considerable area of the

metamorphie rocks in Chota Nagpore and Hazareebagh, but was unfortunately obliged to

leave for Europe in consequence of ill-health before the close of the season.

Having very frequently had occasion to represent the importance of deputing a special

officer of the Survey to the examination of the mines of India, and to the careful col

lection of statistics regarding the quantity and value of minerals raised and brought to

market, I was glad to find that a gentleman, selected for this purpose, had been ordered to join

the department at the beginning of the year. Mr. Mark Fryar, thus nominated as Mining

Geologist in connection with the Geological Survey of India, joined his appointment in this

country on the 1st of May 1868. After a little time in Calcutta, Mr. Fryar was deputed

to the Ranigunj coal-field, there to make himself acquainted with the coal-bearing rocks

of India, and the method of mining adopted in this, the most valuable, coal-field in India.

It was necessary that he should acquire a knowledge of the rocks as locally developed, which

would be useful in other localities, and indeed perfectly essential before he could safely take
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up any enquiry' in a new and undeveloped district. Mr. Fryar also, later in the season, visited

the Kurhurbaree coal-field, when Mr. Theo. Hughes pointed out to him the several groups and

their characteristic lithological characters. Towards the close of the year Mr. Fryar, was

deputed to the Nerhudda valley, and to pass thence southward by Chindwarra to Nagp ore

and Chanda, where Government had sanctioned the full and detailed examination by actual

sinkings and borings of the extent and character of the coal known to exist there. For this

purpose boring rods of best construction and borers have been despatched from England,

and the work will be taken in hands at as early a date as possible. Mr. Fryar has submitted

brief reports on the coal found at Lameta Ghat, Jubbulpore, and on the workings at the

Nerbudda Coal and Iron Co.'s colliery at Mopani. The localities must again be visited by

some one knowing the Indian rocks.

I hope that the necessary appliances for boring, &c., which have been sent for, will reach

this country before it be too late to do any thing this working season. Once commenced,

the investigations will be carried on systematically, so as to ascertain exactly the full extent

of area over which the coal beds extend and the thickness and nature of the coal itself.

The country is much covered with alluvial deposits, and excepting by actual trials it will be

impossible to say what the extent of the coal-fields may be, while the importance of the

locality taken in connection with the supply of fuel on the Nagpore branch of the Great

Indian Peninsula Railway and for other purposes, cannot be over-estimated.

It has not been found possible, with the reduced number of our staff, during the present

season to place any one of the officers of the survey in this part of the country, with a view

to trace out the extension of the coal-bearing rocks to the south from Chanda, if they do

so extend. It is probable that the further extension will be traced, although the evidence

seems tolerably conclusive that there is a continuous diminution in thickness of these rocks as

they pass to the south ; and it is highly probable that they will be found not to extend much

further than they have been already traced. We know that they have entirely disappeared,

at about seventy miles in that direction, and steps will be taken at the earliest possible date

to have the intermediate country examined. Reports of the occurrence of coal have frequently

been circulated, and recently it is stated to be in some quantity near Domagoodium:

but these reports have not as yet been confirmed.

When proceeding to the Ranigunj field, I specially directed Mr. Fryar's attention to the

very high importance of inducing, if possible, the colliery proprietors to economize the

large amount of waste and dust coal which at present is allowed to take fire and burn

away to no useful purpose at the pits. The peculiar structure of Indian coal renders the

proportion of this waste, produced in hewing, larger than in coal of a more homogeneous and

richer character, while the very much greater brittleness of the strings of rich jetty coal

as compared with that of the tougher laminae of earthy matter also adds to the proportion

of the better fuel, which is lost in the waste. I urged on Mr. Fryar to induce some of the

proprietors to make trial of washing and compressing this waste and dust so as to form bricks

or cakes of fuel, and mentioned to him the success which had attended some experiments made

by myself, on the use of common rice water as a medium for agglutinating the mass. Several

trials were made and many bricks produced from washed waste, and, as I believe, good promise

of success was established. The system has not, however, as yet recommended itself to the

proprietors ; they believe that the expense and cost would not be repaid by the result, and

they have therefore not taken any steps to carry the trials further.

In the experiments I had myself made years since, and in those which were made by

Mr. Fryar durmg the past year, no sufficient pressure was available. And in consequence,

although the rice-water appeared to act very successfully, there was much too large a quantity

of it taken up. The result of this was the comparatively open and uncompressed texture

of the bricks, and when put on the fire they smouldered away rather than burnt. The

only pressure used was that of a very inferior brick machine, nor was anything like proper

attention paid to washing the dust before moulding.

I am quite confident that a very large amount of most valuable fuel could be with

profit economized in this field, all, or almost all, of which is at present allowed entirely to go

to waste. I do not anticipate that it will ever be profitable, under the peculiar circumstances

of Indian fields, to adopt the suggestions thrown out by some who have never seen these fields,

of reducing all the coal extracted to fine powder by crushing, then washing, moulding
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and baking into symmetrical blocks. But I am satisfied that much may be made out of

the dust and dead-small coal, now wasted. The peculiar conditions of the field render it

compulsory that all this should be brought to bank so that the only expenses to be incurred

are in the actual manufacture. It would surely be more profitable to reduce a larger portion

of this waste into the state of good useful fuel than to allow it to take fire and burn itself

to a heap of ashes.

Mr. Fryar's attention was also given to the utilization of the small coal and dust for the

production of coke, and with considerable success.

During the past year, a circular was addressed to the proprietors of collieries from this

office, urging on their consideration the vast importance of maintaining proper under-ground

plans, pointing out very briefly the advantages to be derived from such. And I was much

gratified to find from the replies received from every one of the large proprietors that they not

only saw the advantages to be gained, but were determined to secure them. Careful plans

are now being made of most of the mines in the Ranigunj field ; plans of the workings in the

Kurhurbaree field will be commenced as soon as the workings there commence under the East

Indian Railway Company, and will be maintained. In the Nerbudda plans are kept. I look

upon this as a most gratifying progress for a year or two. The largest coal proprietors in the

Ranigunj field have not only engaged a qualified mining surveyor, but they have ordered all

their assistants to pass an examination in the use of the surveying compass, &c., and have

secured attention to this study by giving an increase of Rs. 50 per month to the salaries of

those who may pass. The same Company has also given an excellent example of progress by

ordering one of their own servants, and who, by their permission only, is also examiner of

steam-ship boilers under the Government of Bengal (Mr. Walker), to proceed each half-year

to their works to examine carefully and report upon, in detail, the condition, work, duty,

and capabilities of every one of their steam engines ; this report to be submitted previously

to each half-yearly meeting of the Company.

Madeas.—In Madras Presidency, Mr. Foote was ' absent on medical certificate during

the greater part of the year. He only returned late in October. The remainder of the party,

Mr. C. Oldham and Mr. King, commenced the season's work north of Ghooty, and marching

up to Kurnool, surveyed, as they passed along, a sufficient breadth of country outside of the

boundary line of the Kuddapah rocks, to ascertain the non-existence of any outliers of those

rocks in that neighbourhood, and to obtain a good general idea of the character of that area

of metamorphic rocks. It proved to be chiefly an area of granitoid gneiss, with a few trap-

dykes, and some runs of fault-breccia ; the prevalent directions of these being west-north-west,

with variation to north-west, and east-north-east, with a variation to north-east.

From Kurnool, the Surveyors passed across the hills to the east, by the Muntaval pass.

Mr. King separated from Mr. Oldham at Doopaud, from which he moved northwards, carry

ing on his examination in connection with the survey of the previous season. Mr. Oldham

proceeded to the Kistna district to join the Superintendent.

Mr. King rejoined Mr. Oldham in the middle of February, and working first through

the Vinuconda taluq, they then passed into the Palnad, and carried their geological lines up

to the Kistna River. Parts of this country are very difficult of access, wide areas quite unin

habited, without roads and without any means of obtaining needful supplies. Much of the

f>ological structure is also intricate, and the district is at the same time very unhealthy,

he temperature during the pastyear was unusually high in April and May, and repeated

attacks of fever prevented the officers of the survey from carrying on their examination with

their usual vigour. They continued, however, at work until the beginning of June, when

Mr. King was compelled to proceed to station. Mr. Oldbam went northwards and crossed

the Kistna, hoping to be able to complete a detailed survey of the Juggiapett country. A

part of this only could be accomplished, for the early and heavy Dreak of the monsoon

compelled him also to leave the field about the middle of June.

During the autumn Mr. Oldham delivered at the Civil Engineering College in Madras

a course of lectures on Geology. These were attended, and with marked regularity, by a

larger number of the general public than on previous occasions, while the engineering class

was also very attentive and interested in the subject.
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When I left the neighbourhood of Juggiapett early in the year, as already referred U>,

I had hoped that there would have been time to accomplish a detailed survey of that small

area, taken in connexion with the adjoining country, before the close of the season. As I

have just stated, the early and very severe setting in of the monsoon prevented this. I regret

this the more, from the reiterated statements which have been made as to the existence of

coal in that vicinity. Mr. C. Oldham, in regretting that he was compelled to give up the

attempt to finish the work at that time, says—'I was, however, able to trace out the succession

of the beds there for a considerable distance, and I had the opportunity of examining with

somewhat more detail than we were able to do, during our visit early in the year, the way in

which the rocks lie, and to convince myself (in entire accordance with your own conclusions)

that, certainly over the part of the area which I was able to survey, in which are some of the

localities where coal had been reported, not only does none appear, but that the occurrence of

any thing bike a workable seam of coal, unseen, is impossible. The rocks are singularly well

exposed and their succession very clearly seen. The general succession of rocks seen in the

Juggiapett area is, in ascending order, quartzite slate, limestone, schistose slates, and over these

upper slates, in the hills to the south, comes apparently another set of quartzites.' The two

lower groups, Mr. C. Oldham is inclined to refer to the Kuddapah series of rocks ; and the

limestone with the slates above it to the newer Kurnool group. There is apparently uncon

formity between the two series here, as in many other places. The Kurnool rocks cover a

large area in the Palnad, and the two limestones with associated shales, are seen separated

by quartzite, (the ' Paneum' quartzite of the survey) ; this is loeallyof considerable thickness

and forms a very well marked bed, but elsewhere it thins out to a couple of feet

or even disappears altogether. The lower limestone of the Palnad is apparently identical

with that which covers so very large an area near Juggiapett, although the actual continuity

of the two still remains to be traced. Much of the limestone would form a very durable and

excellent building material, and several of the beds would yield a handsome ornamental marble,

being veined in different colours, chiefly buff and pink.

Chipped stone implements were traced up to the Kistna district. On the Muntaval

pass, one was extracted from hard solid laterite.

From Bezwara, Mr. C. Oldham visited a small area of sandstone at Tunglamoody,

about 11 miles south-south-east of Bezwara. These sandstones there form a rising ground or

hillock of no great extent. They are quarried for use in the adjacent country, where many

temples have been built of them. No fossils were traceable, but from the general character

of the rocks, Mr. Oldham considers them as belonging to the same group as the plant sand

stones further to the south, to some of which they bear a great resemblance. Further, while

marching back to Madras from Guntoor, he noticed similar sandstones and some porcellanic

shales in several places near to Yinkolu.and south of that along the road : and at Razpoody

a considerable amount of them is exposed, chiefly a greyish and yellowish shaly sandstone.

These beds are quarried to some extent for local building purposes. The great resemblance

lithologically of these rocks (shaly sandstones, and porcelain-like shales) to those in the

neighbourhood of Sripermatoor, in the Madras district, is striking. Mr. C. Oldham thinks

all these belong to the same series, and thus we have, at a distance of 450 miles from where

we first found them in the Trichinopoly district, remains of a series of deposits once continu

ous, and the connection of which is now only indicated by the many detached areas of the

same beds, which have been traced by the survey in the South Arcot, North Arcot, Madras, and

Nellore districts.

Bomeay.—The Bombay party of the survey has been during the whole year under the

charge of Mr. A. B. Wynne, Mr. Blanfbrd being, during all the time, absent with the

Abyssinian Field-force. The party was engaged in the examination of Cutch, of which area

about one-half has been very carefully completed. The reported occurrence of coal, said to be

in workable quantity, was one reason which demanded a careful investigation of the rocks

and their relations. But the principal interest connected with the investigation of Cutch cen

tered in the fossils, which occur there in considerable abundance. Along with others, very well

preserved remains of peculiar plants occurred, easily recognizable, and giving a very marked

faciei to the flora of these rocks. This was characterized by the predominance of Various

forms of Cycadeic. These same forms of Cycadeae had been found in abundance in Bengal,

at the opposite side of the Indian peninsula, and in many places near to Madras, far to the

south. In the liajmuhal Hills no associated beds occur from which the true geological horizon

 

\
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of these plant-bearing rocks could be made out, while in Madras presidency also, although the

succession clearly established that these rocks were not younger than the cretaceous formation

there developed, there was (equally as in Bengal) no possibility of fixing their lower limit in

geological time. In Cuteh these plant-bearing beds, on the contrary, wero said to occur asso

ciated ,with rocks rich in marme fossils, well preserved, and the geological epoch of

which was well marked and readily determinable. But although undoubtedly associated with

the marine fossiliferous beds, the mode of this association was still uncertain. Captain Grant,

the original deseriber of the province, left it doubtful ; while Mr. W. Blanford, during a

cursory visit to part of Cuteh, was led to believe that the plant-bearing rocks were actually

intercalated with the others. The facts, as resulting from Mr. Wynne's very careful and

detailed examination, appear to be that a very few and very imperfect remains of plants do

occur in layers distinctly intercalated with the truly marine beds, and have probably been

drifted into these localities from shores adjoining the seas in which the mollusca, now found

fossilized in these beds, then existed. But as a whole the beds in which the well-marked

Palaoxamia occur are decidedly younger than those containing the truly Jurassic Ammonites

and other characteristic fossils ; and that they constitute an upper zone, but belonging to the

Jurassic period. These very important results will be illustrated in detail in Mr. Wynne's

reports.

Mr. Fedden has been engaged with Mr. Wynne in this careful examination of Cuteh,

and has more especially devoted himself to the portion of the province occupied by the

tertiary rocks.

Very extensive and valuable collections of fossils have been made by this party of the

survey, and transmitted to the Museum.

BuemaH.—Mr. W. Theobald, Junr., having returned from absence of leave, resumed

the examination of British Burmah towards the close of the year. The time which elapsed

up to the end of the year has been too brief to admit of any great progress. The country

under examination has been that portion of the Prome district which stretches between the

Eastern or Pegu Yoma and the Irrawaddi, and lies to the north of the Toung Raweng

stream. This will, when finished, complete the whole of the Prome district east of the Irra

waddi. I confidently hope that we shall now be able to complete the examination of all British

Burmah soon. The results at best are unsatisfactory from the absence of any good sections ;

and any attempt at classification of the rocks can only be of the largest kind. The whole

country is too much covered to admit of any great detail.

Puelications.—During the year under report, we have commenced the issue at stated

intervals of a new series of publications called the " Recoeds of the Geological Suevey of

India." These arc printed in smaller type and on thinner paper (for free transmission by

post) than the more detailed Memoirs, but of the same size, so that they can on completion

of a volume be bound with these. It is contemplated to issue a number every three months,

making four numbers or parts in the year. It was impossible, however, to commence the

issue until after several months of last year had passed, and therefore, for 1868, only three

numbers appeared. In explanation of the object with which this series has been commenced,

I may quote here from the brief Prefatory Notice which accompanied the first part. 'This series

will contain a notice of the current work of the survey up to date ; a list of contributions to

the Museum or Library ; a list, and occasionally an analysis, of such books published elsewhere,

as bear upon Indian Geology ; and, generally, of all facts illustrating the immediate object

of our researches, which may from time to time come to our knowledge.'

The three numbers issued in 1868 have contained papers on very varied subjects;

coal, gold, copper, fossils, and several local descriptive papers, which have proved of much

interest to local officers ; also lists of all additions to Library, &c., during the year.

I am happy to say this new series of publications, although necessarily issued with very

few illustrations, has already attracted much interest, and I think will prove very useful.

Of the Memoies of the Geological Suevey of India, a very valuable part has been

issued, containing a full report on the geology of the lower parts of the Nerbudda and Taptee

Valleys by Mr. W. T. Blanford. The delay involved in the preparation of the necessary

illustrations for this paper caused it to appear later than I had hoped. In the same part is

also a detailed description of the structure and anatomy of the very curious little frogs lon^r
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known to be found in some thin papery shales near Bombay. To these Professor Owen had

in 1847 given the name of Sana ptuilla. More careful investigation, and more perfect

specimens, show that these strange little frogs belonged to the existing genus Oxyglossus.

Mr. Blanford's report includes all the country lying between the parts already described

by Mr. J. G. Medlicott (see Vol. II, Memoirs Geol. Surcey of India) and the Gulf

of Cambay, and thus completes a geological section right across the peninsula to the neighbour

hood of Bombay.

This part completes Volume VI of the M emoibs of the Geological Suevey of India.

Of the figures and descriptions of Indian fossils, included in the Palseontologia Indica,

the second half of the description of the Cretaceous Gastropoda was issued in October. This

contained four fasciculi, and being ready at that time, I was enabled to issue it in advance,

so as to carry the publication up to October of the present year. The danger of loss, the

facility of destruction or injury, and the delay in transmission, of the smaller fasciculi, render it

preferable to issue the whole series due for a year at once, if this be ready.

The description of the Gastropoda, concluded in these parts, was carried out to the close

with the full detail to which I specially alluded in my last report.

Much progress has been made in the preparation of the needful plates for the illustration

of the Bivalves, the group which will be published next.

At the request of several local officers we have, during the year, furnished brief

geological descriptions of their districts, which they needed for statistical accounts, descriptive

reports, &c., &c.

Lieeaey.—During the twelve months of 1868, we have added to our library 1,766

volumes, or parts of volumes, of books. Of this total 508 were presented or received in

exchange for the publications of the Geological Survey from Societies and other institutions.

We continue to maintain our catalogue of these books up to date, and in the new series

of our quarterly publications (The Recoeds) a complete list is given, in each part, of those

received during the preceding three months. It is hoped that this announcement being sent

to the several Societies from whom the presentations have been received will suffice as an

acknowledgment, and will thus obviate the necessity of separate communications.

We are quite as seriously inconvenienced in our Library arrangements, by the want of

sufficient space, as in the Museum. The books are necessarily placed in double rows and often

far too crowded in their cases. This renders it impracticable to be as careful of them as

might be, and also seriously interferes with facility of consultation or reference. To give fair

room for all we would require at least double the number of cases and shelves we have

at command.

To this report is appended as usual a list of the Societies and Public Institutions from

which the Geological Survey of India has received donations or exchange of publications

during the year 1868.

In my last report I stated that the literature of Geology, Mineralogy, Paheontology, Ac.,

had of late years so vastly increased that it was impossible to maintain our library effect

ively from the small sum annually appropriated to such purposes and I am happy to be

able to state that an increase to this sum has since then been sanctioned.

Museum.—Up to the close of the year we had not received all the series of fossils

procured during 1867 in Europe, in connection with the purchase of the Klipstein collection.

But few now remain to be received, and I hope to be in possession of all at an early date.

During the year, I had the advantage of the aid of Mr. Geoff. Nevill in arranging,

preparing, and cataloguing these fossils as opportunity offered for opening and examining

them. In many cases, the want of space has rendered it necessary merely to open, examine,

check, and pack up again, box after box, as we have not space in which oven to arrange, much

less exhibit, our collections. Three additional rooms have been given up to the museum,

and this will afford a certain amount of relief, when we have been able to procure cases.

During the year more than 6,000 specimens have been catalogued.

We have returned to the Central Museum, Madras, the Cretaceous Gastropoda which they

had been good enough to lend us for examination and description, and we have added to the

b
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list as complete a series of duplicates of this group of fossils as our collections could afford.

I think local museums should especially, and in preference to any more general illustrations,

seek to render their collections specially rich and illustrative of local Natural History, and

my desire has been to place in the Madras Museum the best series of duplicates which could

be selected from the very interesting and valuable collections of Trichinopolv fossils made

during our geological examination of that district in the Madras Presidency. With a similar

object, T also sent to the Museum at Rajamundry as complete a series as our collections

would afford of the interesting tertiary fossils found close to that town, carefully named,

and with accurate references ; so that those interested might have some good data for com-

Sarison, if they had the opportunity of adding to these local collections. We have also

uring the year examined and named for several persons specimens and small collections.

From the officers of the survey working in Cuteh, the collections have received very large

additions ; among which are many good specimens. The other parties of the survey have

not been engaged in richly fossiliferous districts. Mr. Medlicott has brought a small series

from the Khasia Hills, and a few have been received from Burmah.

Meteoeites.—To the noble collection of meteorites in our Museum have been added

during 1868 specimens of the fall of Pultusk, 30th January, 1868: of Klein Menow,

7th of October, 1861: of Perth, 17th May, 1830; of Ornans (Doubs), 11th July,

1868; and of Lodran near Mooltan, 17th of October, 1868, being five in all. Of one

of these (Klein Menow) our collection contained a minute fragment before, but we have

now obtained a very splendid specimen. The others are all new to our series. For the

very rare specimen from Perth, I am indebted to the friendly kindness of Mr. Wm. Nevill,

Godalming, Surrey, from whom also I procured the Klein Menow specimen. To my

good friend M. Jules Marcou, Paris, I owe the specimen of Ornans, while the contribution

of that from Pultusk was among the latest communications received from the able Director

of the Imperial Mineral Cabinet at Vienna, Dr. M. Hornes, since deceased. This was only

one among a very numerous and long-continued series of friendly communications, in which

I have ever experienced the most hearty and graciously rendered support and co-operation

from the Austrian Geologists, and from none more warmly than from the greatly regretted

Hornes.

A small map is as usual appended, showing roughly the areas of which the geological

examination has been completed, or is now in progress, in connection with the survey.

Thomas Oldham,

Geol. Suevey Office ; f Supdt. of Geological Surcey of Inclia. and

:}Calcutta, March 1869. ) Director of Geological Museum, Calcutta.

List of Societies and other Public Institutions, S.e., from which Publications hace been

receiced in donation or exchange for the Library of the Geological Surcey of India

during the year 1868.

London.—Royal Society.

„ Royal Institution.

„ Royal Asiatic Society.

„ Geological Society.

„ Geological Survey of Great Britain and Ireland.

„ Royal School of Mines.

„ Royal Society of Arts.

„ Royal Geographical Society.
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Duelin.—Royal Society.

„ Royal Geological Society.

Edineuegh.—Royal Society.

Glasgow.—Geological Society.

Coenwall.—Royal Geological Society.

Vienna.—Kais. Hoi' Mineralien Kabinct.

K. K. Geologischcn Reichs-Anstalt.

K.ais. Akad. der Wissenschaften.

Deesden.—Naturwiss. Gesellschai't, Isis.

Beelin.—Deutechen Geologischen Gesellschaft.

Beeslau.—Schlesischen Gesellschaft fur Vaterland. Kultur.

Munich.—Kon. Bayerischen Akad. der Wissensh.

Moscow.—Societe' Impcriale des Naturalistes.

Sweden.—Bureau de la recherche Goologique.

Noeway.—Ro}'al University of Christiania.

Paeis.—Comm. des Annales des Mines.

„ Soeie'te GSologique de France.

Dijon.—Acad, des Sciences.

Caen.—Socie'te' Linneenne de Norinandie.

Belgium.—Academie Royale des Sciences, Bruxelles.

Neuchatel.—Societe' des Sciences Naturelles.

Lausanne.—Socie'te' Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles.

Zueich.—Naturforschenden Gesellschaft.

TuBin.—Royal Academy.

Goettingen.—Konigl. Gesellschaft Wissenschaften.

Geemany.—Leop. Carolino Acad, of Sciences.

Copenhagen.—Danish Academy.

Philadelphia.—Franklin Institute.

„ American Philosophical Society.

„ Academy of Natural Sciences.

Boston.—Society of Natural History.

Amheast. Mass.—Museum of Compar. Zoology.

Salem.—Essex Institute.

Washington.—Smithsonian Institute.

New Haven.—Connecticut Acad, of Arts and Sciences.

Toeonto.—Canadian Institute.

Victoeia.—Geological Survey.

„ Office of Mines.

Calcutta.—Asiatic Society of Bengal.

„ Agri-Horticultural Society.

„ Indian Annals of Medical Science.

Bomeay.—Branch of Royal Asiatic Society.

Rooeeee.—Thomason College of Civil Engineering.

Governments of India, Madras, Bombay, Bengal, North -Western Pro

vinces, Chief Commrs., Oude, Central Provinces, Burinah.

Great Trigonometrical Survey of India.



Note on Pangshuea tecta, and tico other species of Chelonia, from the netcer tertiary

deposits of the Nerbudda Valley, by Feed. Stoliczea, ph. d., Paleontologist, Geol.

Surc. of India.

While engaged in the examination of the tertiary ( ? pleiocene) deposits of the valley of

the Nerbudda river in 1858, Mr. W. Theobald, Junior, obtained, among other fossils, a

few remains of Chelonia which are of great interest as throwing light upon the then

existing representatives of this reptilian order.

Mr. Theobald described these deposits at some length in a paper "On the tertiary

and alluvial deposits of the central portion of the Nerbudda valley" (Memoirs, Geol. Surv.,

India, Vol. II, p. 279). He distinguishes two groups of beds, an upper and a lower. To

both of these a large number of the fossils is common, but Mr. Theobald is inclined to

think that those of the upper group may have been, partially at least, derived from the

denudation of the lower group. The beds of this lower group are more fossiliferous than

the others, but they can only be examined where they are exposed in the banks of the

Nerbudda river itself, and in those of a few of the larger tributaries. The same author a\xo

gives a list of land and fresh-water shells found in these beds. Many of the species noted are

still met with recent, and some appear to be identical with those determined by

Prof. Ed. Forbes from the Sevalik strata (see Falconer's Pakeont. Mem., Vol. I, p. 389).

Of the vertebrate fossils also, several species are common to both the Nerbudda and Sevalik

strata. Still some peculiarities in the Bovine and Pachyderm types have been pointed out,

which seem to show that the deposits of the Nerbudda valley are younger than those of the

Sevalik hills. On this point it is difficult to arrive at any definite conclusion from the

examination of the fossils alone. The comparatively larger number of Bovines in the

Nerbudda beds, as contrasted with the Pachyderms, the absence of Mastodons, &c., may be

due to local causes. And further, the number of fossils as yet known from the Nerbudda is

small, while from the Sevaliks, which have been examined more in detail, we have a large

number of well determined species. The only question is, whether all the fossils which have

been described from the Sevaliks really belong to one series of beds only, or whether they do

not in reality represent somewhat distinct horizons (the Nahun series, the upper and lower

Sevaliks, &c.) It is certain that no particular attention was paid to these divisions when

the earlier collections were made. Much is therefore still left to be worked out, both in

the Nerbudda and in the Sub-Himalayan country.

In the present note I shall direct attention only to the Chelonian remains from the

Nerbudda valley. Mr. W. Theobald, in his report quoted above, repeatedly states that

Chelonian remains occur throughout the lower group, but that they are rare as compared

with those of the Mammalia (see pp. 289, 290, 292). Besides these remains of Chelonia I am

not aware that any other reptilian remains have been, met with in the Nerbudda beds,

although Saurians and others most probably existed within that area, as they do now, and

as they did already during the time, and in the area, of the Sevalik deposits.

These Chelonian remains are referrible to three species ; one, which is sufficiently

preserved, has been identified with the recent Pangshura tecta, and, of the three other

fragments, one appears to belong to a recent Batagur, and the other two to a Trionyx.

I shall give first a short description of these remains, and then add a few words

respecting the conclusions resulting from this examination.

Pangshuea tecta, Bell, sp., Plate I, Figs. 1, 2.

Emys tectum, Bell, Monog. Tcstudinarum.

„ tecta, Gray, Illustrations of Indian Zoology.

„ Namadicus, Theobald, 1860, Mem. Geol. Surv., India, Vol. II, p. 296.

Pangshura tecta, Gunther, 1864, Reptiles of India, p. 33.

Emys tecta, Falconer's Pal. Memoirs, 1868, Vol. I, p. 388.

The shell of Pangshura tecta* has an elongated oval form. The centre of the hack

is elevated, more or less distinctly carinate, the sides are rather flattened and slope at an

angle of about 45°, which increase up to 50° towards both ends. The carapace is anteriorly

* I have adopted hero the change in the specific name, tecta, as being more in accordance with the general

system of nomenclature, although Bell mid that Gray had misquoted the name tecta instead of tectum, the roof of a

bouse, which was intended to express the general form.
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about equal to, or a little shorter than, the sternum, and slightly emarginated ; posteriorly

it is obtusely rounded, and at the marginal shields more or less distinctly serrated.

In the specimen figured on Plate I,—which was discovered by Mr. W. Theobald

at Moar Domar in the Nerbudda valley,—the carapace agrees in every respect with that of

the recent species, as will be shown by giving the necessary details of its structure. To

facilitate a careful comparison, I have also given a drawing of one-half of the dorsal and

ventral views of the carapace of a small specimen, procured living in the neighbourhood

of Calcutta. These drawings are intended to illustrate not only the epidermoid but also the

osseous shields. Proper attention is seldom given to the latter m zoological works, although

in palteontological researches they are of greater importance than the former.

The fossil figured is not perfect, the posterior portion of the carapace not having been

found ; but the rest of the shell is quite sufficiently preserved to admit of careful comparison

for specific identification. The general form of this fossil is, as already stated, exactly tho

same as that of recent specimens. '

Epidermoid plates.—The nuchal shield is very small, narrower anteriorly than posteriorlv

All the five vertebrals are obtusely carinated in the middle, and the first three become

successively more and more elevated at the posterior end. The first vertebral is pentagonal

with an obtuse projecting angle in front, slightly emarginated at the sides, narrow and

truncate behind. The second vertebral is about the same size as the first, also pentagonal

truncate at both ends, considerably narrower posteriorly than anteriorly laterallv'

at one-third of the length from the front edge, widest and angular. The third vertebral

is the smallest, but the highest of all, pentagonal, truncate in front, angular at the

sides, after which considerably produced posteriorly, becoming gradually narrower and

terminating with an obtuse point. The fourth vertebral is bell shaped, very much

prolonged, joining the third with an obtuse point, then becoming gradually wider until

it reaches about three-fifths of its length, after which it narrows again, terminating with a

truncate side, about one-half of the greatest width of the shield. Of the fifth vertebral onlv

the anterior portion is preserved, showing it to be truncate in front and quickly widening

posteriorly. The sides were probably obtusely pointed and the posterior termination truncate

broader than the anterior, as in recent specimens. In these the sides of the fifth vertebn 1

arc sometimes pointed, sometimes distinctly truncated. Costal or lateral plates are five II

being transversally elongated and of a more or less irregular pentagonal shape The

entirely agree with those of living specimens, as is equally the case with the marginal' shields'

which are eleven in number on either side. The serration of the posterior marginal shield'

remains to be properly recorded if better preserved specimens should bo discovered, for neith '

is it distinctly traceable in the figure given by Dr. Murchison in Falconer's Pal. Memoirs

On the ventral side we have first to notice a pair of small, triangular, posteriorly pointed

gular shields. To these follows a pair of larger, subquadrangular post-gulars ; then a pair of

rather high pectorals, next to which are the abdominals, being the largest, and then theoth

shields of normal size. The axillaries are comparatively small, posteriorly pointed the

ineuinals large anteriorly, on the external side obliquely truncate. The longitudinal i-idee

which connects each axillary with its corresponding inguinal is very distinct sham a H

slightly longer than in most recent specimens. The plastrum is distinctly concave probably

a tittle more so than in male specimens, as usually met with about Calcutta. '

Oueous platet.—The distribution of the osseous plates, as is well known, does not agree

with that of the epidermoid shields. There is a very large nuchal plate and a very small

caudal, the latter not being preserved in our specimen. There are ten small vertebrals the

last (the largest) not being seen in the fossil, but the other nine perfectly agree in 'their

relative proportions and in their relations to the epidermoid shield with those of live

specimens. The costal shields are eight; the first is the broadest, with reference to the

longitudinal diameter of the carapace ; all the others are very narrow. The number of

marginals is eleven on each side.

On the plastrum we have a pair of subquadrangular gular shields, to which follows a

pair of very large pectorals, these four shields enclosing in the middle a single, suboval post-

gular ; there is besides a pair of very large abdominals and one pair of smaller anals. The

axials and inguinals are not separated from the pectorals and abdominals respectively.

No portions of the internal skeleton, as the extremities, Ac., have been found preserved.
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The epidermoid plates in Pangsh. tecta, and other allied species, are subject to a great deal

of variation, which is especially considerable in the form of the vertebral plates, occasionally

so much so that they cease to be of great specific importance. The most variable are the

first and the fifth vertebral plates. In the Indian Museum there exists a remarkably large

specimen of Pangsh. tecta from Cachar. Its first vertebral is pentagonal, the second quadran

gular, third rather large, of regular form, fourth very large, bell shaped, the fifth is three-fifths

of the length of the former, of almost equal width throughout, truncate in front, sub-angular

laterally, and obliquely pointed posteriorly, while, as a ride, it is truncate behind (sec fig. 2, pi. 1).

There are twelve marginids on each side, instead of eleven, the tenth being divided by a furrow

in continuation of the suture which separates the fifth costal from the fifth vertebral. The

caudals are very small.

Comparing the epidermoid shields of some of the specimens of P. tecta with those of

Pangsh. tentoria, it is by no means easy to point out any very remarkable distinctions, but

the latter species can be always recognised by its broad, depressed back, the sides of the

carapace bemg distinctly convex, and the general form of the shell more elongated. (See

Theobald's Catalogue of Reptiles, etc., Jour. Asiat. Soc., Bengal, Extra No. 116, 1868, p. 14).

Giinther's figure of Pangsh. tentoria is by no means characteristic, being almost undistin-

guishable from that of P. tecta.

The costal shields are, on the contrary, much more constant, and they do not appear to

vary essentially in allied species and genera. In all the species of Pangshura which I have

examined they were arranged quite identically.

Mr. Theobald proposed for the specimen here figured the new specific name " Namadicns,"

while Dr. Falconer, in an essay already written m 1844 (see Falconer's Pal. Mem., Vol. I,

1868, p. 382), had identified another specimen found in the Sevalik strata with the recent

species. The examination of the Nerbudda specimen has strongly confirmed Dr. Falconer's

investigations ; that celebrated naturalist summing up his results in the words, " that we are

not justified in constituting a difference where we do not find it." Judging from all the

solid parts of the carapace, it cannot, I think, be reasonably questioned that the Nerbudda

and the Sevalik fossils, as described by Dr. Falconer, arc both of the same species, and identical

with recent specimens of that species. It might, of course, be said by some naturalists that

the fossil specimens may have been, for instance, quite differently coloured, and this would

be sufficient to constitute a specific distinction. Such hypotheses cannot, however, be admitted

as having any value in pointing out specific distinctions of fossils.

I have no doubt that the specimen from which Dr. Falconer's description was taken

is a true Pangsh. tecta. but it seems very doubtful that it was the identical specimen figured

by Dr. Murchison on Plate 32 in Falconer's Pal. Mem., Vol. I. I have little doubt that this

last one is also a Pangsh. tecta. but it can scarcely be the identical specimen which Dr. Fal

coner described. Dr. Murchison (in a note on page 382) pronounces the figured specimen to

be the original of Dr. Falconer's description, but when writing the explanation to the plate

some of the differences must have struck him, and here he leaves the identity of the

specimen doubtful. On page 383 Dr. Falconer says, with reference to the first vertebral,

(of the epidermoid coat), "the exact form' is not distinctly seen, though it seems to converge

less * * *." In the figure two-thirds of the first vertebral are broken off, and no con

vergence is perceptible. Farther, the author says, " the outline of the fourth scute is not

distinguishable in the fossil, and the fifth one is wanting." In Dr. Murchison 's figure the

fifth shield appears perfectly preserved. With regard to the fourth vertebral scute there is an

error in Dr. Murchison's figure. The draughtsman has in place of the outline of the

epidermal shield marked the outlines of three osseous plates, and of these he does not seem

to have gi ven the outlines quite correctly. The fourth epidermoid vertebral scute extends over

three complete osseous vertebrals and an additional one-half, or nearly that, on either end (see

?1. I, fig. 2). It is important to point out this distinction, though every one, looking at

►r. Murchison's figure, will readily notice that some mistake of that kind must have

occurred. For no Emys or Panqshura possesses seven scutes in the epidermoid covering,

and if intended as a representation of osseous shields, the number is, as I have already

stated, too small. In spite of this discrepancy and the somewhat strongly bi-tuberculated

second vertebral scute, I can hardly think that the specimen figured by Dr. Murchison

belongs to any other species than Punysh. tecta.
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Batague sp., conf. dhongoea, Gray. PI. I, Fig. 3.

Giinther's Reptiles of India, Ray Soc., 1864, p. 42.

One right abdominal osseous shield has been found in the conglomeratic beds near the

village Omeria. This abdominal osseous shield is 108 m.m. long and 94 m.m. broad in

the region of the inguinal process. Its form, the flat surface and the outlines of the

junction of the abdominal and pra>anal shields, of the inguinal and of the adjoining marginal

on the external side, entirely agree with the form of the same shields of the recent liatagur

dhongoka. Further materials are, however, necessary to show whether this supposed identi

fication be correct.

The species occurs at present throughout India, especially in the larger rivers, and it is

found up to the present time in the Nerbudda. Judging from the size of the fossil shield,

the specimen to which it belonged must have been about one foot long ; specimens much

larger than this are met with alive now in India.

TBiony'x sp., conf. gangeticus, (Jacier, PI. 1, Figs. 4—5.

Giinther's Reptiles of India, Ray Soc., 1864, p. 47.

The two fragments which are referrible to the above species consist of the largest

portion of the left lower inguinal plate, and a fragment of one of the bony (sternal) processes

with broad longitudinal furrows. The rugose surface of the inguinal plate entirely agrees

with that of Trionyx gangeticus, and this is the only reason which can at present be

brought in support of the presumed identification of the fossil with the recent form. The

thickness of the plate shows it to have belonged to a large specimen. These two fragments

were also met with in the conglomeratic bed near Omeria. Trionyx gangeticus is found at

the present time living in most of the large Indian rivers, especially in the Ganges and its

tributaries.

We have thus up to the present three species of Chelonia upon record from the newer

tertiary fluviatile deposits of the Nerbudda valley. These all belong to forms which live in

fresh water, and so far agree with Mr. Theobald's conclusions, derived chiefly from a con

sideration of the shell-fauna, that there are no traces of any estuary or brackish-water

deposits. Of these three Chelonia we may accept with the highest probability the identity

of Pangshura tecta with the existing species, and the great similarity of the other two

to existing species is also unquestionable. The Chelonia, probably unnoticed by man, iippear

to have changed far less in the lapse of time than the Mammalia. The Pangshura tecta,

and probably two other species (not yet known to occur in the Sevaliks proper), have

then continued to exist unaltered, from the time of the Sicatherium, Mastodon, various

Elephants, Hippopotamus, Colossochelys and others, down to the present time. The

changes in the conditions of climate, Ac., may not have been great, and if the species of

reptiles survived these changes man surely would have been able to do the same, had he

existed at that early date. That he did so exist, and that he was a contemporary of the

Colossochelys, as Dr. H. Falconer suggested long since, we have no reason to doubt, although

as yet we may not be able to adduce any direct proof of the fact.

Explanation of Plate I.

Figs. 1, la, lb ; dorsal, ventral and front views—half the natural size—of the carapace of a

fossil specimen of Pangsh. tecta from newer tertiary conglomeratic beds near

the village Moar Domar in the Nerbudda valley.

Figs. 2 & 2a ; dorsal and ventral views of half the carapace of a recent specimen of the same

species ; (natural size).

Fig. 3 ... Ventral view of a right abdominal osseous shield, of a species closely

allied to, or identical with, Batagur dhongoka, Gray, from the same beds as

Fig. 1 ; (half of natural size).

Fig. 4 ... Portion of the sternal process of a species closely allied to, or identical with,

Trionyx gangeticus, from the same beds as the last ; (half of natural size).

Fig. 5 ... View of a fragment of the inguinal plate of the same species iui the last, and

from the same locality ; (natural size).



Seetch of the Metamoefhic eoces of Benoal, ey H. B. Medlicott, A. B., F. G. S.,

Depy. Supt., Geol. Surcey qf India.

From the descriptions of the earliest geological observers in India it has been

known that large areas are occupied by metamorphic and submetamorphic rocks. It might

not appear from its publications that the Geological Survey had given to these formations

their due share of attention. But such an inference would be far from correct : coloured

maps of large districts might long since have been published, with a general description of

the lithology and of the superficial stratigraphical features ; and specious analogies might

have been drawn with the ' fundamental' rocks of other countries ; but any such accounts

would be illusive without some definite judgment upon the structure and relations of the

several rock-groups. The following notice is a brief abstract of observations made by me

during two seasons (1862-63, 1863-64) spent on these rocks, from the watershed of the penin

sula near Jubbulpur, in an east-north-east direction, to Monghyr on the Ganges, a direct

distance of more than 400 miles. Those who have any knowledge of the difficulties attend

ing the investigation of such rocks will at once understand that my explanations can be only

tentative.

The broad promontory round which the Ganges turns at Rajmahal is the termi

nation of a great expanse of gneissic rocks. Here, throughout its eastern extremity, for

nearly 100 miles, the gneiss is covered and bounded by the Rajmahal Trap, with its asso

ciated plant beds (Jurassic), locally underlaid by other members of our Indian Stratified

Series ; and various outliers, of irregular shape and size, of these latter deposits, comprising

our best known coal-fields, are scattered over the area to the west ; but from the Rajmahal

boundary the gneiss is continuous for 400 miles to the west-south-west to where it passes

under the Great Deccan Trap (supra cretaceous) of the Mundla plateau. From the south

extremity of the Rajmahal Trap the general boundary of the metamorphic area extends to the

south-south-west. Across the middle of the area a straight line might be drawn for more

than 150 miles from north to south, continuously on crystalline rocks.

Throughout the greater portion of the northern boundary (the region to which my

observations more especially refer), and with few exceptions wherever rock is more ex

posed, the gneiss is m contact with submetamorphic rocks—slates, schists and quartzites.

The exceptions are where, only very locally, the Lower Vindhyans lap on to the gneiss, and

where the crystalline rocks themselves extend through and beyond the otherwise regular aud

continuous run of the schists. This latter case is a most important one ; it occurs in about

the middle of the region, and is connected with an interruption of nearly 80 miles in the

run of the schists, dividing them into two separate areas, and introducing all the doubts

and difficulties of identification. In the western area the submetamorphics are continuous

along the south side of the Sone valley and into the Nnrbudda valley, and are throughout

the whole extent bounded on the north by the great Vindhyan range, the strata of which

rest totally unconformably upon the schists. In the eastern area, in Behar, the slate series

appears in detached groups of hills more or less isolated in the deposits of the Gangetic

plain; the principal of these hills are those of Rajgir, Kurrukpur, Ghiddour, Bheowa,

and M ahabur. There is perhaps a presumption that the analogous rocks in the two divisions

of this great zone are closely related, but many circumstances combine to complicate the

question of identification : in the western area the rocks are principally argillaceous, and the

metamorphic products of such ; while in the east, quartzose deposits largely predominate.

Again, this break of continuity is coincident with the eastern extremity of the immense

spread of the Vindhyan rocks, and thus, through a general analogy of composition, the pos

sibility was at first suggested (the crystalline rocks not being necessarily all of one period)

that the quartzites of Rajgir, &c., might be altered Vindhyans. This supposition may, I

think, be quite set aside : the Lower Vindhyans near their eastern limit rest quite unaffected

upon the granitics ; and the most peculiar and characteristic beds of the Lower Vindhyan

series are most extensively developed in this position, yet there are no rocks among the

submetamorphics of Rajgir that would even approximately represent them specifically.

There is, on the other hand, no inherent difficulty to the general equivalence of the sub

metamorphic series in the two regions, in the fact of there being much difference of

composition at so considerable a distance. It need hardly be stated that only the leading

relations of the rocks are to be noticed : no fossils have as yet been discovered in any of

them, and no detailed work has as yet been attempted.
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The superficial relation of position—a great spread of crystalline, fringed by sub-

metamorphic rocks—is already variously suggestive : the rival leading questions would

be—to what extent are the crystallines granitic and intrusive, thus determining the pre

sent limit of the schists ? or, if the crystallines are in the main gneissic and themselves

metamorphic, how far may the present limitation of- the submetamorphic series as a fringing

deposit be an original feature? No satisfactorily one-sided answer can be given: the facies

of the crystalline rocks is emphatically gneissic (metamorphic) ; there is also ample evidence

of granitic intrusion in the rocks of both series ; yet, owing to theoretical .scruples,

and to deficiency of data, the residual phenomena are so numerous that no approxi

mately final judgment can be put forward even as to the main relative ages. It is time,

however, that our difficulties should be ventilated. The lie of this great band of slaty

rocks, on the south of the Gangetic valley, and followed up, as it is, by the next suc

ceeding deposits of the Viudhyan series, suggests at first sight inferences as to the possible

substratum of the great alluvial formation, as to the inducing conditions for the great area

of erosion or of depression, and as to possible relations to the rocks on the north of the plains,

in the Himalayan region. But, whatever independent interest these large structural features

may retain, such speculations as those mentioned are in a great measure negatived by the

appearance to the north of the Vindhyans in Bundelkund of a large area of thorough

gneissic rocks; and again, in Behar, in the small group of the Barabar hills, well to the

north of the Rajgir range, we find very massive gneiss of most ancient aspect.

I must here briefly recall to notice some observations I made in 1856-57 in a

neighbouring part of India (published in the 2nd Vol. of our Memoirs) as bearing upon

the question before us. To the north-west of the Sone valley, and separated from it by

the long eastern prolongation of the Vindhyan formation, there is the large area of. crystalline

rocks of Bundelknnd; it is bounded on three sides by the Vindhyans and on the fourth

by the Gangetic plains. Along the south-east border of that area there appears a strip

of semimetamorphic rocks—quartzites, limestone* and slaty strata, with contemporaneous

trap, rising from beneath the Vindhyans. I described them as the Bijawur formation.

They are in many places seen to rest abruptly upon a flatly denuded surface of the gniess

of that area. The bottom rocks in this position are peculiar quartzites, often compact and

brecciated, and massive cherty limestone ; but along portions of the boundary the usual

Bijawur strata are underlaid, with at least approximate parallelism, by very non-descript

gneissoid strata. The demarcation between these and the true gneiss is, naturally, very obscure ;

and it was not then possible to work it out ; but there are locally some intercalated

beds of quartzite-sandstone that effectually betray the stratigraphical affinities of these

indeterminate strata to be towards the Bijawur rocks, and totally distinct from tie true

gneiss, to which they seem in the relation of an ancient superficial covering. We shall see

that probable representatives of the Bijawur rocks occur hoth in the Sone valley and in

Behar; and that thus we may at least get a hint as to the relative ages of the gneiss of tho

two areas.

A large part of the submetamorphic area of the Sone valley is occupied by rocks

that would well represent the Bijawurs—ferruginous slaty schist with quartzite, limestone,

and mnch contemporaneous trap. They are much more disturbed than in Bijawur; it is

even probable that they are affected by certain granitic intrusions. The uncertainty upon

this and upon other unsettled points regarding their relation to the main crystalline area to

the south is largely owing to the presence of another older series of slaty rocks in tho Sone

area. Tho Bijawur deposits are known to be somewhat fickle, but unless they are so beyond

all possible conjecture, there can be little doubt of tho existence of this older series. In

some of the best sections, notably in that of tho Rebund, there is a clear transition from the

coarse felspathic gneiss, through well marked stages of crystalline metamorphism, into a

series of fine clay-slates, with plenty of intrusive greenstone, but in which none of the

characteristic Bijawur rocks can be recognised. Where decided Bijawur rocks come in

contact with the gneiss there is no such mtimate relation between the two. Now that

maps of this ground arc available there is some prospect of our being able to unravel these

obscure questions.

The hills formed of the submetamorphic rocks in Behar appear generally as

precipitous ridges of quartzite, either singly or massed together in groups. Even in the

• The limestone nf Dergo&n, which I had doubtfully described as an outlier of the Lower Vindhyan limestone

has since been shown by Mr. F. K. Mallet to belong to the Bijawur series.
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them and the Bheowa ridge; here also the general appearance is similar to that of the

other principal hill groups.

Upon these general considerations of similarity of structure, position, and to a great

extent of composition, one would not hesitate to suppose the rocks of all these eastern groups

to belong to the same formation as the Raj girs &c.; it is the conflicting evidence of the bottom-

rocks, as already noticed, that would suggest a doubt—in the best sections I have seen at

the base of the Kurruckpur and Gh id dour hills, the rocks near the great quartzites

resemble those of Luckieserai. Although it would still be possible that there are two

series of equal magnitude, and so closely resembling, yet quite distinct, the presumable un

likelihood of such being the case would quite outweigh all the difficulties to their complete

identification ; and it is only on the supposition of the sections to which I allude proving

deceptive that I would venture to suppose there being any separation at all among

these rocks, further than what may exist between the groups described in Biiawur

to which I would then consider them parallel. The case I would explain is well exhibited

at the east end of the Ghiddour range : for some distance a low flanking ridge follows the

curve, and close to the base, of the great cliff of quartzite ; it is principally formed of a coarse

schist-conglomerate, sub-angular pieces (some are six inches across) of quartzites undistinguish-

able from those of the cliff, even to the peculiar innate mica ; still the rock is thoroughly

metamorphic, with the pebbles firmly soldered to the matrix. The underlie of this rock here is

30" to 50° westwards, thus apparently underlying the rocks of the range above. Atthe south

east angle, however, instead of following the run of the range westwards, it trends away to

south and south-east, with very low dips, and completely identifies itself with the similarly

arranged gneiss, schist and subordinate quartzite that cover so much of the low ground.

I have little doubt in identifying these rocks with those at Luckieserai ; and it appears to

me more than doubtful that they truly underlie the Ghiddour quartzites. There is ample

evidence on record of younger, apparently passing under older, deposits ; and without involving

the inversion of either. On tho strength of their much more advanced type of metamorphism,

these gneissic rocks 'at the base of the Kurruckpur and Ghiddour ranges have been

considered altogether more ancient than the rocks of the hills ; but if the suggestion now

made be confirmed, that order will have to be completely reversed.

The same conjecture occurred to me from an independent point of view in the

neighbourhood of Mahabur. Within about a mile of the east end of this ridge, right in the

axis of its strike, we find these associated layers of tough mica-schist, hornblende-schist,

gneiss, and subordinate quartzite, covering considerable areas at low undulating angles of

disturbance. I was quite unable to conceive how such rocks could have been where they are

at the time when the great quartzites were so intensely plicated, and the schists below them

received their steady cleavage. The foliation of the Mahabur schists is cleavage-foliation ;

that of those other rocks is strictly lamination-foliation. This mechanical objection is at

least as valid as the chemical one to which it is opposed, and which would determine the

relative ages by relative metamorphism. But, indeed, there is little to choose between on

this score here, for the Mahabur schists are often gneissose, containing much felspar.

In connection with this question of relative ages, it is necessary to notice the

structure of the ranges as related to their .distribution. Their isolated positions are not

simply due to denudation : it is certain that the matter removed from between them at

their present common level consisted in great part of crystalline rock. Uniform as is the

general strike of the ridges, the termination of the ranges does not present a serrated front ;

the quartzites of the outer longitudinal ridges are bent round in a sharp regular curve, form

ing a continuous ridge of equal or greater elevation at the curve, with a precipitous external

face, and generally an equally regular converging internal underlie. This feature is more

especially well marked on the eastern aspect. In the larger groups there are internal

features of the same kind ; the contortion presenting a two-fold system of corrugation, one

of which (the east-west one) greatly predominates, producing the marked longitudinal out

line of the ranges. The cleavage and its foliation in the schists have been observed to follow

these same curves. It was partly upon this evidence in the Rajgir group—that one can

walk from any one ridge to any other without crossing a band of the schists which appear so

freely in the enclosed valleys—that I inferred the supraposition of the quartzites. The

drainage of these internal valleys does not take place endways, but by narrow gaps cut

through the longitudinal ridges of quartzite. Outside the hills granitic rocks are sometimes

seen in front of these abrupt terminations of the quartzite ranges. Thus it would seem as

if tho existing masses of the sub-mctamorpliic rocks had occupied areas of locally greater
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depression at the time of the first great granitic invasion ; and that to this we may owe

their ultimate preservation as hill ranges. The feature is well exhibited in Mahabur: the

axis of tie range would strike up a reach of the Sukri, and on each side of the river there

is an elongated oval of granitoid rock, as of denuded domes. The characteristic arrangement

of the doubtful gneissic rocks is also better shown here than anywhere I could mention :

they appear as regular concentric coatings to the granitoid masses. The area on the south

is less elevated, and the diverging dips of the covering rocks range from 5° to 20° ; on the

northern area they are much steeper as if exposed lower down on the sides of the mass they

envelope, but the regularity of the encircling ring is unbroken, and of the same description

of rock as on the south, but in thicker masses. Upon the usual evidence of regularly alter

nating stratification of highly contrasting materials, it is not, I presume, to be questioned

that these are true detrital accumulations remineralized ; and it might, I suppose, be

maintained on the strength of some misunderstood process of hypogene intrusive action that

they may have underlaid the Rajgir formation; or it might even be said that the strati-

graphical features of the Mahabur region suggest such a relation. But from the evidence

before us, I confess to a preference for the contrary supposition : it would require that after

the great disturbance and metamorphism of the Rajgir series the whole area was

denuded to a much greater extent than now, and that upon the surface thus exposed

these accumulations took place, probably of some arkose-like materials, very susceptible to

mineral reorganization. Such must have been the composition of the bottom-infra-Bijawurs.*

In this Behar area, however, there is ample evidence of a later granitic invasion: in the

southern tributaries of the Sukri there are fine sections of great granite dykes traversing all

the rocks transversely. This granite is very different from that already noticed ; it is highly

crystalline ; in the centre of the dyke the felspar and quartz form a coarse graphic granite,

with associated schorl and beautifully plumose mica. The view I have proposed would imply

a prodigious relative antiquity for the Rajgir formation.

The views that have now been presented in connection with the submctamorphic

series have manifestly very direct bearing upon the rocks of the great gneissic area. Suppos

ing the conjecture regarding the extensive representation of the peculiar infra-Bijawurs to

be correct, there would be four principal geological divisions to be discriminated and

mapped, exclusive of all later gramtes, &c. 1st. There would be the gneissoid granite,

which would seem to be largely present, to be distinguished from true metamorphic gneiss.

I should despair of settling this point without the extensive application of microscopical

analysis of the rocks ; indeed it remains to be seen whether even this test would furnish

a criterion, whether the crystals of such a rock would not assimilate more to metamorphic than

to fully igneous products. 2nd. It is more than probable that associated with that granite we

should find a most ancient gneissic formation long anterior to the metamorphism of the

Rajgirs, and possibly equivalent to the gneiss of Bundelkund. 3rd. We should probably

find remnants ot the Rajgirs in their gneissose form. On this point there is some inform

ation at hand : far within the great cn'stalline area, near the Grand Trunk Road north of

Burhi, there is an inlicr of typical Mahabur (Rajgir) schists. If they always remain so

characteristic there will be no difficulty in recognising them. Even here they are attended

bv the encircling ring of variable quartzites, having high converging dips towards the

schists, which occupy the lowest ground in the neighbourhood on the oanks of the Barrakar.

The quartzites form a narrow ridge round them, and would belong to our next division.

teh. There would be the hypothetical infra-Bijawurs. The establishment of this series

would probably relieve our field work of some perpetually outcropping difficulties, especially

in the shape of isolated, discontinuous runs of quartzites and breccias. But apart from these

more characteristic beds, I could not now assign a lithological criterion for this scries gen

erally : as has been seen they even simulate granitic masses. Great irregularity and discon

tinuity is one of their features ; although frequently presenting excessive contortion, as if when

caught between two resisting masses, they are generally comparatively little disturbed ; and

what disturbance they exhibit seems to be largely determined in direction by local circum

stances, resulting in great irregularities of dip. InBundelkund, where they were first detected,

these beds seem to have but little extension ; but in Bengal they seem to occupy large areas :

I have observed rocks of this description in far distant localities of the great gneissic area.

January 1869.

• Ai a more recent parallel Tor such kind of deposits, I would refer to the fclspathic beds of the lower Vindhvaim

n eip'wed iu weutcra Behar, to south-west of Kutumbch,

'-
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ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY.

Faom 1st Januaey to 31st Maech 1869.

Titles of Books. Donors.

Adams, A. L.—Wanderings of a Naturalist in India, the Western Himalayas and Cashmere,

8vo., Edinburgh, 1867.

Bastian, De. A.—Das Bestandige in den Menschenrassen und die Spielweite ibrer Verander-

lichkeit, 8vo., Berlin, 1868.

Benecee, De. E. W.—Geognostisch-palaontologische beitrage, Bd. II, Hf. I, 8vo., Miin-

chen, 1868.

Boueguignat, M. J. R.—Mollusques nouveaux litigieux ou peu connus, Fascl. IX, 8vo.,

Paris, 1868.

Chaillu, Paul B. du.—A journey to Ashango-land : and further penetration into equatorial

Africa, 8vo., London, 1867.

Collingwood, C—Rambles of a Naturalist on the shores and waters of the China Sea, 8vo.,

London, 1868.

Congees International d'anthropologie et d'Arcbeologie prehistoriques, Liv. 2, 8vo., Paris,

1868.

Cuviee, Geoagis.—Les mollusques decrits et figure's dapres la classification de, 520 figures,

8vo., Paris, 1868.

DaBwin, Chaeles.—The variation of animals and plants under domestication, Vols. I, II,

8vo., London, 1868.

Desoe, E. et Loeiol P. de.—Echinologie helv&ique. Description des oursins fossiles de la

Suisse, Liv. 1, Tables 1-4, Text. 1-4, Fol., Paris, 1868.

Feaneenheim, De. M. L.—Zur Krystallkunde, Bd. I, 8vo., Leipzig, 1869.

Geestaeceee, De. A.—Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-Reichs, wissenchaftlich dargestellt

in Wort und Bild., Bd. V, Lief. 7, 8, 8vo., Leipzig und Heidelberg,

1868-

Guenthee, A. C L. O.—The record of zoological literature, 1867, Vol. IV, 8vo., London,

1868.

Hayes, De. J. J.—The open Polar Sea, 8vo., London, 1867.

Hon, H. Le.—LHomme fossile en Europe, son industrie, ses moeurs, ses ceuvres d'art, 2nd

edition, roy. 8vo., Bruxelles and Paris, 1868.

Keepely, A. K.—Bericht iiber die Fortschritte der Eisenhutten Technik im jahre 1866,

jahrg. 3, 8vo., Leipzig, 1868.

Laetet, E., and Cheisty, H.—Reliquis Aquitanicte, Pt. VII, 4to., London, 1868.

Lesley, J. P.—Man's origin and destiny sketched from the platform of the Sciences, 8vo.,

London, 1867.

Lindenschmit, De. L.—Die Alterthumer unserer heidnischen Vorzeit, Bd. II, Lief. 10, 4to.,

Mainz, 1868.

Lottnee, B. H.—Leitfaden zur Bergbaukunde, Lief. I, 8vo., Berlin, 1869.

Maceenzie, G. M.—The Turks, the Greeks, and the Slavons. Travels in the Slavonic

Provinces of Turkey in Europe, 8vo., London, 1867.

Mallesok, Majoe J. B.—History of the French in India, 8vo., London, 1868.

Maetini und Chemnitz.—Systematisches Conchylien-Cabinet, Bd. XI, Hf. V, Lief. 187,

and Hf. VI, Lief. 188, 4to., Nurnbnrg, 1868.

Maye, Dr. G. L.—Beitrage zur Naturkunde Preussens, herausgegeben von der Koniglichen

Physikalisch-Oekonomischen Gcsellschaft zu Konigsberg. I, Die

Ameisen des Baltischen Bernsteins, 4to., Konigsberg, 1868.
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Milne-Edwaeds, M. A.—Recherches anatomiques et paleontologiques pour servir a l'histoire

des oiseaux fossiles de la France, Liv. 23, 24, 25, 4to., Paris, 1867.

Moobe, J. Scott.—Pre-glacial man and Geological Chronology, 8vo., Dublin, 1868.

Njlsson, S.—Das steinalter oder die Ureinwohner des Scandinavischen Nordens, 8vo., edited

by J. Mestrof, Hamburg, 1868.

Owen, Richaed.—Anatomy of Vertebrates, Vol. Ill, Mammals, 8vo., London, 1868.

Pfeiffee, De. L.—Monographia heliceorum viventium, Vol. VI, 8vo., Lipsise, 1868.

Schlagintweit-Saeunlunsei, Heemann von.—Reisen in Indien und Hochasien, Bd. I,

roy. 8vo., Jena, 1869.

Shepheed, C. W.—The north-west Peninsula of Iceland, 8vo., London, 1867.

Swayne, G. C.—Lake Victoria. A narrative of exploration in search of the source of the Nile,

compiled from the Memoirs of Captains Speke and Grant, 8vo., Edin

burgh and London, 1868.

Tennekt, Sie J. E.—The Wild Elephant ; and the method of capturing and taming it in

Ceylon, 8vo., London, 1867.

Times, J.—The year-book of facts in science and arts, 8vo., London, 1868.

Vameeey, A.—Sketches of Central Asia, 8vo., London, 1868.

Zittel, De. K. A., and Oppel, De. A.—Palseontologische mittheilungen aus dem Museum

des Koenigl. bayer. Staates, Bd. II, Abth. I, Text. roy. 8vo., Atlas,

Pol. Stuttgart, 1868.

Peeiodicals.

American Journal of Conchology, 1868, Vol. IV, Pts. 2, 3, 8vo„ Phil., 1868.

American Journal of Science and Arts, 2nd Ser., Vol. XLVI, Nos. 137, 138, 8vo., New Haven

1868.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th Ser., Vol. II, No. 12, Vol. Ill, Nos. 13, 14,

8vo., London, 1868.

Annales des Mines, Ser. VI.T^om. Xni^Liv.^3 ^ J %yQ< Parig 186g

L'Administeation de8 Mines.

Annals of Indian Administration, 1866-67, Vol. XII, Pts. 2, 3, 8vo., Serampore, 1868.

GOVEBNMENT OF INDIA.

Engineers' Journal, Calcutta, New Ser., Vol. XI, No. 12, Vol. XII, Nos. 13, 14, 15, 4to., Cal., 1868.

Geological Magazine, Vol. V, No. 12, Vol. VI, No. 1, 8vo., London, 1868.

Indian Annals of Medical Science, No. XXV, 8vo., Calcutta, 1869. The Editoe.

Journal de Conchyliologie, 3rd Ser., Vol. XVII, Tom. IX, No. 1, 8vo., Paris, 1869.

Neucs Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, Geologie und Paheontologie, 1868, VII, 8vo., Stuttgart, 1868.

Novitates Conchologicse, Suppl. Ill, 14, 15, 4to., Cassel, 1868.

PahEontographica, XVIII, 4, 5, 4to., Cassel, 1868.

Petermann, Dr. A., Mittheilungen—1868, XI, XII, 4to., Gotha, 1868, and Suppl. 25.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Ser., No. XXXIII, 8vo., London, 1869.

Quarterly Journal of Science, Vol. VI, No. 21, 8vo., London, 1869.

Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. II, Pt. 1, 8vo., Calcutta, 1869.

. Geol. Suevey of India.

Government Selections, &c. (feom the Goveenments).

Bengal.—Report on the statistics of the prisons of the Lower Provinces of the Bengal

Presidency from 1861 to 1865, by F. J. Mouat, Esq.

Government of Bengal.

J
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Bengal.—Report on the legal affairs of the Bengal Government for the year 1867-68.

GOVEBNMENT OF BENGAL.

Report on the vaccination proceedings throughout the Government of Bengal

(proper) ; with an appendix. Goveenment of Bengal.

Report on land Revenue Administration of the Lower Provinces for the official year

1867-68. Goveenment of Bengal.

Report on the Government Charitable Dispensaries of Bengal (proper), for the

year 1867. Goveenment of Bengal.

Distances of sub-divisions from stations in Bengal, with the Districts and Divisions

in which they are situated. Goveenment of Bengal.

Report on the Revenue Survey operations of the Lower Provinces from 1st

October, 1867, to 30th September, 1868.

Majoe Macdonald.

Beitish Buemah.—Annual Gaol Report of British Burmah for 1867. Extract from Pro

ceedings in Home Department No. 230.

Chief Comme., Beitish Buemah.

„ Excise Report of British Burmah for 1867-68. Extract from Proceedings

in the Financial Department No. 135.

Chief Comme., Beitish Buemah.

India.—Reports received from Her Majesty's Secretaries of Embassy and Legation respect

ing coal. Goveenment of India.

„ Selections from the records of the Government of India, Home Department,

No. LXIX. Papers relating to Cattle Diseases.

Goveenment of India.

„ Ditto ditto, No. LXVII. Note on the state of education in India during

1866-67, by A. P. Howell, Esq.

Goveenment of India.

„ Annua1 Report on the operations of the Post Office of India for the year 1867-68.

Goveenment of India.

Madeas.—Selections from the Records of the Madras Government, No. X. Annual Report

of the Madras Medical College, sessions 1867-68.

Goveenment of Madeas.

„ Report on the administration of the Madras Presidency during the year

1867-68. Goveenment of Madeas.

Mysoee, Coorg.—Statistical Returns, 1867-68. Chief Comme., Mysoee.

N. W. Peovinces.—Report on insects destructive to woods and forests, by R. Thompson, Esq.

Govt, of N. W. Peovinces.

„ General Report of the Revenue Survey operations of the Upper Circle

for seasons 1867-68. Col. J. E. Gasteell.

Punjae.—Hand-book of the economic products of the Punjab, with a combined index and

glossary of technical vernacular words, Vol. I. Economic raw

produce. Goveenment of Punjae.

„ Report on popular education in the Punjab for the year 1867-68, by Captain

W. R. M. Holroyd. Goveenment of Punjae.

. „ Report on public administration in the Punjab and its dependencies for the year

1867. Goveenment of Puniae.

„ Report on the police administration of the Punjab and its dependencies for the year

1867-68. Goveenment of Punjae.

„ Report on the administration of Civil Justice in the Punjab and its dependencies

during the year 1867. Goveenment of Punjae.
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Puniae—Selections from the records of the Government of the Punjab and its dependencies,

New Ser. No. 1. Notes on the Bunnoo district, by Major H. B.

Urmston, Deputy Commissioner. Government of Punjae.

Selections from the records of the Government of the Punjab and its dependencies,

New Ser. No. 2. Mem. on routes from Punjab to Eastern Turkistan,

by T. D. Forsyth. Report on route to Karakash river cid the Chang-

chenmoo valley and Pass, by Dr. Cayley. Goveenment of Punjae.

„ Report on the Revenue Administration of the Punjab and its dependencies for

1867-68. Goveanment of Punjae.

Teansactions of Societies, &c.

Boston.—Annual report of the Trustees of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard

College in Cambridge, together with remit of the Directors, 1866.

Senate No. 52, 8vo., Boston, 1867. Taustees of the Museum.

„ Conditions and doings of the Boston Society of Natural History, as exhibited by

the annual reports of the Custodian, Treasurer, Librarian, and Curator

for 1867-68, 8vo., Boston, 1867-68. The Society.

Annual report of the Boston Society of Natural Historv, 1868-69, I, 8vo., Boston,

1868. The Society.

,, Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural Historv. Vol. XI, pp. 97-486.

1866-68, 8vo., Boston, 1866-68. The Society.

Camjdtta.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Pt. II, No. 1, 8vo., Calcutta, 1869.

Asiatic Society of Bengal

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 8vo., Calcutta, 1869.

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Edinbuegh.—Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. VI. No. 74, 8vo., Edin

burgh, 1867-68. The Society.

Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. XXV, Pt. 1, 4to..

Edin., 1867-68. The Society.

Lausanne.—Bulletin de la Socie'te' Vaudoise des Sciences naturelles. Vol. X, No. 60, 8vo..

Lausanne, 1868. The Society.

London.—Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. XVII, Nos. 106-107, 8vo.. London, 1868.

The Society.

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol. XXIV, Pt. 4, No. 96, 8vo.,

London, 1868. The Society.

List of the Geological Society of London, 1868, 8vo.. London, 1868.

The Society.

Journal of the Society of Arts and of the Institutions in Union, Vol. XVI.

Nos. 830t835, Vol. XVII, No. 836, 8vo., London, 1868. The Society.

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Great Britain and of the Museum of

Practical Geology. Mineral Statistics of the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland for 1867, by R. Hunt, Esq.. 8vo., iondon,

1868. Geological Suevey of (teeat Beitain.

Jdosjcow.—Bulletin de la Societe imperiale des naturalistes de Moscow, Tom. XLI. No. 1,

8vo., Moscow, 1868. The Society-.

PaEIS.—Bulletin de la Soci&e' Geologique de France, 2nd Ser., Tom. XXV, No. 4, 8vo..

Paris, 1868. The Society.

Penzance.—The fifty-first, fifty-second, fifty-third, and fifty-fourth annual reports of the

Council of the Royal Geological Societv of Cornwall, 8vo., Penzance,

1868. The Society.

d
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Philadelphia.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, Vol. LVI, Nob. 4, 6, 8vo., Philadelphia,

1868. • Feanelin Institute.

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. X, No. 77, 8vo.,

Philadelphia, 1867. The Society.

Salem.—Proceedings of the Essex Institute, Vol. V, Nos. 5, 6, January to June 1867, 8vo.,

Salem, 1867. The Institute.

Toeonto.—The Canadian Journal of Science, Literature and History, New Ser. (Vol. XII,

No. 1), whole No. LXVII, 8vo., Toronto, 1868.

Canadian Institute.

Vienna.—Jahrbuch des Oesterreichischcn Alpen-verejnes, Bd. IV, 8vo., Wien,*1868.

Victoeia.—Geological Survey of Victoria, quarter-sheet maps, Nos. 13 N. E., 14 N. W.

and 26, S. E., with Sections, Pol. 8vo., and a pamphlet, Melbourne,

1868. Geological Suevey, Victoeia.

Washington.—An account of the total eclipse of the sun on July 18th, 1860, as observed

near Steilacoom, Wash. Terr., 4to., Washington, 1861.

Smithsonian Institution.

Annual report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution,

showing the operations, expenditure, and condition of the institution

for the year 1866, 8vo., Washington, 1867. The Institution.

„ Geological Researches in China, Mongolia, and Japan during the years 1862-

1865, by R. Pumpelly, Esq., Smithsonian contributions to knowledge,

202, 4to., Washington, 1866. The Institution.
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Peeliminaey Notes on the Geology of Kutch, Westeen India, resulting from the

examination of that district, now in progress, by the Officers of the Geological Survey,

by A. B. Wynne, P. G. S., &c.

The detailed examination of this province has been long looked forward to with interest,

as promising to cast light upon the geology of other parts of India where fossil land

plants similar to some of those occurring in Kutch have been found to characterize an

extensive group of rocks and are almost the only fossils which those rocks contain.

These plants were known to be associated in Kutch with a large number of marine

foggils, the Jurassic age of which was determinable, but the relations between the beds con

taining forms so distinct had still to be ascertained.

With this view a hasty visit was made to the' district of Kutch by Mr. W. T. Blanford

of the Geological Survey, in 1863, and the conclusions to which his observations led appeared

in a short paper among the publications of the Survey. (Vol. VI, pt. 1.)

Except this comparatively recent paper other sources of information regarding the geology

of the country, prior to the present investigations, were almost limited to a paper by Captain,

since Major, Grant, read before the Geological Society of London in PebruarVi 1837 ; some

remarks upon it by Dr. Carter in " Geological Papers on Western India" published by the

Bombay Government in 1857 ; a record of some fossils by Colonel Sykes (Geological Society,

London), and an interesting notice in Sir Chas. Lyell's " Principles of Geology," describing

the effects of the earthquake of 1819, the elevation of the " Allah Bund," and submergence

of Sindree village on the Runn, north of Lukput.

Of these Captain Grant's paper is the most detailed, but while it contains many

valuable facts, several of these seem to have been affected to distortion by geological theories,

or views, which have vanished since he wrote, and also by a misappreciation of the stratigra-

phic arrangement of the rocks. The four or five-fold sub-division adopted by him, being

natural, is correct, though the sequence was mistaken.

The Roces classified.

The following may indicate the ultimate arrangement of

the newer ones bemg perhaps capable of further sub-division

( Blown saud.

Recent and Strp-BECBNT ... I Alluvium.

(.Concrete

the larger rock-groups, some of

Teetiaey

f Tertiary bed:

... < Nummulitic

C Sub-tertiary.

beds and

do.

Jreassic

Stratified traps and Intertrappean.

f Upper Jurassic (? Rajmahal.)

(.Lower Jurassic (" Dogger," or Middle Jurassic.)

Intrusive Traps.

[The syenite of Parkur-Nuggur, Kalinjur hill, itc., at the north-east corner of the

Kuim might be added to the above as the nearest base known for the Jurassic rocks.]

r
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-*u«vc maw*; their interstratihVatio,, with aqueous beds ltin^L/P?L aS.alm°St
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sol* V

places

rocks

Tiilwui-see paper b; Mr. Blanford, above mentiomd. "'Wared is Kutch Proper. Dhenodar hUl .is not.

\

It is bordered on one side by the Arabian Sea and Onlf nf Tfnf^l. i.-i

's isolated from the main Unci and the Th, rr o "lit U deseS bv'tf * UJT aIIJ0,ie» !t

Runns which are connected at the eastern side of the pTovince \\lftrll^ ""** fm«',er

is much greater than its breadth * and, including the Km," its area if ^"l T* te,WMt

equal to about half that of Irelaud.f ' a ls estu»ated as beinff

The whole province presents numerous alternations of hillr .,™, a j

sandy when covered by the detritus of the rapidlyTc— n£ f . ^ ^J**™.

earthy when underlaid by the Tertiary formation both ,in^n?Vg J™c r°cl«, and more

into broad aUuviaJ plairiof oraUn*r7 Ind1~'ect P **' *** ^ s°^thern coast-

The hills are perhaps as often clusters as extended in the fnr™ nf . »L ,

latter do occur ; and more or less continuous escarpmentsTisWwith Z f ^J- th°U°h thes*

stronger beds are very frequent. A broken, E ™f g ,^the°ut'™>poi some of the

Runn islands of Putchum, lhu,Teer and B^la to ChorT r TV"8* «?* **t through the

smaller range) :-another borders The Runn on 'the north dVrf xThV^ ^N* a

the Charwar range, runs east and west to the southward of Bhonit?. ^T^T0116' ^M

and there are lesser ranges in other parts of the district wiH?'„ °»PjtaI of the province:

hills frequently conical in form. ttistrict, with many clusters and isolated

are tfifi^2S'3 Xt^dltbf"* teke "° fld'to direction. They-

shaped mass if their strati we«TconTnuis lLS? a,somewhat flattened and rolling dome

upon by denudation. continuous mstead of havmg been extensively operated

nJ&&%J&£tS£S£'JajftiT-- tobe the highest' —*'
.^^0^

by geSipt £to X^ftoT/solit Jt^utftff 2 £ «* ^P-

KS^So^wh^teW^^^^ Soo

the south edge of the Runn, to Doodye£Sfcj' Jd SET' 2nd' frr?M LukPut» ,do«*

bourhood of Butchao, passing at the nXni f^rf. $ fr°m ^ *** to the neiSh-

lnes, and just in their vicinitf, th bedswSJ&LS P^T',^s- ?°rt-h ot' th*e

always in a northerly direction. contorted, their highest mclmations being

the bedded traps, running "north-west Zmti^ltTt'^T^ f°"!ied °f' 0r ^^d h*'

the centre of the province0 out through?* western haf d,TloPm'nt m the D,ora hi«s »«

long slopes upon ie dip and steep Jt^gS^J^J? —* "* *—*«

olten^turefqZ Sefow^toX* SKa^fiS* t """t ^T* °f fo™' «-«

uevertheless barren; particularly^ ttv^wL'^pJ^^p^^J

*.
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by rugged hills, beyond a bright green patch with a few lonely palms, or other trees, near,

vnue village where wheat is laboriously cultivated with the aid of irrigation, and smoky clouds

of sandy dust, raised by passing cattle, are driven before the northerly blast, from which

those working at the wells shelter themselves by screens.

Tie peculiar bare, level and extensive plain called the Runn of Kutch is not a marsh, as

represented upon some maps. It is periodically covered by water during the rains, and left

dry, except a few patches, shortly after they have ceased ; when those lower portions on which

tie water has lain the longest become strongly incrusted with salt ,—this frequently extending

as far as the eye can reach :—its dazzling surface flickering in the mirage, which magnifies or

distorts any object that may happen to be upon the horizon. The source of the salt is

probably from sea water, this being said to overflow the Runn, entering by the low ground

at the mouth of the Koree river near Lukput, and also at the head of the Gulf of Kutch,

when the sea on the coast is raised by the continued south-westerly monsoon winds.* However

this may be, the waters from Kutch itself are strongly impregnated with salt derived from

the rocks, great quantities of which in solution must be carried out to the Runn when

ever there is sufficient rain to fill the rivers.

Although the incrustation is not very thick, being generally from one to two and a half

inches, the quantity occurring on the Runn is enormous, and the way in which fish, insects

and such organic remains brought in by the sea or down from the land by the Bunass and

other rivers are preserved by the salt is evidence of the strength of the solution, if that were

wanting.

Notwithstanding that traces of marine denudation are slight and scarce along the

southern shore of the Runn,- having been probably removed by subsequent atmospheric action-

its whole aspect strongly suggests its being a gradually raised sea-bottom ; a broad and

slightly elevated tract called the Bunnee, lying along its southern side between Putchum

Isle and Kutch Proper, being very possibly a bank or bar formed by the rivers which flow

from the higher land in that direction. Over this tract coarse grass, a heathery looking tufted

plant and Babul trees are irregularly distributed.

Some of the results of the great earthquake by which this country was visited in 1810

are still to be seen in the fallen walls of several of the towns, in the " Allah Bund,"t a low

elevation, thrown up by it, which is said to have permanently arrested the southward flow of

the water of the Koree or eastern mouth of the Indus, and in the submerged village of

Sindree on its left bank ; part of the ruins of the fort only being visible above the mud,

salt and water by which they are now surrounded, no other trace of the village remaining,

and the basements of the building seen being buried in the silt.

Tradition has it that this was formerly the site of a large city surrounded by villages

and fields, and to which the tidal ebb and flow reached : subsequently (from elevation of

the land probably) the river became so shoal that boats could not reach the port ; the

tity was in a great measure abandoned, and another Sindree built several miles further down

the river at a place called Sindu on the map. Here the same thing recurred, and Sindu

was deserted, a now city rising at Lukput, once an important place, but now consisting of

a lew houses in one end of the walled in enclosure. At present boats cannot come even

so far as this, and Lukput Bunder is at a distance of three or four miles, while the sea trade

is conducted at Kotaisir close to the old mouth of the Koree river. How far the first part

of this statement may be true is involved in considerable uncertainty, but it is said there are

records in the DuJUcr at Bhooj which would prove the accuracy of some portions of it at

all events.

Jr'hASSIC BOCKS.

The Jurassic rocks occupy a large portion of the northern half of the province extend

ing through it almost from end to end, and also forming the hilly parts of the Runn islands

before mentioned. The bold scarps and rugged hills exhibit numerous fine sections, showing

plainly the structure of the country through which, notwithstanding repeated rolling undu

lations of the beds and some very marked anticlinal flexures, many recurring southerly and

' It does not appear to what extent thw has. been proTc4, though from the aspect of pan of the eoast,

it ;e«ns likely in he the case.
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south-westerly dips place the lowest beds along the north side of the district, except where

a great fault coinciding with the northern foot of the (.'harwar range causes them to re-appear

in its centre.

These lower Jurassic beds consist mainly of gray, blue, red and black shales, thick and

thin lightcoloured sandstones and bard silicious flags, with some more calcareous varieties,

and in some places quantities of dun-colored and gray compact earthy or sandy limestone.

Pale-purple sandstones and some highly ferruginous bands also occur, the whole presenting

so many varieties of color and kind that its general lithological aspect is seen to differ from

that of the uppermost Jurassic rocks, sufficiently to warrant an attempt at sub-division,

only by regarding the group as a mass and leaving details aside. The passage from the

lower beds to the upper is so gradual that no very definite boundary can be assigned between

them. Still there is a difference at the extreme ends of the series which would at once

prevent their being mistaken for each other, and which, it is supposed, led to their separation

into two groups by Captain Grant.

Owing to the numerous faults, undulations and the general lowness of their dip, the

thickness of this great series of Jurassic rocks is difficult to determine with accuracy, but it

has been assumed, from observations in the part of the district lying eastward of Bhooj, to

reach from 4,000 to 5,000 feet, of which measured sections of over 2,000 feet have been

made in the lower portion of the group ; and there is no reason to suppose its aggregate

thickness to be less in the western side of the province. Throughout this large accumula

tion of strata there is a marked absence of regular zones, indicating successive stages of

deposition, and while in such an assemblage of coarse sandstones and muddy shales with

frequent conglomeritic beds much constancy of lateral extension might not be looked for,

and marks of succeeding zones be probably obscure or absent, no want of material seems to

have existed to supply new or similar layers for those which may have died out. The whole

formation, particularly in its upper beds, maintains the same characteristics of obliquely

laminated strata alternating with finer and more parallel deposits, all of richly varying tints,

from black to white, blue, red, orange, brown and gray, and sometimes green with a peculiar

golden oolite among the lower rocks which glistens like avanturine.

The lower beds on weathering take frequently a rusty color, and dull olive tints are com

mon, while, where the beds are highly calcareous, a whole mountain formed of them with

rounded outlines and a whitish hue m sunshine looks cool, and in cloudy weather as gray

as any granite hill. Thick bands of a warm orange sandy limestone with some red beds

occur also in the lower rocks, and many of their shales are gypseous.

The upper beds arc marked by a predominance of clean white gravelly sandstone with

some blackish ferruginous bands and white or lavender-gray, sometimes highly carbonaceous,

shale. Between these and the lower beds alternations of almost every variety of rock in

the formation occur, ranging through a vertical space equalling a third of the total thickness

if not more. Many of the beds in both groups are strongly saline.

The lowest beds are much the most fossiliferous, and the remains arc chiefly marine,

including Ammonites, Pleurolowaria, Oslrea, Trigonia, Cuculliea, Curbnln, Gryjihira.

Mudiola, Terebratula, and numbers of other bivalves, JZehinida, Crinoids, Corals, Bclcmnitcs,

fish teeth, reptilian bones, and fossil wood.

In one certain and one or two doubtful instances some of the upper beds of this lower

and marine scries were found to contain impressions of (terrestrial) Zamia'm shaly bands inter

posed between the marine shell-bearing beds. During the examination of Eastern Knteh,

the most exhaustive search that could be made failed to find any thing among the upper

rocks except these Zamia and a few other terrestrial plants, but in the west, in a few cases,

some marine fossils have been obtained from single beds occurring amongst uufossiliferous

strata of the upper portion of the rocks, but still below the uppermost (white) beds seen.

This alternation or intercalation of the marine and freshwater beds (presuming those

containing Zamia to be of purely freshwater deposition) being one of the points to which

attention was specially directed, it is satisfactory to have so far ascertained the fact after

many months of dose search, even though such alternation appears to be much more limited

than was supposed, unless it is taken for granted that the numerous fragmentary grass-like

plant remains so common in the shales and flaggy sandstones throughout the formation

are of freshwater deposition also. Many of these have been searched over and over agam
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without a trace of a Zamia leaf being found, and there seems to be no more reason for suppos

ing them freshwater than some other beds in which ammonites occur lying among a mass of

vegetable remains, the woody fibre of which is generally distinguishable, though often

obliterated by carbonisation.

Such intimate association of the Zamia with marine forms has not, it is true, been dis

covered, but nevertheless it may not be unreasonable to suppose that these plants were floated

out from land, and deposited by the sea at depths unsuited to the marine life of the period or

at localities where this was from other causes absent. As Mr. Blanford has observed in the

paper above mentioned, ' no sudden change in the rocks nor any unconformity has been found

to mark the transition from a salt to a freshwater period ; ' and while it is evident that land

plants may be carried out to sea, though marine organisms cannot so readily find their way

into freshwater deposits, it is easier to believe that the whole of these salt Jurassic rocks

are of marine origin than that repeated alternation of fresh and salt water beds takes place

without any marked difference of character or aspect occurring in the rocks.

It may also be observed that though there are but few evidently marine beds, and these

not immediately associated with Zamia-bearing rocks in the upper part of the Jurassics

seen, still these Zamia beds contain plants only, no freshwater shells, fish, nor animal remains

occurring to contest the possibility of the containing rocks being of marine or perhaps

estuarine formation.

Great as is the thickness of the Jurassic beds, it is that only of a portion of the group

the base of which is not visible, and the upper beds being unconfomiably overlapped by the

Bedded Trap, they may continue to increase in quantity beneath the latter much further than

they can be observed. There are, however, some appearances, along their uppermost boundary,

which may be slight indications that the Jurassic period was drawing to a close, and that

the deposition of rocks much resembling some of their upper beds ushered in the commence

ment of the succeeding unconformable tertiary group in those places at least where this

succession was not interrupted by the accumulation of the intervening Bedded Trap.

Teaps.

By far the largest part of the trap rocks is refcrrible beyond a doubt to the

tame period us the vast stratified accumulation known as the Deccan Traps. Some of the

lowest Hows arc very thick, presenting tew or no traces of bedding for more than 100 feet,

but further up this is as plain as all the other appearances, such as beds of red bole, alterna

tions of amygdaloidal and columnar basaltic Hows, presence of zeolites, and so forth, which

characterise the formation elsewhere. The trap is sometimes magnetic, and among its lower

beds ashy sandstone or calcareous bands occasionally exist. In one place near its local

base an intorstratified bed of friable red sandstone 30 feet in thickness was observed, and in

another a small lenticular deposit of intertrappean calcareous rock containing small fish

scales.*

The flows or beds have a low steady southerly or south-westerly inclination, forming a

wide hilly licit through the centre of more than the western half of the province, but their

deposition does not seem to have extended to the place occupied by the eastern extremity of

the district. The thickness of this formation is much less than usual, being estimated at

about 2,500 feet.

An obscure group of earthy sandstones formed largely of trappean materials, often

indistinctly bedded and containing woody plant impressions, occurs in several places, having

but indefinite relations to the lower part of the Bedded Traps, but resting quite uncon

formable' on the Jurassic rocks and often closely associated with masses of intrusive trap near

which also white sandstone is often strongly columnar.

The intrusice traps—occur chiefly in the Jurassic area, and probably mark some of tho

places from which those just mentioned issued.

They consist generally of augitic or basaltic traps varying in color (different black and

grayish hues), and in texture from a close compact rock to one coarsely crystalline, the crystals

of glassy felspar being interlaced, and the deeply weathered soft light-colored surface taking

• Within the lanf few day* information has hen obtained of tin- discovery hv Mr. Kcdden of intcrtrappean bras,

» ..uumme Pkyn Prin»pn,m the wi-'tirn extension of the trappean formation, furmshing still further proof of

the identity of these with the Deccan Traps.
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much the appearance of a syenite in similar condition. Fine muddy-looking or ashy trap,

weathering to an olive-green minutely divided detritus, is another variety. Some of the

dykes, &c., are of fine-grained purple colored trap, with white steatitic specks, a sort earthy

or lava-like texture, are much less dense than the varieties abovementioned, and are some

times salt to the taste.

With regard to the manner in which all these intrusive traps occur, nothing could well be

more varied : dykes are particularly numerous in some localities ; they also occur in

faults, while local intrusions form hills projecting from the plains and Jurassic broken ground,

like knots in decaying wood. In such cases, their outlines are either conical or combinations of

this with steeply scarped forms. Some intrusions range through the country for many miles,

presenting the most irregular lines both in plan and elevation, cutting across the aqueous

strata, including large masses, intruded between them or forming hills either capped or under

laid by the Jurassic beds, or both one and the other, these being altered by the contact into

various kinds of porcelainous or quartzitic rock, while one case occurs where a whole stream

section of the aqueous rocks seems to pass by gradual intensity of alteration into solid trap

in which planes resembling the original bedding can be traced for some distance as if the

strata had been melted in situ, no marked difference of texture however existing in the trap,

although the stratified rocks consist of alternations of calcareous sandy and thin shaly

bands*

Other instances occur in which sandstone seems to have been completely melted and

taken up by these traps ; the matrix having yielded first and the quartz fragments and grains

gradually becoming more separated and disappearing until they are quite lost at a very short

distance in the dark trap. This can be seen in hand specimens.

Generally speaking, these large intrusions have an intricacy of arrangement forming a

tangle which defies all effort at accurate representation upon a map of small scale, and some

times their basaltic trap is so magnetic as to deprive compass bearings taken from these

points of any value, the variation heing of inconstant amount.

StTB-TEETIARY GBOUP.f

As already stated, the Jurassics or Dogger beds of Kutch, consisting of a calcareous or

sandy and shaly marine series below, passes upwards into alternations of more ferruginous

and more purely argillaceous and arenaceous beds,—in which land fossils (Zamire, Ferns, &c.)

are either rare or locally numerous,—these forming what are at present considered an

upper member of the same group. At some period subsequent to the Jurassic, not clearly

marked, but arguing from local as well as distant sources of information (in the Dcccan and

at Bombay), probably an early Tertiary one, the volcanic activity which produced the Bedded

Traps came into operation. Observations here only show that traps were extensively in

truded through the Jurassic rocks, and that other traps, very probably connected with these

as centres of eruption, constitute a thick series resting with marked unconformity upon these

Jurassic strata.

But overlying the Bedded Traps and, where these are absent, the rocks upon which they

rest, is a marked band of most peculiar aspect, having, in contact with these traps, a very

volcanic appearance, hut one entirely different from theirs. Its predominant colors are deep

red and pure white, but it is finely varied with purple, orange, greenish, brown and bla'k

or blue tints, even brighter and more strongly contrasted than (hose of the Jurassic bed.^.

Its lowest stratum in junction with the uppermost of the trappean flows is a curiously

mixed and mottled one, brecciated, concretionary on a large scale, in places containing

small white quartz grains, but generally consisting of a pure chalk-white or variegated

purple and lavender, unctuous, argillaceous, rock occasionally saline aud speckled with white

kaolin patches, giving it the appearance of an amygdaloid, sometimes to such a degree that

it heeomes undistinguishable from the purple trap found in several dykes among the Jurassic

rocks.

* This passairc as it were of stratified into intrusive amorphous rock is so very peculiar that it may perhaps

be deceptive. A place where the alteration of the beds ceased laterally and the trap might he said to commence was

sought tor in vain, aud the Hues which may he, or at least simulate, original stratineation apparently continuous with

those of the unaltered bedded rock cease to be traceable beyond a few yards into the trap.

t The name Sub-Tertiary used here is only provisional. An examination of the fossils will probably cause it to

be altered lor another. It merely means that the bed:' are below the highly fossilifcrous Nnmmulttic and other

Tertiary beds though above the 'Bedded Trapa thr Intcrtrappcau beds of which arc believed to be of Lower

Tertiary Age.
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Along the line of junction with the underlying Bedded Traps their uppermost laj'er is

very commonly a greenish amygdaloid, also more or less generally concretionary, rusty or

decomposed looking ; instances occurring in which the concretions of the mottled rock have

been found to exhibit an apparent passage towards their centres from one variety to the

other, the cores being formed of rusty amygdaloid quite similar to that beneath. In other

cases the lowest stratum of the mottled series or uppermost one of the trap is a pale green

ish earthy trappean looking rock, not quite so concretionary as usual, with much of the

external character of the mottled breccia, but containing yellowish green steatitic amygdala.

Where these sub-tertiary beds rest on the Jurassic rocks the peculiar brecciated white bed is

seldom strongly developed, but still is frequently present.

This breccia passes upwards within greater or less distance, as the bed is thick or thin,

into gnarled and ponderous laterite of various red, black, brown and purple tints, either brec

ciated or of the brick-like character so well known elsewhere.* Its junction with the white

rock below often shows rough stalactitic looking masses of the laterite vertically penetrating

the lower bed all along the line of contact as if infiltrated from above. In the same group

are other bands of laterite and some very coarse obliquely laminated white quartzose and

ferruginous sandstone containing much of the white earth distinguishing the lower layer.

Associated with these, but not always upon the same horizon exactly, are dull purple, brown

and black, in some places highly carbonaceous, gypseous or pyritous shales containing

numerous impressions of large and small exogenous and endogenous leaves. These occur also

. in fine flaggy pale lavender or white beds of the same group, but of uncertain place.

Apparently among gypseous reddish shales of this group a thin band was found to

contain Fasciolaria, Area, Nucula, Cyprina and Venus, which are not, however, in such a

state of preservation as to warrant more than an opinion at present that they may be of

either cretaceous or eocene age, while some bones of large reptiles, including part of a skull,

have been found in very similar shales and on what seems to be very nearly the same

horizon.

Close above these some brown flaggy sandstones containing a few shark's teeth and shells

and occasional beds of earthy orange mudstone begin to appear, and indicate the approach to

others abounding in tertiary fossils.

The thickness of this group (the ' Red—? New Red-sandstone' of Grant) varies much, from

a mere band consisting of a few beds or only one, to a maximum, in some places, of between

two and three hundred feet. Until the fossils have been examined, it is obviously difficult to

nay how much of this group may be of Tertiary age, if indeed it be not entirely so. It

forms a marked basement to that series however, and where it rests upon the Jurassics without

the intervening trap, its junction very commonly appears quite conformable, the line, however,

being almost impossible to see when the gypseous shales of the one group overlie those of the

other.

Tertiaey foamation. ,

As the Tertiary rocks are still undergoing examination, they can be but slightly noticed

here, although they form a large and important feature in the geology of Kutch.

Their principal development takes place in the southern half of the western side of

the district, where they form wide rolling plains under which the beds undulate, wrapping

round the western termination of the Jurassic and Trap formations, and appearing at intervals

along the southern shore of the Runn, on the margin of at least one of its islands, and

at a few spots in the eastern portion of the province.

They consist, as a mass, of rubbly shales interstratified with yellow mudstone bands,

and thick beds of sand or sandstone. Occasionally the rocks become sufficiently calcareous

to be called limestone, and most of those containing fossils are highly so—an agglomeration

of shell-casts in an earthy or sandy calcareous matrix.

Among the lower beds oysters and turrilella are particularly numerous, whole beds

being formed of the latter, and a flat echinus (clypeaster), being very common.

* At some localities in Eastern Kutch the laterite is associated with quantities of Agates both in rir> and left

in a thick layer by its weathering down, strongly recalling the appearance of some very similar ground

similarly situated near the base of the tertiary rocks in Ouierat.
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At a short distance above the base ot (lie formation, on an average not .more and often

greatly less than 200 feet vertically, are soft and harder white calcareous beds crowded with

nummulites and fasrioliles, the former of several kinds, and associated with them arc

numerous echini, bivalves, &c.

The Nummulitic beds are generally nearly horizontal; they produce ground of singularly

barren aspect, reminding one of the Egyptian desert, the white nummulites weathered

out lying thickly upon the surface in place of soil, and from their abounding in that neighbour

hood being called by the native Lukput paisa.

For several miles eastward of Lukput, along the edge of the Runn, these rocks are

brought against the Jurassics by a fault, and having followed the low ground round the

western limits of Kutch they disappear for a considerable space in the country north and

north by east of Jackow, but set in again in the low lands further east.

In other parts of the low country, unoccupied by the Nummulitic group, highly fossili-

ferous tertiary rocks abound, containing a large number and great variety of genera, includ

ing turritella, ostrea, conus, fastis, coluta, strombus, natica, trochus, olica, cassis, cerithlum,

scalarium, cypr&a, balanus, pecten ; clypeaster, cidaris, &c. :—of Crustacea, some well pre

served crabs, besides large bones and great molar teeth, and very many other interesting

fossils, complete lists of which it is hoped will hereafter appear.

The thickness of these rocks is not yet sufficiently clear to be stated, but is considerable,

probably exceeding 500 or from that to 800 feet.

It seems most likely that these Tertiary beds have been deposited in shallow water

under shore conditions and subject to causes producing great irregularity of deposition. The

occurrence of leaf beds in the group repeats the case of the Jurassic beds with regard to the

alternation of fresh and salt water periods, and among the upper beds the predominance of

sands almost devoid of organic remains indicates a different state of things from that under

which the highly fossiliferous strata accumulated.

Post-Teetiaet.

In several places a coarse concrete is found containing numerous fossil oysters, generally

of large size. It appears to rest unconformably upon the Tertiary rocks, and may be an

old member of the coast series or " littoral concrete" of Western India.

Other post-tertiary and superficial deposits, such as alluvium, blown sand, river concrete,

and a rock much resembling the latter, found high upon the uanks of many of the hills,

have merely to be mentioned, their occurrence here being in all respects similar to that

in other localities. . .

Coal is often mentioned as occurring in Kutch. Carbonaceous shales have been met with

in several places both in the Jurassic and Tertiary rocks, but chiefly in the former, and

these sometimes contain layers of bright coal. This is usually very thin, forming but small

parts of the bands quite too limited in thickness atad extent (so far as known) to repay the

cost of working.

The largest layer, opened upon formerly at the village of Trombow, north-north-east of

Bhooj, is now concealed by the workings having fallen in.

Alum is extracted in considerable quantities from the sub-tertiary shales of Western

Kutch.

Iron used to be made in various parts of the province, but the manufacture has ceased

|n consequence of the facility with which Foreign iron can be obtained.

In conclusion, it remains only to be stated that several points of interest necessarily

passed over in this hasty sketch have been reserved for subsequent consideration in the

report to accompany the map, data for which are still being collected.

Amongst these are some facts tending to afford further proof of the association of

aqueous deposits with the earliest beds of the Stratified Trap, and also indications that their

highest flows or beds were not much older than the lowest Tertiary rocks, if indeed some of

them were not contemporaneous.
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The occurrence here of the persistent and well-marked band of latcrite and its associ

ated white clay or steatitic breccia, passing conformably upwards into the Tertiary beds, and

less regularly, but still with an appearance of transition, into some of the bedded traps

below, though differing from eertaiu of the facts observed in the country north-east of Surat,

may possibly modify some of the conclusions with regard to the more obscure occurrence

of the same three groups, i. e., the bedded traps, lateritic beds, and Tertiary rocks of

Guzerat, or may, at least, confirm the impression of the volcanic activity which produced

the bedded traps dating from early Tertiary times.

If, in the absence of fossils, lithological similarity be admitted as evidence, it may bo

possible that some of the white felspathic sandstones, considered as Upper Jurassic, overlying

the Zamia-beds of Kutch, may represent some of the frequently similar looking Mahadeva

or Bagh beds of Central India and the Nerbudda Valley.

The evidence for a Jurassic age comes chiefly from the lower part of the series, which

is certainly marine so far, and the occurrence therein of a band of shale containing Zamice

may bear the explanation before suggested, but at present the discussion of these points is

almost premature.

April, 1869.

Much interest having been excited in the history of the Nicobar Islands, which have

recently been taken possession of in the name of Her Majesty the Queen of England, I have

thought it desirable to print here a brief summary of all that is known regarding their

geological structure. This could most effectively be done, by giving a translation of the

reports of Dr. F. v. Hochstetter, who accompanied the Austrian ' Nocara expedition as

geologist. Dr. Stoliczka, long a colleague and friend of Hochstetter' s, has translated this

report. The geological portion is given nearly at full. The part relating to the vegetation

and its connection with the soils, however interesting to those who have never seen a tropical

vegetation, contains little that would be new to residents in this country ; and only a few

extracts are given. A few remarks on springs and temperature conclude the paper.

The geology of the Nicobars has many points of the highest interest to the Indian geo

logist, as Dealing on the structure of the adjoining Andamans, and the continuation of the

same features into Burmah and northwards, on which connection some information will be

given in future numbers. T. 0.

Conteieutions to the Geology and Physical Geogeaphy of the Nicoeae Islands,

by De. P. von Hochstettee, (translated by De. F. Stoliczea, from the " Voyage

of the Austrian Frigate Novara round the world in 1857-1859." Geological part,

2nd col., pp. 83-112. Vienna, 1806).

The Nicobar islands (PI. 3.) belong to an area of elevation which can be traced from tho

Bay of Bengal far into the southern seas. Beginning under the 18th degree north latitude in

the group of the Cheduba and Iteguain islands on the coast of Arracan, passing through the

Andamans and Nicobars, then continuing through Java, Sumatra, and the south-western

group of the Sunda islands, this line of elevation bends in an oblique S-form through

New Guinea, to the north of the Australian continent, and forms in New Ireland, the

Solomon Islands, New Hebrides and New Zealand a curve, concave towards the west, the small

group of the Macquario islands being possibly considered as the extreme southern end of

this curve. Winding from tho northern into the southern hemisphere through 70 degrees of

latitude, this line, or area, is characterized as one of elevation by two phenomena, totally

different in their nature, but nevertheless equally grand, and in certain respects related to each

other. These phenomena are, first, the activity of the interior of the earth, showing itself in

the volcanic action; and secondly, the activity of the coralline animals, disclosing itself in tho

formation of that kind of coral reefs which Darwin has distinguished from the barrier or

lagoon reefs under the name of fringing or coast reefs.

Both phenomena, the volcanic action with its clevatory power, and the formation of

coast reefs, are, in certain respects, related to each other, as has been placed beyond a doubt

by Darwin's observations, although both do not appeai together along all parts of this area.

^
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In the southern extra-tropical latitudes, where coralline lite does not exist on that large stale,

the volcanic action is the only marked one, and equally so in tropical latitudes to the north of

the equator,—where that action is locally wanting,—the peculiar formation of coral reefs rnust

be considered as the principal argument for the continuation of this line of elevation. This

is the case at the Nicobar islands.

These islands occupy a gap without volcanoes, between the volcanic range of Sumatra,

and the Bari-en and Narcondam islands, which lie to the east of the Andamans.

Whatever may be hidden in the interior of the Nicobar islands, covered with perfectly

impenetrable primeval forests and grassy plains, the occurrence of younger volcanic rocks is

the least probable. Although I have found on the north side of Car-Nicobar, the northern

most of the islands, two pieces of a porous basaltic rock, the size of a man's hand, in a

coarse gravel in the forest near the village Mus, and a larger angular fragment in the coral

sand on the strand near the village Saui, still there is more reason to believe that these

fragments were transported to the coast of Car-Nicobar in the roots ofrstranded trees,*

or even that they were remains from the travelling bags of the Danish naturalists of the

Corvette Qalatlwa,—who in 1846, shortly before they landed on Car-Nicobar, visited the

volcanic Barren island,—than that they came from the interior of the island. I have in

vain searched for similar pieces in the stream_ and river-gravels of Car-Nicobar, and I

have not met with them on any of the other islands on which we landed.

On the other hand, the Nicobar islands are distinctly characterized as a portion of the

chain of oceanic elevations, which began in former geological periods and still continues, by

the upheaved coral banks and by the continuous formation of coral reefs, which slowly, but

in the course of hundreds and thousands of years perceptibly, enlarge the territory of the

islands.

The Austral-Asiatic area of elevation, above indicated in its entire extent, has in the

Nicobars a mean direction to north-20°-west or from south-south-east to north-north-west,

possessing a length of 148 Engl. (=37 tier, gcogr.) miles, and a width of 16 Engl. (=4geogr.)

miles. This direction indicates at the same time the strike of the strata, on all the islands,

while the dip is either towards east or west. The synclinals and anticlinals in the geological

structure of the islands are thus coincident with the direction of the great geological line of

elevation which connects the northern point of Sumatra with the group of the Andaman

islands.

The total area of all the islands is calculated to be 33 to 34 German (geogr.) square

miles (equal to about 528—514 Engl.).

1.— Geological Formations.

To render properly intelligible the results which will bo given in the following pages, I

may be permitted to make a few preliminary remarks.

It is at present extremely difficult to make any detailed geological observations on

the Nicobar islands. One is limited to the sea coast, as impenetrable forests and grassy

plains make the interior of the islands perfectly inaccessible and hide the rocks. On

the northern smaller island, this circumstance is of less importance, because the extent of

the rocks through the whole island can easily be ascertained, as soon as it is possible to

observe them on two opposite sides of the coast in the same straligraphical relation. The

case is different with the southern larger islands. Sambelong or Great Nicobar has an

area of 17 -J geographical square miles, and is larger than all the other islands put together ;

it offers in the mountain ranges (rising up to 2,000 feet), and deep valleys, such a variety

in the configuration of the ground, that it is impossible to suppose that what is to be

seen on one or the other point at the coast should be characteristic for the whole island.

The mouths of rivers being generally occupied by mangrove swamps, it is even impossible

to come to any conclusions from gravels as to the rock which is to be found in the interior.

But even on the coast there are great obstacles to geological investigation. Wherever the

inquiring eyo of the geologist observes promising dill's, there breakers make it generally

impossible to land, and where landing can be effected, we usually meet only a flat coast.

• Chamisso mentions the transport of stones in the roots of stranded trees on the Uu'leV proup, and Darwiu gives

a similar example from the Kieliug islands. (Darwin's naiural history travels, part II, p. 2U).
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T\ius one is limited in his observations to tlic few points, whore during low water it becomes

practicable to reach from the sandy shore some rocky promontory ; and oven under the

best circumstances I was always restricted to that part of the coast on which the frigate

anchored, for no amount of promises and offers could induce the natives to undertake longer

trip? with their canoes, neither was it possible to obtain a boat from the frigate at my

disposal. I hope that other geologists, who may in future visit these islands, will be more

successful in this respect.

My observations were therefore confined to the following places :—

1. North-tcestern coast of Car-Nicobar.—A low precipitous coast accessible aloug

its entire extent. Thick clay beds, with some more solid strata of sandstone, containing

Fucoids, are on this coast overlaid by upheaved coral banks (coral conglomerate and coral

sandstone) ; these are in some places still in direct communication with living coast reel's.

2. Southern Bay of Car-Nicobar.—Flat coral ground with fringing reefs, and at

the breakers banks of a recent sandstone.

3. Nocara Bay on the west coast of Tillangchong.—Precipitously rising cliffs of

serpentine and gabbro conglomerate ; at the breakers' coast reefs.

4. Channel between Camorta and Nancowry, or the Nancowry Hacen.—A deep

transverse cleft through yellow clay-marls containing magnesia, alternating with beds of ser

pentine and gabbro traps, and pierced through by serpentine and gabbro. A long stretching

coral reef formation exists in the channel, but coral ground is very limited.

5. The small islands Trice and Track, north of Little Nicobar; precipitously

upheaved ; clayey sandstone beds with imbedded pieces of bituminous brown coal ; coral and

conglomerate banks and fringing reefs.

6. Pulo Milu.—A small island on the north side of Little Nicobar, consisting of

strongly raised sandstone beds, with flat coral ground, fresh water alluvium, and fringing

reefs round the whole island.

7. Island Kondul on the north side of Great Nicobar.—Sandstone, sandy slates,

and beds of clay-marl alternating with each other, flat coral ground of very limited extent,

fresh water alluvium, and fringing reefs.

8. A small bay on the northern coast of Great Nicobar.—Sandstone bills, salt-and

brackish-water swamps.

9. East side of the southern bay (Galathea Bay) of Great Nicobar, in which

flows the Galathea river ; sandstone mountains ; flat coral ground, coral and conglomerate

formation at the level of the breakers, fringing reefs ; pebbles of bituminous coal on the strand.

These places are, with the exception of Car-Nicobar, the same as were seen by tin?

Danish geologist Dr. Rink, accompanying the expedition of the Danish Corvette Galathea

in 1846, and were, beside many others in the Archipelago, visited by him during a stay

of four months, described in a special work.*

As to scientific inquiry, I left the Nicobars quite unsatisfied in spite of the comparatively

long time of one month which we spent in their waters ; T know well how little my own obser

vations increase the geological knowledge of the islauds. for which we are indebted to Dr. Kink ;

for just the grandest objects, the islands Terressa , Little and Great Nicobar remained

for me totally a terra incognita. But I am conscious to have done every thing that it was

possible to do under the circumstances, and in this point of view the few observations I can

offer must be criticised.

Car-Nicobar is a low island, the average height of which above the level of the sea

amounts to about 45 feet ; only two ridges, which may be from 180 to 200 feet high, rise in

the interior above the forest covering nearly the whole island. The west, south, and east,

coasts are flat and sandy, and the north-west and south-east monsoons accumulate upon

them gradually higher and higher fragments of corals and shells, which pass over the

fringing reefs surrounding the whole island. The south coast is in part swampy, only the

northern or rather the north-western coast, forming the shore of the bay of Saui, is precipitous,

allowing a view of the geological structure of the island ; the section of this coast is given

" Die Nikobarischen Inselo, eine geographisohe Skizze, mit apecieller Beiu.'haichti£'mg der Ueognoaie,

Kopenhigeu, 1947 |The Nicobar islands, a geographical sketch with special reference to geology'
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in the sketch PI. 4. Fig. 1.—Eastern shore of the Bay of Saui. 1, Loose coral and shell-

sand : 2, Dead coral-banks : 3, Indurated rock-beds of dead corals and shell-sand : 4, Plas

tic-clay with bands of sandstone.—

The eastern shore of the bay gradually rises from north towards south up to a height of

about 60 feet, and includes two small lateral bays i« which massive banks of a gray clay crop

out below upheaved coral banks which form the projecting corners of the cliff. It is very

characteristic that the boundary of the calcareous and clay strata on the surface of the coast

terrace is at the same time a sharp limit of vegetation, inasmuch as on the clayey ground the

cocoa-palm is replaced by Pandanus, Casuarina and grass, forming locally quite extensive

frassy plains. The clay deposits, without any distinct stratification, show a cubical cleavage,

he prevailing color is light-gray, only single bands are darker colored, others are ferru

ginous, containing numerous clay-ironstone nodules. The clay is a little calcareous, effer

vescing with acids. In the southern lateral bay also appears between the clay beds a

more solid stratum from two to three feet thick, and from its projecting part larger

and smaller plates are broken off. . On one of these plates I observed the impression

of a large species of Fucus (Chondrites Nikobarensis, Hochst.) The strike of the strata

is from south-south-east to north-north-west in both bays, the greatest thickness observable

in the strata amounts to 20 or 30 feet. This clay deposit on the northern coast of Car-

Nicobar is characterised as a marine formation by the numerous Foraminifera which it

contains, but I did not succeed in finding any recognizable remains of Mollusca, except

indistinct and badly preserved bivalves (Pelecypoda) .*

Farther towards the south, the clay beds again sink under the level of the sea, and in their

place again appear coral banks, the precipitous coast becoming constantly higher, but at the

same time gradually more inaccessible. On this coast the sea has washed out deep hollows,

and the coral-bauks are overlaid by massive banks of a white rock consisting of shell and coral

sand, and being rather soft on the weathered surface. On tho Areca river, in the innermost

corner of the bay of Saui, the plateau of about 60 feet rapidly terminates with a fault, and

the southern shore of the bay only exhibits a flat sandy strand richly overgrown with cocoa

trees, being at the same time thickly populated. Judging from a few lumps in the

gravel which I found on the northern as well as on the southern side, I conclude that there

is somewhere in the interior of the island a gray fine-grained sandstone with little flakes

of white mica and also a compact limestone in situ. The natives use the sandstone from the

gravels as grinding stones.

Batty Malce is a small rocky island with precipitous shores all round. It rises on the

south-eastern and eastern side in two terraces to about 150 feet. On the western and north

western side, it runs into a low flat cliff; judging from a distance of two or three nautical

miles—we did not come nearer—the island is inaccessible. The extreme shore seemed to be

covered with grass only, the interior was a low jungle, the crown of cocoa-palm being here

and there visible at its margin. Only opposite Car-Nicobar can the island give an

impression of a " relatively bare rock," as Steen Billef says.—The rocks to be found on the

island are most probably the same as those of Car-Nicobar.

Tillangchong, situated opposite Car-Nicobar, is a narrow mountainous island with

precipitous cliffs, stretching from north-west towards south-east; it consists of two ragged

mountain ranges separated by a depression of only 30 feet in depth. Where, on the south-east

side, both ranges meet, a deep bay is formed, which during the north-west monsoon offers an

excellent place for anchorage. The less precipitous south-western coast is accompanied by a

few rocky cliffs, while the north-eastern coast is highly precipitous all along the shore. The

highest hills are situated in the northern part of the island, apparently rising to an elevation

of about 500 feet. Serpentine and gabbro form no doubt the great mass of the island.—PI. 4,

Fig. 2.—South-east coast of Tillanchong. 1, Coral-rocks; 2, Serpentine and Gabbro; 3,

Breccia ; 4, Sharply elevated rock-beds.—

In the small bay on the south-western coast, the Novara bay, in which the frigate was

lying at anchor for a few hours, the irregular and cliffed-like shores are composed of common

• The description of the very well preserved Foraminifera from the above described clayey beds ra undertaken

by Dr. K. Schwsger. His very valuable paper will be appended to this chapter of the Nicobar Islands, and for

farther results I here refer ta this paper.

t Captain steen Bille was Commander ol the Danish ship GalaHco.—T. 0.

N
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serpentine, often traversed with veins of hornstonc, and the same is the case with the thickly

wooded mountain slopes, as far as could he observed in the small rocky heds of streams.

The shore exhibited a very great variety in the color of the serpentine, jasper and hornstone

pebbles : besides these, however, there were noticed also numerous pebbles of a dark green

diallage rock, which must no doubt be in* situ somewhere on the same coast at no great

distance.

From the angular fragments of serpentine and other masses in the course of decom

position, a ferruginous breccia is formed at the foot of the hills, while in the breakers the

serpentine gravels are being cemented by coral and shelly sand forming solid sandstone and

conglomerate banks which recall the Verde-antique, (Ophicalcite). The plateau of the coast-

reefs extends 2 to 300 feet from the precipitous shore into the sea. The whole of the island

was covered with thick primeval forest which thrives well, even on the serpentine ground.

In passing along there were observed on the southern part of the island and on the

eastern coast thin-bedded rocks with a high dip ; these were in massive cliffs almost perpen

dicular in the south-eastern bay with a columnar structure ; their true nature remained,

however, unknown to me, for I was unfortunately obliged to use the telescope in place of the

geological hammer.

Camorta, Trinkut, Nancowry with Katchall form the middle group of the

Nicobar islands. Trinkut is situated in front of the eastern entrance of a channel between

Camorta and Nancowry ; it is a low island surrounded by coral reefs, and on its southern

coast whitish-yellow argillaceous marls crop out. CamortamiNancowry exhibita greater

variety of formation.—PI. 4, Fig. 3.—Sections of Camorta and Trinkut. 1, Gabbro and

Serpentine ; 2, Breccia and tufa ; 3, Clay marl with sandy beds ; 4, Coral-rocks.—The

channel between the two islands, the Nancowry haven, has numerous small bays and

corresponds with a transverse cleft, while the Trinkut channel is a longitudinal cleft. The

precipitous shores of the former offer, therefore, the most instructive geological section.

The narrow western entrance to the Nancowry channel is marked by two projecting

rocks, which have been washed out by the force of the waves, making thus a natural gateway

of rocks. Both cliffs rising almost perpendicularly to about 80 feet, are formed of a coarse

breccia, composed of angular fragments of serpentine and gabbro* firmly cemented. I could

not observe any stratification in this rock on the Camorta side ; it is here in cliffs with large

quadrangular blocks. On the Nancowry side, however, coarser bands alternate with finer

tufa-like ones, with a strike from south-south-east to north-north-west and dipping about 85

degrees towards west. On the Camorta side, there crop out at two places below heaps of

masses of rocks, which Rink very properly regarded as friction-breccias, cliffs of a more

or less serpentine or gabbro-like massive rock.

Among the pebbles on the strand, I also met with numerous fragments of a reddish-

brown rock traversed by white calcite veins, the rock which Rink called Eurite.

These phenomena at the western entrance to the Nancowry-haven are thus perfectly

identical with those which Rink has observed at the entrance of the Ulala bay, situated only

a few miles to the north ; they are represented (1. c. p. 68) by Rink in a section. Further

to the north the mostly bare hilfs on the west coast of Camorta, recalling by their external

shape conical volcanic forms, attain a height of from 4 to 500 feet ; they no doubt indicate

the further extension of the serpentine and gabbro-rocks, which on Camorta and Nancowry

are traversed from south-south-east to north-north-west by a longitudinal cleft.

In the interior of the Nancowry haven, wherever the rocks are exposed on the project

ing angles, they appear to be well-bedded, whitish-yellow, clayey marls, alternating with

banks of a fine-grained sandstone, with serpentine and gabbro tufas.

Most instructive in this respect is the precipitous south-eastern corner of Camorta at

which the coast line bends into the Trinkut channel. The argillaceous marl formation is

here well exposed in cliffs of from 30 to 80 feet high. On the southern side of the corner

the transverse section of the strata can be observed, dipping at 25° to 30° towards west, while

on the eastern side, parallel to the longitudinal break, the beds crop out horizontally one

above the other. The argillaceous marl does not contain fossils, is of a yellowish white color,

* Gabbro in a rock composed of diallage, smara^dite or hyperstheuc with lubradorite or sausaurite, and often

some other minerals In an irresrular mixture. '
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and on the perpendicular walls it was covered with inch-long, white, very thin, crystals of a

silky lustre. The examination of these showed them to he sulphate of magnesia. The

clay itself contains, according to Rink's analysis, hesides silicate of alumina, iron-oxide

and magnesia.

t
The whitish-yellow clay marls of Camorta and Nancowry being entirely free of lime

have become famous since Professor Ehrenberg (Berl. Akad. Monatsberichte 1850, p. 476), by

an examination of the samples brought by Dr. Rink, has shown that they are true Polycistina-

marls, like those of the Barbados. Ehrenberg discovered in 1848 about 300 species, which

were by Professor Forbes believed to belong to miocene (tertiary) deposits. Ehrenberg says :

" Especially well developed is this material on Camorta, where, near Frederickshaven, a

hill 300 feet high is covered all over with variegated Polycislina-aWy, while the Mougkata

hills on the eastern side of the island are accordmg to Rink entirely composed of a whitish-

clay resembling meerschaum ; this is, according to my analysis, a nearly pure agglomerate

of beautiful Polycistina and their fragments, beside numerous Spongioliles."* The species of

Polycistina on the Nicobars are, according to Ehrenberg, the same which compose the

similar marl on the Barbados, situated in nearly the same latitude ; but there are also some

new forms.

Near the level of the sea, the clay marls, which locally contain angular fragments of

serpentine and gabbro, alternate with more solid strata of a psephitic rock, which is com

posed of strongly-cemented angular fragments of serpentine and gabbro, and can therefore

be best designated as ga'obro-tufa. It is remarkable that this rock again includes larger

and smaller pieces of the clay marl. On the eastern coast, near the village Inaka (Enaea)

a reddish micaceous sandstone appears between the clay marls.

Similar are the geological conditions on the northern coast of Nancowry. Between the

villages Inuang and Malacca, the whitish-yellow clay marls crop out in slightly inclined

strata ; between Malacca and Injaong, however, lies a precipitous cliff, on which these strata

rise almost perpendicular, and are gradually replaced by an accumulation of fragments of

serpentine and gabbro. At the projecting corner itself, the traveller faces a precipitous

cliff of about 60 feet in height, but being cracked and decomposed, the true nature of

the rock is recognised with difficulty. On a fresh fracture, however, one soon observes a

massive diallage rock, the laminar diallage being clearly traceable in the nearly solid mass

of felspar. Narrow veins of quartz pass through the rock.

From here up to the village Injaong the strand is again flatter, and nowhere nearer

than on the other side of the village high, dark-colored, rocks are a second time visible,

indicating a massive rock. These are the two places which Rink also has marked on his

maps as plutonic rocks.

Trice and Track.—On the north-western point of the small island Trice, highly up

heaved banks of a fine-grained argillaceous sandstone of a greenish-grey color form a

low precipitous shore. The same stratified rocks alternate with thin-bedded sandy slates,

showing on the south-eastern coast margin of the small island Track, only a few cables

length distant, the accompanying section. PI. 4, Fig. 4. Besides a fault, the strata form

a saddle and strike from south-south-east to north-north-west. In a sandstone bank I found

here imbedded a rolled fragment of a bituminous coal, the same of which 1 met with a larger

but equally rolled fragment on the strand of the island Trice. Of coal seams there was, how

ever, no trace to be detected ; what might be mistaken for them from a distance was only the

shadow of softer sandstone banks deeply weathered out, or the darker color of some strata.

Pulo Milu.—A small island on the northern coast of Little Nicobar, which Dr.

Rink has so excellently described in all its peculiarities, consists, in the higher parts, of a grey,

fine-grained, micaceous and calcareous sandstone in massive banks. Very often spheroidal

concretions are to be observed showing on the soft weathered surface like cannon balls. No

trace of fossils could be found. The massive banks have thin-bedded sandy slates interstra-

tified. The strata strike from south-south-east to north-north-west, dipping to east at

an angle of 45 degrees. Dr. Rink (loc. cit, p. 50) mentions a fossil resin in the sandstone

of Milu.

* The result of examination of a Nancowry specimen is flfrurrd ou Plate XXXVI ul Ehreuberg's ' Mikro-

geoiogie.'
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Pulo Miln was particularly instructive tor me. because the dependence of the vegetation

on the soil and its geological basis could be perfectly well recognised. The vegetation and

the geological formation of the ground stand in the closest relation to each other, as clearly

shown by the accompanying sketch plan. The sandstone hills are covered with jungle ; the

coral (calcareous) ground with high forest threes ; the saline, calcareous, sandy ground is occu

pied bv cocoa-palms, and in the fresh water swamp on the declivity of the hill range, which

resembles in its curve a horse shoe, thrives the finest forest of Pandanus which we have seen

on the Nicobar Islands.—PI. 4, Fig. 5. Plan of the island of Pulo Milu. 1, Sandstone

with busby forest ; 2, Coral conglomerate, with bigh tree forest ; 3, Coral and shell sand, with

forest of cocoa-nut trees ; 4, Coast reefs ; 5, Fresh water alluvium, with forest of Pandanus.

PI. 4, Fig. 6, Section of same island on line A. B. Fig. 5.

We have not visited the coast of Little Nicobar, the mountains of wbich rise to 1,000

feet elevation above the sea.

Kondul—between Little and Great Nicobar,—consists of a hilly ridge, 1^ nautical

miles long and \ mile broad ; its strata strike north-north-west., and dip at 70° towards east.

The western side is the precipitous one. The strata represent an alternation of more or less

sandy or clayey beds. The sandstone ' predominates, yellowish-white, with ferruginous

reddish-brown particles. The clayey beds partly consist of a greasy plastic clay, partly of a

crumbling yellowish clay marl, with, mtercalated "thin-bedded sandy slates. The only organic

remains which I found were indistinct traces of Alga and small rolled fragments of coal.

Great Nicobar.—What shall I report of Great Nicobar? With the exception of

some sandstone hills on the northern coast, and the sandstone ranges on the eastern side of the

Galathea Bay in the south, I have not scon anything. Great Nicobar, with its moun

tains rising up to 2,000 feet, is geologically quite a terra incognita.

A very remarkable earthquake, which is said to have lasted from the 31st of October to

the 5th December, 1847, on the Nicobar Islands, at which time also earthquakes occurred in

the middle and western part of Java, is described from the Penang Gazette in Junghuhn's

Jaca (.part II, p. 940). On this occasion fire is said to have been seen on one of the

mountains of Great Nicobar.

Can the highest mountain of Great Nicobar be a volcano? Its form is that of a volcano,

but as Junghuhn says that one could land on the southern coast of Java, wander about many

days among sandstone and slate rocks, without obtaining through any of the phenomena

even a trace of the stupendous volcanic nature of Java; in the same way tkere may be in

the interior of Great Nicobar, rock-formations hidden, of which one docs not get an idea

along the coast. However, I do not attach any importance to the rumour that fire has been

seen on Great Nicobar, though the description of the earthquake seems trustworthy,

as I had myself occasion to observe on Kondul the mountain-slips referred to in the account.

These few observations, combined with those of Dr. Rink, give us the following, though

probably still very imperfect, idea of the geological nature of the Nicobar Islands.

Afliong the various geological formations on the Nicobar Islands, three are the most

important :—1, An eruptice serpentine and gabbro formation ; 2, Marine deposits, probably

of a younger tertiary age, consisting of sandstone, slates, clay marls and plastic clay ; 3,

Recent coral reef formations.

The serpentine and gabbro formation of the Nicobars is characteristically of an erup

tive nature. The tertiary sandstones, slates and clay-marls appear forcibly broken through ;

their strata are partly inclined, partly bent in flat, parallel, wave-like, undulations. These

rooks are accompanied by coarser and finer breccias composed of angular fragments of these

same rocks, and they can partly be regarded as friction-breccias, partly as sedimentary

tufas in which beds of an argillaceous marl are interstratified. The eruption of these plutonic

masses appears, therefore, to fall in a time when the formation of the marine deposits was

partially completed, partially still in progress. They broke through, on lines of fracture of which

the principal strike from south-south-east to north-north-west agrees with the longitudinal ex

tension of the islands. On the middle islands, the serpentine and gabbro attain their greatest

development; on Tillangchong. Terressa, riompoka, Camort a and Nmioowry thev

lorro bare hill-ranges of from 2,500 feet elevation, and their configuration ollcn marvellously
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resemble* those of younger volcanic formations. The elevatory power has, however, acted

most strongly on the southern islands, and has here upheaved sandstones and slates probably

to heights of 1,500 to 2,000 feet above the level of the sea; on the low northern islands

the same power was, on the contrary, weakest.

With regard to the sedimentary deposits, I may state that Kink called the argillaceous

deposits of the northern islands " older alluvium," and the sandstones and slates of the

southern islands " brown-coal formation." In separating them from each other, he considers

the former as being derived from plutonic rocks through chemical and mechanical decom

position, and as only of a local character. According to this the archipelago of the Nicobars

is divided by him into two geologically different groups,—an opinion with which I cannot

agree.

The clays and clay-marl formations of the northern islands, Car-Nicobar, Teressa,

Bompoka, Camorta, Trinkut, Nancowry, and the sandstones and slates of the southern

islands, Katchall, Little and Great Nicobar, appear to be only petrographically different

products of one and the same period of deposition. There are at the same time very few

materials from which the age of the marine formations could be determined, as the only fossil

remains which have been found in their strata are fragments of drift wood changed to brown

coal, plant impressions resembling Fucoids, Foraminifera and Polycistin<e. But all these

remains indicate more or less distinctly a young tertiary age.

The same conclusions are derived from a comparison with the geological conditions of

those islands which lie on the same line of elevation as the Nicobars; I refer especially to

Sumatra and Java.

I have not the least doubt that the clay-marl and sandstone formation has its perfect

analogue among the tertiary deposits of Java, which I had myself the opportunity of studying

and comparing in their distribution and lithological character. These became first known

through the late Fr. Junghuhn, whose researches on the physical geography of Java are

of such merit.

According to Junghuhn, one-fifth of the surface ground of Java is alluvial soil. This

is especially prevalent on the northern side of the island, extending from the coast inwards

cither one, or sometimes five to ten English miles ; one-fifth of the island consists of volcanic

cones, and their immediate vicinity where the lower rocks are covered up by volcanic products.

These conical hills chiefly occupy the interior of the island, sometimes in a double range

stretching from' west to east ; while three-fifths of the area are occupied by tertiary rocks.

Either in flat protuberances or in clod-like elevations, these tertiary rocks surround the

volcanic range always on two sides, on the southern as well as on the northern. On the

northern side, the less highly upheaved tertiary strata underlie the alluvium, and therefore

occupy on the surface a small area. In an unequally greater degree, the tertiary deposits are

developed on the southern side of the volcano, both as regards height and horizontal

extent. They are mostly visible split in clods (schollen) which always rise higher towards

one side,—the north, or towards the volcanoes,—and are at their highest edge upheaved to 'Z,

3 and even to 4 thousand feet. It is also principally on the southern side that plutonic rocks

occur in the neptunian deposits of Java, which are occasionally only represented by narrow

and sharply defined veins, without any influence upon the structure and configuration of the

surface ; sometimes, however, they form small hill ranges or isolated hills, similar to the

serpentines and gabbros of the Nicobar islands.

According to the reports of the Dutch Mining Engineer, Huguenin,* a repetition of

the geological formations of the Nicobars appears to be met with in the Tjiletuk Bay (the

southern lateral bay of the Wynkoop Bay on the southern coast of Java). The prevalent

formations here are sandstone-conglomerate and highly developed greenstone-breccias, besides

plutonic rocks of the greenstone group. From specimens which I had an opportunity of

seeing in thp local collection at Beutenzorg, I found that these plutonic rocks are serpentines,

gabbros and aphanites, exactly similar to those of the Nicobars. Equally identical appears

to be the chalk-white clay-marl in the middle portion of Bantan, and the fine white marls

in the southern portion of Tjidamar, mentioned by Junghuhn (loc. cit.. p. 13). with those

occurring on the Nicobar islands.

Nuturkundipc Tijdschrifl roor Xcdcrlandisih Indie, Theil XII, p. 110, 1aa».
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At the time of my stay in Java (1858), and from all I could find described, as well as

from my own observation, I came to the conclusion that in the tertiary deposits of J ava two

principal groups can be distinguished, setting aside the limestone formation, the proper place

of which m the system of Javanese deposits is as yet doubtful:* 1. A lower coal-bearing

group : numerous workable seams of brown coal are imbedded in quartzose non-calcareous

sandstone and slate-clay with silicified stems of trees ; marine shells are very rare, or absent.

To this I referred the coal seams discovered by Junghuhn in the south-western part of Java,

as also the coal formation on the Kapuas river in West Borneo, and the extensive coal

districts in Southern and Eastern Borneo, finally the coal of Benkulen (Bencoolen) on

Sumatra, and numerous other similar deposits scattered over the Indian Archipelago. 2.

An upper group without coal : a clay and sandstone formation with plastic clay-slates,

argillaceous marls, calcareous sandstone, trachytie tufas, breccias and conglomerates, rich in

marine shells, fossil plants, fossil resin, but merely with nests of coal in place of coal seams.

Reasons, which I have given elsewhere.f have induced me to regard this complex group

of strata as probably of Eocene age. This opinion may even now stand as regards the lower

group, while as regards the upper group, I gladly accept the opinion of my friend Baron v.

Kichthofen, and the conclusions derived by 11. M. Jenkins,* from which these fossilifer(nw

deposits appear to be younger Miocene.

I suspect that to this upper Miocene group correspond the tertiary deposits of the

Nicobars, although fossils confirming this suggestion have yet to be discovered. It is

also beyond doubt that these deposits are not wanting on Sumatra, in certain respects a

connecting link between Java and the Nicobars. Junghuhn (loc. cit., p. 8) .justly remarks :

'. The tertiary formation appears to have a sub-marine extent over the whole of the Indian

Archipelago, because wherever within this Archipelago the earth's surface rises above the

level of the sea, this neptunian formation is observable. I know this for certain as regards

Northern Sumatra, where the tcrtiaries are especially found in the Batta districts (Batta

landern). With the exception of the trachytie island Dungus Nasi all the islands in the

Bay of Tapanuli (situated exactly in tho prolongation ot the Nicobars), besides the

adjoining low shores of Sumatra, and partially also the mountains near Tuka, are composed

of more or less upheaved sandstone strata, containing, though sometimes rarely, tertiary

shells." Thus it appears to be principally on the southern coast of Java and the south-west

coast of Sumatra that wo find a repetition of the geological conditions of the Nicobars.

Tho commencement of the eruptive formation is in J a va inaugurated by serpentine, gabbro .

massive rocks resembling diorite (greenstone trachytes as in Hungary) ; more or less typical

trachytie rocks follow, and the grand volcanic eruption extending up to the present time

/•om tho termination of the enormous eruptive phenomena in the Indian Archipelago.

At the same time it appears that the eruptive line has been shifted slowly, on Java from

south to north, and on Sumatra from south-west to north-east, so that this line would

strike east as regards the Nicobar group in the same longitude in which east of the

Andamans it reappears on the volcanic Barren Island and Narcondam.

The young tertiary age of the serpentine and gabbro eruptions on the Nicobars and

Java has its perfect analogue in tho eruptions of the same rocks in Central Italy, which,

according to Signor Perazzi, in Turin, and Prof. Savi, are partly Eocene, partly Miocene, and

which, on account of their copper ores, are of importance to the miner.

The third principal formation of the Nicobars are coral formations, belonging to the

most'recent or the present period. Coral banks of great thickness are found on Car-Nicobar,

Bompoka and several other islands ; they consist partly of a compact coral limestone, partly

of a coral or shell conglomerate, upheaved up to 30 and 40 feet above the present luvel of

the sea ; on all the islands, the original area is to be observed enlarged by coral-land, which

is only separated by the higher sand dunes along the shore, from the still continuing form

ation of the coral reefs surrounding all the islands in the character of fringing reefs.

Although these raised coral banks are a decided evidence, in favor of the long continued

• According to Jnnglmhu this limestone is the yonngest of all the formations, and u always tube found only m

■uperncial banks.

t Reports on the doings of the mming engineers in Netherlands IndiK (Jahrbueh dci k. k. iicol. Uuelisauatalt,

Wien, ISM, p. 277).

t 'J'uri .lour. ';eol, Soc., London, Feb , 18M.—I', Baron v. Ricutuolcu, Zcitachrill dcr dcuUcucn geoL Ueacll-

schali. Bd. U, p. 327.
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upheaval of the islands,—that in connection with the eruption of the serpentines and

gabbros,—the formation of the flat coral-land elevated only a few feet above the level of the

sea can, on the other hand, be explained by the accumulation of coral fragments, of sand

and shells by the waves and breakers on the shallow surface of the fringing reefs. A

detailed description of the peculiarities of the Nicobar coral reefs and of the formation

of the low coral-land has been already given by Rink. (loc. cit., p. 88, &c.).

II.—On the occurrence of coal and other useful rocks and minerals on the Nicobar

Islands.

The question regarding coal was the principal point of inquiry during the first expe

dition to the Nicobars, which was undertaken in 1845 by the Danish Consul Mackey of

Calcutta, the Englishman Lewis and the two Danes Busch and Lbwert.

The solution of this question was a second time the problem undertaken by Dr. Rink,

as geologist with the royal Danish Corvette " Galathea." The order of the day No. 5, which

contained the instructions and directions for the survey and exploration of the Nicobar islands

on the part of the scientific expedition of His Majesty's Frigate "Novara," made the reply

to this question my duty also.* The facts on this point are as follows :—

The results of the first expedition were confined to the discovery of single pieces of

coal on the strand of the southern islands. Dr. Rink found several localities of coal on differ

ent places of Little Nicobar, Trice, Milu and Kondul. "These localities at which coal

occurred proved, however, everywhere to be isolated masses varying from one to two inches in

thickness." The incorrect (as already stated) designation of " brown coal formation" for the

sandstones and slates of the southern island might have been the cause of misunderstanding ;

but Rink himself (loc. cit., p. 53) expressed his results thus :—" There appears nothing

found on the Nicobar islands which would correspond with the coal formations of South-

Eastern Asia. The coal localities were met with here and there without any order

either in sandstone or in slate, and appear to me therefore to be derived from driftwood

which was deposited with the clay and sand. I nowhere found anything which could indicate

an accumulation of plants in basin-like depressions, in which the plant would be grow

ing in situ and through which the surrounding masses of clay would be impregnated with

organic ingredients and mixed with portions of plants. The question, therefore, still remains

pending whether those brown coals occur in considerable quantity, as the quantity and size

of the collected pebbles would seem to indicate."

I also did not succeed farther than finding single fragments of brown coal. The first frag

ments were met with on the strand of the small island Trice ; it was a brown coal with con-

choidal fracture, but still with distinct structure of the wood. The pieces were all rolled, aifl

the largest—5-inches long, 4-inches broad and 2-inchcs thick—was bored by Pholadia\e. I do

not doubt that these pieces were derived from the beds of the sandstone or slate of Trice; but on

the opposite island Track , I was fortunate to knock out of the sandstone, in situ, a small frag

ment of coal also rolled. Exactly in the same way I also found small fragments of brown coal

on Kondul and on the south side of Great Nicobar, partly on the strand, partly on the

sandstone or slate rock, and it is certain that these pieces occur all through the group of islands.

The condition of all the brown coal fragments met with tends to show that they were only

singly imbedded driftwood pieces, which were changed to coal, not that they belonged to

large coal seams through the destruction of which they have come into younger strata. Only

on the strand of Pulo Milu have I obtained pebbles of true coal with lammated structure,

such as is only to be found in seams. It is, however, much more probable that these pieces of

coal came from the steamer " Ganges" accompanying the " Galathea" in 1846, and stopping for

Rome time about Pulo Milu, than that they were derived from coal seams on the Nicobars.

I therefore entirely agree with Rink's opinion, that so far as it is possible to make observa

tions nothing speaks in favor of the existence of true coal basins on the Nicobars, and that

the occurrence of workable coal is not probable. However the area of Great and Little

Nicobar is large enough to hide under the thick primeval forest formations of which no trace

• This instruction rims:— According to the report of the naturalists of the Danish expedition, coal and pro

bably also precious metals occur. As far as this may be verified, samples in sufficient quantity ought to be taken .

equally so in case of metals being found, in general it is however to he reported, as regards geological conditions,

how far conclusions can be drawn from the existing rocks as to the occurrence of useful minerals, Ac. 01 the rivers

and springs, the temperature should be measured, ic., kc.
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may be observed along the coast. Until the interior of these islands has been examined, the

question regarding coal on the Nicobars cannot be answered in any other way than it was

by the first expedition.

Equally unfavorable must be the opinion regarding the occurrence of ores or other useful

minerals. Nothing of the kind has yet been found on the Nicobars. Gold and useful

minerals are partially rich on islands and along coasts which, viewed geologically, belong to

the same area of elevation as the Nicobars, as I have already pointed out. The natives

who long ago observed those fragments of coal, who use glass pearls, silver fragments, ifcc.,

as ornaments, who know the plants and animals of their islands pretty well, and who

have for all more common phenomena, for all useful products of the animal and vegetable

kingdom special names, these inhabitants have as yet found among the rocks of their islands

nothing that they would be able to make use of for ornament or other useful purposes. The

only traces of ore which I found were those of iron pyrites and copper pyrites, finely

disseminated through dioritie and serpentine-like rocks. The possibility of the occurrence of

copper ores in the eruptive formation cannot be denied ; however, no discovery has as yet

been made which would indicate it. On the other hand, the islands are rich in useful building

materials. The sandstones of the southern island must give excellent working stones ; the

plastic clays of the northern islands could no doubt be equally well worked into bricks or into

pottery; the natives of Chowry make large pots of it. Finally lime is offered by the coral

reefs in inexhaustible quantity along the coasts of all the islands.

III.—The soil and its cegetation.

[ Only brief extracts of this section are given. ]

Dr. Hochstetter states that vegetation in its original state always indicates the character

of the soil, provided the atmospheric conditions are the same. This is, however, on the

Nicobars, highly the case. ' Neither the difference in the latitude from the most northern to

the most southern islands (2J degrees), nor the difference of the absolute elevation (the

highest hills on Great Nicobar only attain about 2,000 feet above the sea), is large enough

to produce on the single islands, or parts of them, such a difference in the climatal conditions,

that on it alone an altered character of vegetation should depend. Rocks, soil and vegetation

are. therefore, on the Nicobars in such a degree related to each other, that the areas marked

on a map as indicating various rocks would almost coincide with those indicating the varieties

of vegetation. Unfortunately the sketching out of such maps for the larger inaccessible

islands is impossible ; to indicate it I can only attempt a representation of the small island

Milu (PI. 4, Fig 5.) and the north-western bay of Little Nicobar.'

' The results of these observations may be seen in the following tabular view :—
 

Geological character of the underlying

rock.
Character of soil.

Respective character of vege

tation.

' >u\i and brackish swamp, damp

marine alluvium

Swampy ground not capableof cultivation. Mangrove-forest.

2. Coral conglomerate and coral sand,

dry marine alluvium.

Fertile calcareous soil ; principal cons

tituents, carbonate and phosphate of

lime.

Cocoa-palm forest.

3, Coral conglomerate and coral sand

beside dry freshwater alluvium.

Fertile Aleareous sandy soil. Large forest trees.

4. Freshwater swamp and damp fresh

water alluvium.

Swampy ground, capable of being culti

vated.

Pandanns forest.

A. Plastic cist, magnesian clay, marls

and partially serpentine.

Not fertile clayey soil ; principal consti

tuents, silicate of alumina and silicate

of magnesia. '

Grassy plains.

C. Smodstone, slate, gabbro, dry river

alluvium.

Loose clayey, sandy soil, rich in alkalies

and lime, very fertile.

Jungle (the true primeval

forest).
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. The Mangroce forest.—Several deep channels, rich in fishes and navigable by the

eauoes of the natives, occasionally extend in serpentine turns through these mangrove swamjis.

One meets not uncommonly at the end of such channels in a hidden locality villages of the

natives, as for instance, on Trinkut the pirates' village Dsehanoba.' (Janoba).

'The brackish-water alluvium, the ground of the Rhizophori and Cerithia, must.

therefore be considered as a soil perfectly unfit for cultivation. It occupies only a small area

as compared with that of the islands, but it is nevertheless of a mischievous importance.

For it can justly be said that the Nieobars owe their unhealthy climate principally to these

brackish-water swamps, as they occasionally extend for miles from the mouths of the rivers

into the interior. In these swampy districts, the change of the fresh to salt water causes a

decay of the organisms, which can only exist in the former, the reverse takes place in salt

water changing to fresh water. The ebb exposes large areus, and decomposition of the organic

life takes place, filling the air with most poisonous miasmas.'

Dr. Hochstetter says that he especially bad opportunity of studying these marked

changes on a grand scale on the northern coast of Great Nicobar (west of the Ganges harbour).

On the other hand, the coral land appears to be fertile, capable of cultivation, and healthy at

the same time, and the dry marine and freshwater alluvium, to which on the sea coast

belong the cocoa-palm forest, and further inland extending to the back of the hills, a beautiful

forest of various kinds of large trees. This is the ground which the natives of these islands

have selected for their abode, finding here all the necessaries of life.

The cocoa-palm forest is described by Dr. Hochstetter as the picture of Life, and be

thinks that if the cocoa-palms had not been there, the islands would have been probably

uninhabited up to this time. He further states that, taking the number of the inhabitants

of all the islands to be 5,000, there would be about five and a half millions of nuts required

for annual use. The ammal export of cocoa-nuts can further be estimated as about ten

millions, for Car-Nicobar alone exports between two and three millions. This gives fifteen

and sixteen millions of cocoa-nuts to meet the annual demand. On the northern islands, the

cocoa-palms occupy comparatively a larger area, while on the southern islands, especially on

Great Nicobar,y they are nearly altogether wanting. The northern islands are, therefore, the

most thickly inhabited, and the cocoa-palms are there divided as property, but on the southern

islands they appear to be the free, common, goods of all.

'The Nicobarese not only lives on, but also in, the cocoa-palm forest, having selected for

himself not only the most comfortable place for his hut, but being on the dry coral ground,

exposed to the current of the wind, also the most healthy situation.'

' The high forest.—This is chiefly composed of large trees with rich foliage.' Several

valuable timber trees, and others, useful on account of their fruits, are here mentioned.

' The finest high forest I saw on the southern coast of Car-Nicobar.'

' The Pandanus forest, in whkh this remarkable tree suppresses all other vegetation,

except a few Areca- and JSo/i/n^-palms, occurs only on the swampy fresh-water alluvium

along the course of rivers and streams, especially near the sea where the rivers foim more or

less permanent basins. Here it is Pandanus Mi/ore, the largest kind of Pant/anus.

which forms the forests. 1 believe that what we saw of the Pandanus forest on Pulo Milu.

was one of the most peculiar pictures of tropical vegetation seen during the whole of our

journey.'

' The Pandanus is not cultivated on the Nicobars ; it is most flourishing in a wild stater

and is, after the cocoa-palm, the most important plant for the natives as regards food : it is

the truly characteristic plant of the Nicobar islands.

' Grassy plains.—If one has succeeded in marching from the flat coral-land through

the high and Pandanus forests, he generally reaches the foot of hills, rising on the larger

southern islands, on Great and Little Nicobar to a height of 1,000 to 2,000 feet above the

sea, but on the northern islands they ore not above 500-600 feet. This hilly land certainly

occupies f\ to i of the whole area. It is composed of rocks of the gabbro and serpentine

formation, and of the clayey and sandy tertiary beds formerly noticed. The eruptive rocks

are comparatively of small extent. Where felspathic gabbro forms the ground, this being

produced by the decomposition of the rocks may be said to be fertile, it is covered with thick

forest, but even the serpentine island Tillang-chong has a flourishing primeval forest. On

the other hand, a remarkable difference is perceptible in the vegetatiuu of the tertiary grouud.
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' The hills of the northern islands are to a great extent only covered with grass, those of

the southern, however, chiefly with a thick forest vegetation. This distinction rests upon au

essential difference in the composition of the ground. The hills of the northern islands

consist of a sterile argillaceous soil, those of the southern islands, on the contrary, of a fertile

calcareous, sandy-argillaceous soil.'

' Where the most favorable tropical climate could produce nothing else, but stiff and dry

Lalang-grass (Imperata), and rough Cyperaeeae (Scleria, Cyperus, JDiplaceum), surely there

nature has clearly enough left the stamp of sterility, yet just between such grassy hills,

which from a distance look so homely resembling fields of com, have the colonists on the

Nancowry channel built their houses and gardens. The grass grows now high enough above

their burial grounds ; the breakers play with the bricks with which they built the houses ;

gardens and fields, every path has disappeared. On Car-Nicobar I saw these grassy plains

partially cut down, because the natives use the grass for thatching their houses, and on

Kamorta large strips were in flame.'

The grass vegetation, says Kink (loc. cit., p. 136), which to the greatest extent covers

these islands, is, in the valleys at the base of the hills, very thick and high ; it becomes

however, higher np thinner and shorter. On the places which are sufficiently damp many

soft grasses may occur rich in juice ; but on the tops of hills, where the dry magnesian

claystone locally penetrates through the scanty layers of soil, and is also partially covered

with a coarse ferruginous sand, while the showers of rain carry all the finer particles which

may be produced by decomposition into the valleys, there, as a rule, only dry and rough

siliceous GraminecE and Cyperacea are to be met with.- .

The area which may, therefore, in future he successfully cultivated is that of the southern

islands, composed of sandstone and slate, producing a fertile argillaceous sandy soil. On

Little and Great Nicobar with the small islands Pulo Milu and Kondul, the hilly land

may be estimated at nearly two-thirds of the total area. These islands are therefore in point

of colonization the most important, and a comparison with Ceylon and Pulo Penang

shows what could prosper where now impenetrable primeval forest covers the whole surface.

' Primecal forest.—This is of great extent, and the coast inhabitants of Great Nicobar

tell of the existence of a wild tribe, forest-men, ("jungle men"), with long hair, inhabiting

small huts or trees and living upon honey, roots and game. But no European eye has yet

sighted these forest-people.' Dr. Hochstetter describes in vivid language the evermore forest-

clad parts of Great Nicobar, which were visited by some of the party aloug the deeply

indented water courses and ravines.

IV.—Springs, Streams and Ricers.

The annual rainfall of the Nicobars is unknown. But very likely it is considerable;

1 think 100 inches is an exaggeration, because the two seasons, usually distinguished,—the

dry one during the north-east monsoons between November and March, and the wet one

during; the south-west monsoons between April and October,—are not so strictly separated

on these islands as on the neighbouring continent, and according to present experience

showers arc also not rare during the dry season. The driest month of the year may he

March. We had, during our stay on and round the islands, in this month only three times

rather heavy showers of rain. In April they become more frequent, until in May and June

the south-west monsoon rolled constant and heavy clouds over the islands.

If, therefore, peculiar geological conditions do not facilitate a rapid flowing off of the

rain, the islands cannot have in general a want of water. And of this we could convince

ourselves, inasmuch as the end of the dry season waB unfavorable for the quantity of water

in streams and rivers. Even the smallest islands, like Pujo Milu and Kondul, though

their small streams hardly had any water flowing, still had an abundance of fresh water

in the numerous basin-like depressions of their beds. Prom the forest-clad heights of

Tillangchong still rippled out everywhere spring water. The numerous streams and

rivers of the southern large and woody islands, Little and Great Nicobar, possess

abundance of water all the year round. But the northern island, as far as the argillaceous

beds extend, appears to be deficient in water; this specially is the case on Nancowry,

Camorta, Trinkut, and probably also on Terressa and Bompoka. I found the small

streams on Nancowry and Camorta, leading into the Nancowry haven, perfectly dried
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up. The natives only drank cocoannt-water, and they probably obtain the fresh water

which they require for domestic purposes, &c., like the boiling of Melori, from the fresh

water swamps, which are locally to be met with in ravines. Of wells, except that made

near the village Malacca on Nancowry and which ia now half in ruin, I saw nothing.

Car-Nicobar, however, though also composed of argillaceous strata, as the abovementioned

islands, has no want of good drinking water, because the large coral land raised from

8 to 12 feet above the level of the sea, permits the digging of those remarkable wells, the

fresh water of which falls and rises with the ebb and tide. The explanation of this rare

phenomenon does not rest in the filtering of the seawater by the coral-sand, but is

rather the fact that the lighter rainwater floats on the heavier seawater, and the porous

coral rock only prevents the mixing of the two. I have seen several such reservoirs on

Car-Nicobar near the villages Mus and Saui, they were all dug from 8 to 10 feet

through the coral mass nearly to the level of the sea at its highest flood, and contained

good drinking water. Besides this, a river flows into the Northern Bay of Car-Nicobar,

which we named Areca River from the luxuriously growing Areca-palms on its banks ;

this river is navigable with flat boats two miles upwards, and near the small rapids. which

one meets it also offers good drinking water, containing only a small portion of calcareous

constituents in solution.

I have not become acquainted with any mineral or warm springs. The clay-marl

rocks of the Nancowry haven are, however, seen covered with an inch-thick incrustation of

sulphate of magnesia (epsom salts) in fine fibres \vith a silky lustre ; this indicates a quantity

of sulphate of magnesia in the clay,-marls, and by digging holes in them, epsom salt waters

may probably be obtained, such as is the case with the bitter sandy-marbs near Bilin in

Bohemia.

V.—Obsercations on the temperature.

As we had, according to our instructions, to measure the temperature of rivers and

springs, and as this task fell to my lot, as far as opportunity offered itself. I would put upon

record here the few observations in this respect, besides a few remarks on the temperature.

a.—Temperature of the different waters.

1. 23rd February, on Car-Nicobar, water in the well near the village Saui in 8 feet

depth in perfect shade ... ... ... ... ... ... 2fi'7C.

2. 27th February, on Car-Nicobar, Areca river in the ihade of the primeval forest ... 26'OC.

3. 4th March, on T lllang chong, western eide, a spring in the shade of primeval forest 25-5C.

4. 4th March, on Ti Hang chong, another spring ... ... ... ... 26'OC.

6. 8th March, on Nancowry, old well of the Moravian Brothers near the village

Malacca, water in s feet depth in shadow ... ... ... 26.7,C.

If it were permitted to make from these few observations a conclusion upon the mean of

the annual temperature of the Nicobars, this mean would be 25'58C. (=78,04 Fahrt. )

I have also measured the temperature of several other wells and streams, but as their

water was temporarily exposed to the sun, very different results were obtained, as for instance :

on C a r-N i c o b a r

24th February, well near M u s. water in 3 feet depth ... ... ... ... 27*0C.

'25th „ * a stream between Mu sand Saui ... ... ... ... 27'8C.

26th „ river near S a u i ... ... ... ... ... ... 280C.

on C a m o r t a

9th March, two streams with muddy stagnant water .,. ... ... ... 27oC.

on F u 1 o M i 1 u

18th March, stagnant stream water ... ... ... ... ... ... 26-6C.

b.—Temperatures of the soil.

To obtain further materials for the determination of the mean annual temperature

I made a few observations on the temperature of the soil, and these gave the following

results:—

sth March, on Nancowry near the village Inuang, the thermometer, after it had been

exposed in a permanently shaded place for 6 hours, showed, when buried in 3\ feet

depth underground ... ... ... ... ... ... 257.C.

20th March, on Kondul, also in 8J feet after 8 hours ... ... ... ... 26-3.C.

These two observations give, as did those made in water, an

annual mean of ... ... ... ... 255.C. (=779 Fahrt.)
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This result is smaller than the records known up to the present, but these also do not

rest upon sufficiently decisive observations. Rink, who, during a stay on the islands between

January and May 1846, never saw the thermometer under 25°C. and never above 33°C. in

perfect shade, believes 28°C. to be the most probable mean.

According to Johnston's Physical Atlas, the line indicating the temperature of the sea

surface of 30'5C passes just across the group of islands, the annual isothermal being 26'1C,

with the January isothermal of 250C, and the July isothermal of 27'2C.

As regards the monthly means, we obtain from the observations of the Danish Corvette

Galathea every four hours :

for January 1846 ... ... ... ... ... ... 282C.

„ February „ ... ... ... ... ... ... 28'6C\

According to the hourly observations on board of the Frigate Nocara the mean is—

With this agrees pretty fairly the soil temperature which I measured at a depth of

one foot. -

On the 26th February near Saui ... ... ... 277C.-)

„ „ 20th March on Kon dul ... ... ... 270C. \ mean 2726C.

„ „ 26th „ on Great Nicobar ... ... ... 270CJ

Finally, with regard to the daily means, they will be*found for the time of our stay on

the Nicobars in the observations recorded on board of the vessel. It occurred to me when

on Car-Nicobar to see whether the temperature of the water of young cocoanuts, when

freshly cut down from a tree standing in shadow, would not indicate approximately the mean

daily temperature. I found on the 26th February, in two nuts, a temperature 27'2C. and

27'4C, as a mean 27'3C. The journal kept on board of the Frigate gives for the same

day, as mean, also 27'3C.

DONATIONS TO MUSEUM.

Micraster cor-anguinum.—Hertford, England, presented by A. Tween, Esq.

Belemnites Icecis, (2 spec.) ; B. clacatus, (1 sp.) ; B. culgaris, (2 spec.) B. cylindricus,

(2 spec.) B. sub-aduncatus (2 spec.) ; B. slriolatus, (1 spec.) ; B. tubularis, (2 spec.) ;

B. penicillatus. (2 spec.) ; B. sulcatus (1. spec.) ; Trigonia, Dentalium, Fish teeth (Stones-

field), ifcc. presented by Prof. John Phillips, Oxford.
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Faom 1st Apeil to 30th June 1869.

Titles of Books. Donors.

Aegyll, Duee of.—Primeval man, 8vo., London, 1869.

Boueguignat, M. J. R.—Mollusques Nouveaux, Litigicux ou peu connus, 8vo., 1868.

Beonn, De. H. G.—Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-reichs. Vol. V, pte. 9, 10, Vol. VI,

pt. 4, Leipzig, 8vo. 1869.

Beown, R.—Miscellaneous Botanical Works of—Ray Soc. Vol. Ill, 4to., London, 1868.

Beowne, J. R.—Reports on the Mineral Resources of the United States, Washington,

8vo., 1868. The Authoe.

Dodd, Geoege.—Dictionarv of Manufactures, Mining, Machinery and the Industrial Arts,

London, 12mo., 1869.

Doena, Peof. Alex.—Catalogo delle Looneidi o stelle meteoriche osservati nel 1867.

Geevais, Paul.—Zoologie et Pale'ontologie geneiales, Parts 8, 9, Paris, 4to., 1869.

Gould, A.—Otia Conchologica : Descriptions of Shells and Mollusks, Boston, 8vo., 1862.
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Titles of Books. Donors.

Wien.—Verhandlungen der k. k. Geologischcn Reichs-anstalt, Nos. 11—18, Wien. Roy.

8vo., 1868. The Institute.

„ Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenchaften, Mathematischt.

Naturwissenschaftliche Classe, 1st Division, Vol. LVII, pts. 1, 2, 3,

Wien, 8vo., 1868. The Academy!

„ Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Mathemntische

Naturwissenschaftliche Classe, 2nd Division, Vol. LVII, nts. 1, 2, 3,

Wien, 8vo., 1868. The Academy.

• Maps, Geological, &c.

Romea, F.—Geognostisch Karte von ober-Schlesien, Nos. 7 and 10, Folio, 2 Maps.

Hauer, Feanz Rittee V.—Geologische Uebersichts-karte der Oesterreichischen Monarchie,

Blatt. X, Wien, 1868.
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of which not more than a bare fifth or sixth *»- ,.i e«ed by the highest sandy

the fossi]*: yes are associated, and which froca its incoherent .'character has

ffered to i''.» greatest extent from the actionjof denudation. There can be no

the entire group formerly extended as an uninterrupted deposit far below the

ude of Rangoon, though the highest member tj the group with its associated fossil-

trunks does not extend down now in force nearer than ^30 miles or thereabouts to'that town,

or not south of the Tounguyo nulla. The exact term/nation to the south, however, of this

fossil-wood bed is rendered very obscure, by its merging, so to speak, in the debris which

has resulted from the waste of the group, and beneatn which it sinks and is lost sight of.

That it formerly extended much further south is rendered certain (and perhaps the occur

rence, in situ, of patches beneath the newer accumulation! at the present time is also indicated)

i>y the occurrence of large pieces scattered about within the area of the detrital beds above

Mentioned, of a size such as to preclude the idea of transport from a distance ; as, for instance,

Jietween the Okhan and Thonsay streams, where a log of n ' \ss than four feet in length is

imbedded in a mass of confused detritus fully 65 miles gov- -ae spot I have assumed as

the southerly limit of the group containing the fossil woc;,*» ntu. , Smaller pieces of fossil

(rood are found much nearer Rangoon and i-vo-ittines-i the neigl. ibourhood. These pieces

on my first visit to Ranjrnor, aril;' before I entertamed any suspi cion of the connexion of

the beds s\t JRtlrgoon and those :ontaining the silicified wood, I was inclined to regard

as brought to the spot by human tgency, as the Burmese are fond of. surrounding their reli

gious buildings with posts of ibis wood " Engin chouk," but I anm now convinced that

such is not the case, but that the pieces in question are derived e Hither from the wasted

and missing upper beds or from the lower ones of th* group still . > remaining, which, as

I shall show, contain the same fossil-wood, though sparingly and nc ver in the same sized

pieces as the upper or emphaticilly the fossil-wood bed of the provi"nce. Thus the fossil-

wood in the Prome district occurs in two distinct formations and ,*under very different

conditions, ciz., in the form of entire trunks in situ or fragmentary pieo 'es, but little rolled,

and in well worn or polished pieces', some of large size, but more frequent ,ly as pebbles, which

form a conspicuous ingredient in the recent gravels.

Below I give, in descending order, a table of the main divisions '1*0,

beds jast of -tie JUa^&di W&y be divVie&' t'u. upper three ofjrwv^

"wbod^oup of wfiich I am now treating :—

which the miocene

constitute the fossil-

Miocene.

fa.

ossil-
d group.

'.

' \i' parts gravelly and conglomt-itict -characterised by the profusion of

cpi-7.ipns of peroxide of iron assocktO, with it; fossils, trunks of silicified

exogeiiitis wood and locally inamniaiian. bon™. In- the subordinate beds of

conglonerate, rolled fragments\of wood as above, silicified, (that is, mineralized

subseqicntly to their entombment), mammalian and reptilian bones and teeth

of cartiiaginous fish.

(I).—Fine siltv day with a few small pebbles mixed with sand in strings here and there

the whole very fine and homogeneous and devoid of fossils.

(cj.—A mixed issemblage of shales, sand, and conglomerates, the last very subordinate,

partaking much of the characters of beds a—b ; a little of the "concretionary

peroxide of iron. Fossils, rolled wood silicified; mammalian and reptilian

bones and cartilaginous fish teeth. Towards the base, the beds contain marine

shells, and pass into those of the next group.

Pegu Group.

(d).—An enormous succession of sandstones and shales of unknown thickness and not

usually fossiliferous. Particular beds, however, contain fossils in profusion :

(e. g., d-\—Hard sandstone with corals (Cladocera).

'/-2.—BliH" Kama clay, highly fossiliferous.

rf-U.—Ci/lherta Prnmrnsi* bed or Prome sandstone.

and numerous others which cannot be specified till their foswl

contents have been more especially examined).
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well, though thifoughout the, ieposit the ocrijurrence of bones is irregular, capricious,

and local.

» J \ . ) fi i
A good section disputing the relation of (these grit-courses to the less coherent rock

around them, is s^en in thi hills/about three mik east of Shutbandor, or about fifteen miles

east of Alan-mi&. The hills Sire here steeply 4' it in the bed I am describing; the surface

being covered wiqh the usuaji gravel, with ab mdaucc of »i deified wood and ferruginous

concretions, the for^ner completely blocking mariy of tho deep gullies cut on tlio hill side.

Strewed about here m .". >wise be seen nunWrous lustrous fragineute of iroii slag, from

tin- mont furnace*' one -red over these hilts. The sand here presents its uisual incohe

rent, typical character, i',u :i compact sandstoiie, passing into a coarse grit iii patches, is

somen but freely developed h; iKregular lenticular courses in it. On tlie surface .of the inco

herent sand at this spot, ami evidently weatherep out of it, I picked up a fragment of the

lower jaw of a deer, and from ,^the immediate {vicinity I collected mammalian btmes, mostly

ill preserved and fragmentary,,.shark vertebrae ail teeth, ar.1 chelonian plates (Colossochtlys

and two species of £my«l. In tho great slabs jot' grit lying al'out amidst the debris of the

wasting sand which o'i I. o'*l them shark's tjcclh were plentiful, accompanying: mammalian

bones and fragment'- 0' "oo, » many of which had been perfectly rounded by attrition

before they were embedded, (r^uise. pieces oft wood are, however, not eoniuiyn. Another

locality where bones are still nt?V' •ind&.u.is v»-h' U. mile north-east of Talokr or fourteen

miles north-east of Thaiet-m be east bar-o. '' a srreaiu not mar" "d ou the map. Bones

are here far lroin scarce, bu t »\ and ill preserved. They occur ith in tlfe incoherent

sand and also in the coarw ;4 conglomic: '.' u associated with it, ogether. with shark's

teeth and amall pieces of wo . . i,. :,, tLis spo| ^here is a g»od deal oi coarse aonglomerate,

and in accordance with the man .iftW *iffor(i i by these coarser beds we fiad the bones

of a larger size, and many of t:nese miuch & "led ;md abraded before they. I were finally

embedded. Heie I got a tracer,t of the lowefr jaw of an elephant, together vr'th fragment

ary portions of the limb bones of. that animal, -J.l imperfect either from original violence or

subsequent decay, the former Valise certainly operating in some instances, i

I may here remark tbr.t the tbones found in tins group (within the area I am now concerned

with) are not all in the same mineral condition., The majority are somewhat imperfectly mineral

ized and consequently decay very rCadily when _ bared to the atmosphere by the \tastmg of the

surrounding rock, and this I .am convinced is the reason of so few bones Heing found on

the surface, oven in spots wh'>re the rock it seen to contain them somewhat plentifully.

A few fragments may here -in d there remain, bnt most of :.he bones noticed |by me were so

tender, that it was clear that short exposure to atmospheric action would reJduce them to

C.U''ililn g messes, whUb _v.ou.I'J ia2ftlj Up and I'»avi; scarcely a trace behmd theii. A bone is,

however, here and there fount j m the water ;\urs -s well mineralized and c»jrtulated to defy

atmospheric action, but the s;carcjty of the, . liagn ents attests that such L [not the usual

c' ndition of bones in tbess l.eua _That th ' : well mineralized bones are de.oved from the

same beds as the more friable ones is uu\ieiwable. The best mineralized bode perhaps . .ot

with was the. part of a deer's jaw above mentioned, and this most certainly was derived from

tin- soft incoherent sand whereon I picked it up. The astragalus of a ruminant (Cercine?)

found also by me during a tormer season, was! in li'te, manner an isolated example of well pre

served bone, though lieing Mmd in a small stream its parent bed was not demonstrable. In

tipper Burmah well n,;neralized bones arc pro'/-, l'ly more common to judge by those which have

Ken at various times collected there, and thre Jilioreuet; is merely the result of different condi

tions at the time of their deposition, such a-s y.v miaht expect to prevail, and depending pro

bably on tho irregular access or supply of silica in solution. That the supply of this silica

must have been at some period abundant ris testified by the enormous amount of silicified

trunks everywhere met witli, but the horizo a of these is certainly higlicr than that at which

the boneo in question oc.ur, and although .small pieces of silicified wood incur commingled

with the bones, it does uoc herefore follow thai the same abundant effusion of silica took

place at the time of their deposition as sti'opequcutly otcn'red.yhen whole forests were silici

fied, and this I should be inclined to regard xs ih« true explanation ot' this condition of

most of the bones in this sand, ciz., an insufficient s ipply of silica in .solution.

As a rule, it is not, however, in the saiid but m the courser and mora conglomeratic beds

that the bones seem mostly to occur, of wlii. h /. good instanoxis seen midway between

Omouk and Lema, some 19 miles east-soutli- ist from Tliuiot .iu i<, . Hero a great bed of
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conglomerate is seen dipping 30° south-east in which I notiocd the tusk of a small elephant,

but too friable to be extracted from its hard Matrix, together with other bones, all in a poor state,

and more or less injured by rolling about oil a coarse shingle before their final consolidation.

Next to the presence of silicified wood, a remarkable development of concretionary

peroxide of iron seems to characterise the sand I am describing. The ore occurs occasionally

as a thin band, up to perhaps a thickness of three inches, breaking up or jointing into

rhomboidal concretionary masses of different sizes and shapes. More usually the ore occurs

in the form of variously shaped concretions from one to four inches in length, though occa

sionally even larger. These concretions arc found in both the sand and conglomerate, to

which last when numerously developed they impart a peculiar varnished look, which might

sometimes be almost styled (but for the technicality of the term) viscous or slaggy. The

more usual shape of these concretions is flatfish oval or amygdaloidal, but they occur spherical,

cuboidal, cylindrical, with both flat and hemispherical ends, discoidal and an3' intermediate

form, but always symmetrically proportioned, and the result of a segregative action or pro

cess in the clayey and ferruginous components of the bed when in a plastic condition. Of

whatever shape however, their structure is extremely uniform, consisting of an external crust

of concentric layers of brown haematite surrounding a kernel of pure white or yellowish

clay, lying loose and shrunken in the interior.

Externally these nodular concretions are roughened from the adhesion of the sand enve

loping them, but this rough crust scales off readily, leaving their surface perfectly smooth.

Internally they often present a blistered appearance from the mammillary crystallization

of Limonite wnich lines them, becoming on exposure to the atmosphere and rain lustrous and

varnished. Where the bed has been of too harsh a character to permit the regular segre

gation of 'he ore, it is found lining sinuous canities in the coarse matrix, leaving flat,

approximating walls, evidently produced by shrinkage, which gives such portions a very

peculiar aspect and one which simulates a viscous condition. In some places even a botryoidal

structure is induced where the rock is less coarse.*

The thickness of this upper sand cannot be closely estimated, but 40 feet is probably

more than the average thickness of what now remains of it.

(i).—Below the last described sand occurs a deposit of very uniform character composed

of pale silty clay \yhich passes upwards into the overlying sand. This silty clay is very

fine, thin bedded and homogeneous, with merely a few strmgs of sand here and there, and

an occasional small pebble in the sand. It is everywhere seen at the base of the last bed

into which it seems to pass, though their respective characters constitute a good means of

demarcation between them. It is entirely devoid, as far as observation goes, of organic

remains. A good section of this silty clay is seen south of Thanat-ua, between Alan-mio

and Kiungale', but the bed presents no special point of interest.

It is also largely exposed in section If miles east of Talok on ascending out of tho

tream (previously noticed as unmarked in the map), but it merely presents the same uniform

character and absence of fossils, which distinguish it elsewhere. Where the upper sands have

been completely denuded so as to leave exposed a large area of this bed, an undulating country

is the result, possessing a marked character. The surface of the country does not there

greatly differ in appearance from that seen within the area of the alluvium, and it would not

* Under tho Burmese rule this oro was extensively smoltcd, but no furnaces are now anywhere at work in tho

district. Remains of furnaces which were merely rectangular kilns, cut in the tirm alluvial elay of some steep

bank, which (rave easy access at ton for replenishing ore and fuel, and below for withdrawing tho products, are

numerous about Shuebandor, eiungalé, and Yebor, together with slag-heaps, sometimes of no inconsidcrablo

dimensions. Throughout the area of these upper sands, however, slag may be found here and there scattered about

as the iron-workers shifted their scene of operations from spot to spot, wherever charcoal and ore was for the timo"

most plentiful. The works must have in many cases been conducted in the dry season only, as the hearths of soma

furnaces still standing open into the beds of streams which during ruin would certainly have found an entraneo

to them. The blowing apparatns was probably the effective vertical ry/initVr tallows formed of large bamboos still

in use in the district by blacksmiths, but the oldest inhabitant could give me no particulars of the manufacture,

as none of the class of iron-smelters now remain in the district. The introduction of English iron and steel hu

doubtless been the main cause of the abolition of this branch of industry, aided by the harsh and injurious system

of the Burmese officials during the early struggles with the British, but In some places it was alleged that the iron

workers had fled the country to avoid hcin^r forcibly transport ed to Calcutta to make iron for the terrible foreigners.

This may seem very absurd, but those who know the Ingrained credulity and ignorance of Asiatics will be inclined

to give some weight to the reason stated, thooph it is probable that this tear, strongly as it may once have operated,

la no longer felt, though the statc of the market and the price of iron now nilim; in Pegu prevents the resuscitation

of the trade.
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be easy in a limited space to discriminate the clay in question from the ordinary alluvial

clay of the valley. Where, however, freely cxptwed, it presents much the appearance of a

' regur,' save in color, which is a pale yellowish-gl»-ay, quite devoid of any tinge of red which

the alluvial clay generally possesses, and equally so of the dusky carbonaceous hue of a

regur. From some peculiarity in its composition or hygrometric qualities it in dry weather

opens out in great cracks, and is always covered with a sparse crop of stunted grass in

separate tufts, and a tree jungle of a peculiar aspect from the dwarfed character of the

trees composing it, present among which are the Toukkian (Terminalia macrocarpa), Te,

{Diospyros. sp.), and the " Shabiu" of the Burmese (Phyllanthus emblica).* The country

aroundLaidi comprising the doab between the Pa de and Myo-h la streams is composed of this

clay with sparing remnants here and there of the upper sands. It is largely exposed, too, in

the broad valley about Lepalah (Let-pan-hla) and between that village and Chouk-soung

("stone fang"). Towards the mouth of the Myo-hla stream near Toukkian-daing,

(Htouk-kyun-deing,) this clay forms the open country and is dug for making pottery.

It might here be readily mistaken for the alluvial clay of the valley, but for the occurrence here

and there strewed over it of small pieces of silicified wood derived from the denuded sands which

once covered it. The thickness of this bed I cannot estimate, but I should not place it

under 40 feet ; how much more cannot be determined.

(c).—Below the last described clay, a group of beds occurs of rather varied character,

resembling, to some extent, the beds both above and below it. It contains, though sparingly,

the same description of fossil wood as the sands at the top of the group, and some of its

beds present characters very similar to portions of those beds ; whilst towards its base, it

appears to pass insensibly into the lower group characterised by marine fossils. It is,

however, generally very devoid of organic remains, though, as a convenient lower horizon to

it, I have taken a sandstone which is generally recognisable where the junction is clear, by

a few organic remains not very well preserved, among which a coral (Cladocora) is most

characteristic, which we may regard as the highest member of the lower group.

A section of these beds is seen in the Kini-choung (Kyeeneech') above Mogoung,

which may be taken as illustrating their general character, and some portions so resemble the

ossiferous sands and gravels of the upper beds that I searched confidently, though in vain,

among them for like fossils.

(fic*ctinding).

Pebbly sandstone ... ... ... ... seen, about ... GO 0

Falc silt; shale ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 6

Very false-bedded pebbly sandstone ... ... ... ... ... 16 0

Harsh sandstone, rather irregular ... ... ... ... ... 0 1

Compact yellowish silt with a central band of kidney-shaped nodules 1 to 2 feet

in diameter ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 0

Gravelly sand ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 2

Yellow pebbly sandstone ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 0

Pebbly conglomerate, loose and gravelly... ... ... ... ... (a few feet).

74 9

This section, though not a thick one, will illustrate the general character of the upper

portion of this division (cj. The silty shale much resembles the shale in division b, whilst

the sands equally recall the uppermost sands, (a.) Close on the horizon of the above section

* The clay above described and the sandy beds of the same group, respectively, ofTer good instances of the

connection of particular soils with particular kinds of vegetation. So generally does this hold good in Pegu that in

some instances it affords a good empirical criterion of the geologicarformation beneath. In the area of the fossil-

wood sands, the most promment tree is the Eug ( Dipterocarpn* grandijtoraj, and thig tree so commonly affects a

aandy soil that the Burmese call such soils, whether within the limits of the fossil-wood sand proper or the zone of

detrital accumulations skirting the hills, " Engdaing," or the tract of the Eng tree, and though, of course, Eng tree*

are found on other descriptions of soil, yet it is on this sandy belt that the Eng flourishes most vigorously from

probably being there less competed with by other trees, well fitted as it for a sandy soil. The " Thiya" fShorta

obttua. Wall,) the "Kanyin" (Dipterocarpui alata, Wall,) and the " Engyin" (Ropca tuava, Wall,) equally affect the

sandy " Engdaing," though not in sufficient numbers to characterize the forest. On the other hand, these trees

abhor the clay described above and are most miserably dwarfed on it. The Toukkian (Terminalia macrocarpaj,

though dwarfed, seems to answer best on this clay, but from some cause or other it does not seem favorable to vegetation.

I thmk this must be due rather to its hygrometric properties, than to any injurious ingredient in it, and that if

artificially irrigated, it would give better promise to the cultivator than the densely wooded sands to which it offers

so unpleasant a contrast.

Bamboos are not usually much developed on the Engdaing, and a striking demarcation is not uufrequently

seen where the Engdaing meets the boundary of the older beds on which bamboos flourish with great luxuriance.

Tho Burmese are fully alive to this fact, and if an enquiry is made regarding a village, say, if it stand within the

Engdaing, will answer it negatively, " it is among the bamboos," an expression quite equivalent in their minds to

saying it is not on the Engdaing where bamboos are rare aud never are the eharaetertstic vegetation.
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must probably be placed the ossiferous beds, at the top of the river reach above Talohmhor

(Keng-yua in map), yellowish sands pebbly at top and passing up into rather soft conglo

meratic sandstone containing bones, both mammalian and chelonian, shark's teeth and

vertcbne, fossil-wood and rolled fragments of oysters and other shells.

A small but instructive section is also seen of these beds in the Myouk Naweng, a little

below Thambyagon (Tham-bya-ga-gon), where pale silty shales are seen supporting a great

thickness of rusty incoherent sand traversed by thin layers of shale and a coarse quartzoso

conglomerate with clay galls and cavernous hollows incrusted with a layer of the brown

haematite, as seen in some sandy beds of the upper division (a). In this conglomerate I found

mammalian bones, shark's teeth, and a small log of fossil-wood about two feet long of very

similar character, though less completely mineralized than that found so abundantly in bed a.

No other fossils were discernible here, nor, as a rule, throughout this division, though towards

its base, sandstones come in containing marine shells and corals, though neither plentifully

nor well preserved. These marine beds, however, are naturally more connected with the

great group which follows immediately below the present, and which nowhere contains the

fossil-wood so characteristic of the present group.

It only remains to add a few words on the very close restriction to the eastward of

fossil wood after leaving the area of the fossil-wood group. Nowhere within the area occupied

by this group is fossil wood, in pieces of the largest dimensions, more liberally distributed

than along the eastern margin of the deposit along which it is everywhere found abundantly,

but directly the boundary of the group is passed there is an almost complete absence of

fossil wood, even in moderate sized pieces. A very close and careful search in some of the

larger nullas may result in finding a piece here and there for some few miles from the

boundary, but that is all, and the question at once presents itself,—has this fossil-wood sand

extended formerly across the ranges to the eastward and to the Sittang Valley, or was its

extension in that direction limited by a boundary somewhat corresponding in its general

direction with the present boundary of the group ? Without any detailed knowledge ofthe extent

of the group on the eastern side of the Pegu range, we know the single fact that this

fc«sil-wood group occurs in the Sittang Valley, and this and the presumed conformity of it

with the lower group which constitutes the bulk of the intervening ranges of hills, would

strongly lead us to regard the group as having once stretched uninterruptedly from the valley

of the trawadi across that of the Sittang, or over the entire country bounded to west and

east, respectively, by the Arakan and Poung Loung chains. That this must have been the

case with the great bulk of miocene rocks so largely developed in this part of the Irawadi Valley

is certain, but one argument, though a negative one, is, I think, sufficient to make us pause

before accepting the idea of a contmuous extension of the fossil-wood bed over the same

area as those of the group below it. This argument is the absence which I have alluded to of

fossil wood for a distance not far short of 50 miles, that is, throughout the entire breadth of

country occupied by the precipitous hills and tortuous streams of the Pegu range. When we

reflect on the large size of some of the silicified trunks which may be said to strew the

country along the eastern boundary of this group in Eastern Prome, and the abrupt

cessation of any save the veriest traces thereof, and these but for a short distance from the

boundary, and consider also the imperishable character of much of this fossil wood as

evinced by its abundance in the hard and well worn gravels of the Irawadi Valley, we

are irresistibly led to question the former extension of this fossil-wood bed across a

belt of country wherein it has left no traces. The evidence is about as forcible as negative

evidence can be. Additional weight is also given to it by the fact, that its admission presents

no difficulties, but quite harmonises with the process which the geological history of

the district seems to indicate as having occurred. We have only to suppose that the

deposition of the vast series of miocene rocks developed in Pegu proceeded uniformly

(during, possibly, a synchronous elevation, in a gradual manner, of the ocean bed) till

the entire series, save the topmost members, had been deposited. Lacustrine conditions

we may now presume to have supervened over portions at least of so large an area, and

the elevation of the Pegu range of hills commencing about this time would cause the

first land to appear on a low belt of country occupying in its general arrangement tho

present lino of the Pegu range. In other words, the deposition of the uppermost beds

of the group and notably of the fossil-wood sands would he arrested along a lme of countrv

not greatly differing from the present boundarv of the group. The elevation of the

Pegu range and its corresponding disturbance of the adjoining strata certainly continued

f'
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down to a period subsequent to the final deposition of the fossil-wood group, though from

the mineral character of the upper beds, any movements they have been subjected to are

with difficulty determined, and these movements may have, to some extent, interfered

with the effect of a coup d'ceil, but from several points of elevated ground beyond the

area of the fossil-wood beds, I have been struck by the manner in which those beds

were spread out ; on a lower level, in a fashion strongly suggestive of their accumulation

under lacustrine conditions along a stretch of elevated country almost coincident with the

present boundary. This is notably the case at the extreme north of the district near tho

British boundary above Teybin and Bilugon, and is also to be remarked elsewhere, though

the forest is so dense that it is rarely one is able to get a glimpse of any large extent of

country. Had it been otherwise than here supposed, it would be extremely hard to under

stand how tho imperishable testimony of fossil-wood logs and fragments had been so com

pletely removed from the hilly tract, where as a matter of fact they are wanting. They are

certainly the hardest bodies met with, and having held their own among the quartzose rocks

which comprise the bulk of the Irawadi gravels, must, a fortiori, have no less successfully

withstood tho destructive action of denudation amidst the softer miocene beds which

alone are met with in the Pegu ranges. I need not, however, dilate more on this subject,

which will be readily enough cleared up when the geology of those regions above the present

British frontier comes to be carefully examined into which these fossil woods extend, and

wherein they seem to be more largely developed than within British territory.

MINERAL PRODUCE OF INDIA.

Towards the close of the year 1868, I solicited from the Commissioner of Kumaon

(and some other officers) information as to the quantity and value of the minerals raised and

brought to market within their jurisdiction. Such local operations, where minerals are

raised solely for local use, and in reality are never exported, or, only in very small quanti

ties, even transported from one district to another, taken separately, are of small importance,

but when aggregated for the country at large, they represent an amount and value which

must be very considerable. And these small local mining operations can only become known

by the assistance of the local officers. To Colonel H. Ramsay, C. B., Commissioner of Kumaon,

I am indebted for the returns now given for Kumaon and Gvrhwal. The information

has been collected, under his orders, by Mr. Lawder, Civil Divisional Engineer, Kumaon.

Mr. Lawder was for several years one of the office staff of the Geological Survey, and

possessed, therefore, a general knowledge of the subject referred to him, and has evidently

devoted himself with zeal to the collection and preparation of information.

I was, I confess, surprised at the quantities stated to bo raised and the extent of the mineral

industry. Viewed merely as a source of employment of labour, these returns show the equiva

lent of the continuous labour during ecery day in the year of no less than 154 persons,

and yet the effect is scarcely felt beyond the narrow limits of the province itself, excepting in so

far as this local supply obviates the necessity for imports of materials from elsewhere.

Mineealogical Statistics of Kumaon Division, collected under instructions from

the Commissionee, Colonel H. Ramsay, C. B., by A. W. Lawdee, Esq., Civil

Divisional Engineer.

My endeavours to collect reliable memoranda of the mineral resources of Kumaon have

not been so successful in their result as I could have wished. The entire absence of reliable

native information, and the general unwillingness exhibited by the inhabitants to speak

at all on the matter, arising from the fear that any knowledge they might commumcate

would perhaps eventually be tho cause of increased rental demand or of the appropriation

by the Government of the land in which the minerals occurred, have presented mauy

difficulties. The information obtained from the Bhoteeas was given with great reluctance.

Owing also to my having but littlo surplus time to devote to the full elucidation of the

subject, the memoranda supplied here are doubtless somewhat imperfect and incomplete ; my

duties, although carrying me to all parts of the Kumaon district, confine me (with some

exceptions) more particularly to the roads, and I have probably repeatedly passed by old

mines, or places rich in minerals, in nttcr ignorance as to their existence, not to mention

other places remote from any frequented thoroughfare.
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In the following notes I am indebted to reports already published for much information.

The principal economic products in the Kumaon Division are the following : gold ; copper ;

lead ; iron ; arsenic ; sulphur ; alum ; lignite ; bitumen ; limestones ; flags ; slates, &c., &c.

Detail of Localities.

Kumaon District.

Coppee.—Ores of this metal are found at Rai in Gungoli, Sira Barabisf,

Kharai, Kemokhet (each bank of Luddya river), Geewar, &c., &c.

Rai.—This mine is the principal one in the Putti. The ore is chiefly pyrites,

and occurs in a matrix of stoat it io and talcose schist. I visited these mines in the

winter of 1868-69, and found the mines closed up by a landslip, and the entrances full of

water. The ore is extracted by means of drifts shghtly inclining upwards to allow for

drainage, as appears to be the mode most generally adopted throughout the hills. A

specimen of ore which I found on the spot seemed rich. I also discovered slight traces of

copper pyrites in quartzite near Gunai in Athagaon Putti.

Sfra Barabisf .—Sira is noted for its copper mine. Dolomitic and talcose rocks form

the gangue. The ore is a mixture of copper and iron pyrites.

Kharai.—Goul is the principal mine. The ore is worked in the same manner as at Rai.

Steatite and limestone are the neighbouring rocks, the former being the matrix principally.

Kemokhet.—Copper is found in small quantity ou the oast bank of the Ludd\ a

river in Kali Kumaon. I have seen no specimen of the ore.

Geewar.—There is a small mine of copper in this Putti.

At Gurung and Chinkakolly there are mines which have been closed for some time;

also at Beler and Shore.

Ieon.—Iron is found in Dhuniakote, Agar, Geewar, Kutoli, Ramgurh,

Tulli Rao, Chowgurka, &c., &c.

Dhuniakote.—There are the remains of some mines or burrows just opposite the

staging bungalow on the left bank of the Khyrna river. The ore is hamatite, occurring in

irregular masses in quartzite. The rocks in the neighbourhood are more or less impregnated

with oxide of iron. Those mines are now unused.

There is also a mine south of Semulkha in this Putti, and another in Utehakote,

both now unworkod.

Agar.—This Putti is very rich in iron ore, almost every village having its mine.

The ore seems to be a brown haematite. It occurs here generally in beds or clefts, and

sometimes in irregular masses. The rocks in the vicinity are silicious. Only a few of these

mines are now worked to any extent.

Geewar.—Iron occurs in quantity in the neighbourhood of the villages Khetsari,

Maelehour, Tilwara, Simulkhet, Gudi, and Burlgaou. I can give no opinion

as to the kind of ore, having no specimens.

Kutoli.—At Suyalgurh there is some iron ore which is not at present worked

to any extent.

Ramgurh.—There are several mines in this Putti, some largely worked.

Munglalokh.—This mine in Tulli Rao Putti is highly esteemed for the quality

of its ore, which is raised in quantity.

Chaugurka.—The ores of iron are plentiful in this Putti, and are worked in some

places.

At Jhirratoli in Dariin the ore is magnetic.

Dechouree and Khurpatal.—There is not, I believe, any ore, being at present

worked by the Kumaon Ironworks Company.

Geapiiite.—This mineral crops out at Kaleetnut hill to the north of Almorah in

the Jage'sur range, ;md on the spur of Baninee Devee, facing Almorah on the

Lohughat road.

r
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Gurhwal District.

Gold: Sona River.—This stream rises in the lower ranges of hills, and joins the

Ramgunga rivor in Putti Dhun. Its sands yield gold, and the bed of the Ramgunga

below the junction is auriferous. The washing is not very profitable, scarcely averaging

4 annas a day to each workman.

Talnka Chandi.—The sands of the Ganges running through Chan di contain gold,

but the profit arising from the washing is not greater than in the Sona river.

Coppee: Dewalgurh.—The Uhanpur and DhobrI mines yielded largely in

former times, but of late years operations have not been so vigorously carried on, owing to

the intricacy of the workings, and the idea prevailing among the miners that very little ore

remains in the mines. The ores are principally copper pyrites, and grey or vitreous copper

ore, with the red oxide and green carbonate in smaller quantities. The matrix is calcareous.

Galena is associated with the copper ore.

Nagpur.—There are several mines here nono of which appear to be at present worked.

Lead: Dhanpur; Tachceda.—These mines do not seem to bo extensively carried

on. The ore is galena, and the matrix principally of silex, with varying proportions of

felspar and calcspar.

There are some lead mines at Gherteo in the snowy range between Milum and

Niti which have been long since deserted, also at Rallum, Bainskum on banks of the

Gorcc river, and Baidlee Baghir.

Ieon: Tulli Chan d poor.—This ore is probably a hosraatito with a little magnetic

iron. It has a slight repelling action upon the needle.

Tulli Kaliphat.—This specimen resembles specular iron ore.

Mulli Dussoli.—The specimens are highly magnetic and rich in ore.

Tulla Chandpur, Rajbunga.—This haematite ore is largely worked.

Nagpur.—This ore gives no definite result with the ordinary rough tests. It may

possibly be a carbonate of iron.

Loli I) a.—Hero a rich haematite is raised in quantity.

Hulla Nagpur.—The ore is most probably hematite.

Painu.—This ore is brittle and hard, and possesses the iron black colour and metallic

lustro of magnetic iron, but the specimens of it failed to affect the compass in the manner

characteristic of that ore. It may possibly on analysis be found to contain manganese, and

if so, it will be an interesting mineralogical discovery.

Iriakote.—It is difficult to say what form of ore this is. Its streak fails to convey a

definite idoa of its composition. It would appear to bo an hydrous form of sesquioxide of iron.

Pokrf.—These mines have been reported on by several officers.

Sulphue.—This mineral is found both in Kumaon and Gurhwal. In the former

district at Moonsyarco, in the northern parts of the district, and there are also some

sulphureous springs, as that at Nyneo Tal. In Gurhwal it is found in the range of hills

to tho north of tho Pindur river within a couple of marches of Nundpriag; also at

Mnlla Nagpur and Mulli Dussoli, but is not now collected to any extent.

ABsenic.—Yellow arsenic (Huritat) is found in the northern parts of tho district near

Moonsyarco. Only small quantities are brought down to the Bagesur Fair by tho Bhooteas.

Lignite.—Indications of lignite appear near Raneebagh, close to Huldwanf, and

in tho streams of the sub-Himalayas north of Nujibabad. They do not givo promise of

any workable fuel, and judging from the experience obtained in other parts of the hills, it is

questionable whether any lignite deposits will ever be discovered of such extent that they

will ropay the cost of opening them up.

An analysis of a specimen of tho R a n i b a gh lignite gave—

Carbon ... ... ... ... ... 600

Volatile matter ... ... ... ... ... 36l

Ash ... ... ... ... t' 3-6
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The percentage of ash 3'6 contrasts favorably with that of the ordinary Indian

coal raised in Bengal. The ash is colored by the presence of iron.

Bitumen or mineral resin (Salajit*) occurs near tho summit of many mountains where

it exudes from crevices in the rocks.

In the neighbourhood of Kotcgaon, Gowarsoo, south of Paoree, it is seen near

the top of large cliffs, and is worked by natives by means of a scaffolding suspended from

the summit. I am unable to state the amount of it extracted. It is generally used as a medi

cine and exported to the plains. Medicine from Salajit is also prepared in Gunguli

in K n m a o n, but I have been unable to ascertain from whence the mmeral is originally

obtained.

Limestone.—The Kumaon hills are prolific in limestones, occurring both in immense

masses, exhibiting various shades of color and structure, and as local Tufa deposits.

In tho newer geological formations of the lower hills it occurs sometimes as a light

colored rock, and sometimes bs the cementing material in conglomerate beds and very frequently

as Tufa deposited by local springs and streams. The process of deposition is most active

during the monsoon rains, and in nearly all the springs emanating from limestone rocks, the

waters aTe highly charged with calcareous matter.

These tufaceous deposits occur less frequently in the higher ranges, but there the blue

hard limestones generally containing silex, and other hard varieties, prevail, forming well

defined beds, and in many instances they are the predominant rocks of some of the larger

hill runs. Small blocks of very pure black limestones are sometimes to be met with, and I

havo picked up some small nodules of kunkur in tho L u d d y a river.

The principal material utilized by tho natives of this district is Tufa, it being more

easily burnt and prepared, and moro suitable to the kutcha kilns in ordinary use. Where it

has m its composition a little iron it seems to yield a strong mortar.

The localities in which lime is manufactured are very numerous, the most important

being Naini Tal and Jeoli for use in the neighbourhood.

In the Kharai range, half-way between Bagosur and Almorah, from which the latter

station is almost wholly supplied. At Chitaili, in the hills north of Dwara Hat; at

Simulkha, Baital Ghat, and Dekolf, in the Kosi valley, for consumption in the

works in progress in the new military station at Ranikhot, and on the new cart-road from

thence to Ramnagar. There is also lime, somewhat silicious, in Agar Puttl, in the

RethaG&r range, Athagaon, and in almost all the hills in Gunguli. At Ramesur

it skirts tho road for miles.

It also occurs near Khyrna on the Almorah road, at Mulwa Tal, and in Gcewar, &c.

Roofing Slates, &c.—Roofing flags are very plentiful in the district of Kumaon, and

are generally micaceous or chloritic.

At Chitaili near Dwara Hat there are some beds of imperfectly metamorphosed

clay slate, tho planes of cleavage seeming to occur almost in the same lines with the bedding.

The quarry was formerly used to some purpose, but owing to the neglect of former owners, it

has been for years filled up with debris, so that I was unable to observe the bods properly.

Clay slate occurs atSo in the neighbourhood of Naini Tal, but the cleavage is im

perfectly developed. There are a couple of quarries on tho banks of the Ramgunga in

Suit Putti.

Building Stones.—Almost everywhere in the district within easy reach good

building stone is to bo had. At Almorah fine-grained evenly-bedded quartzitcs and

mica schist form the hill itself, and supply material not to be excelled for

* Mr. Lawder is here In error in calling Salaiit bitumen or mineral resin. It la an alum or native sulphate

of alumina which forms on the aluminous shales in tho hills. At loast such is tho Salaiit of Nepal, where it is

well known and from which it is moro largoly oxportcd than from Kumaon. Wonderful medicinal virtue? are.

attributed to it, and in the plains it ofton sells for its weight in silver (see Notice of s native sulphate of alumina

from the aluminous rocks of Nopal, by J. Stevenson, Esq., Supt., H. C. Saltpetre Factories: Journal, Asiatic

Bocioty, Bengal, Vol. II, p. 321. Also On the alum or Salajit.. of Nepal, by A. Campbell, Assistant Sur-

Kcon, ic., &c., ibid, p. 482; also a second noto by Mr. Stovcnson, p. 605). Whether the mineral referred to

by Mr. Lawder be really the same as Salajit I couuot assert.—T. Oumm.
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durability and facility of dressing. Mica schist seems to form the principal beds for

some distance to the east and west of Almorah, reaching to Dwara Hat and Massi

on the west, Pali, Ranikhe't, Siahi, Devi, Dole, and towards Kali Kumaon

to the east, and also in the formation of the Jage'sur and Binsar ranges to the north.

At Naini Tal the stones used are limestone and clay schist.

At RanikheH a pale colored gneiss forms both a handsome and a lasting building

stone.

Sandstone is abundantly found in the lower hills.

Gneiss and chlorite schist are used frequently as building stones in the district.

Imports.—The chief importations are Boeax (Tincal),SALt, and Gold from Thibet.

Borax.—Borax is obtained from the borders of a lake at Chappakanni, a few koss

from the Kylass mountain in Thibet.

It is collected from June to September and sold at the several fairs—Ganpa, Gupa

Chin, Sibbillum, Chakra, Taklakhal, Dhabakar, &c. It is purchased here by the

Bhootea traders and brought down to BagSsur. At these fairs the price of crude borax is

something under 2 Rupees per maund (about 50 seers), and in the same state it fetches

from Rs. 8 to 9 per maund at the Bag^sur Fair, which is the chief mart of the

Jowari traders. The borax bought up here is despatched to Ramnagar, where it is refined

and redisposed of at about Rs. 22 to 24 the maund.

Traders from the Byanse, Chowdanse, and Darma Passes transact sales of

borax atDharchula and Burmdeo, and the Gurhwal Bhooteas from Niti at Kanaseo

and Ramnagar, nearly all the borax is disposed of to plains traders—

Probable amount of borax brought through Milum Pass in 1868-69 ... 17,000 mds.

Probable amount of borax brought through Darma and Byanse in 1868-69... 15,000 „

Probable amount of borax brought through Niti and Mana in 1868-69 ... 15,000 „

Total ... 47,000 mds.

Salt.—Is found at Rhuduk in Thibet, and is sold at the same fairs as borax. It is

also found at Silnngsakka in Thibet—

Probable amount imported cid the Jowar Pass (Milum) in 1868-69 ... 4,000 mds.

Probable amount imported cid Darma and Byanse in 1868-69 ... 3,000 „

Probable amount imported cid Niti and Mana in 1868-69 ... ... 2,000 „

Total ... 9,000 mds.

Salt is purchased in Thibet at the rate of 1 Rupee 12 annas per maund (roughly

measured) and sold at Bagesur or Almorah at from 5 to 6 Rupees per maund. Almost all

the salt imported from Thibet is consumed in the hills.

Gold.—Is found in many of the rivers in Thibet; at Silungsakka, Ac.; it is sold at the

same fairs as the salt and borax either in nuggets or in grains. About 10 to 12,000

Rupees' worth is brought down annually, some of which is disposed of in the hill

districts (Kumaon and Gurhwal), probably about one-third, and the remainder most

likely finds its way to Delhi, Agra, &c., &c. It is sometimes found to contain copper.

-
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Captain Garstin, in submitting the numerical return from Gurhwal, says—

" The return has been prepared from statements sent in by Putwarees, and I do not think

any great reliance can be placed on their correctness, as it must have been most difficult for

them to find out the information required ; the people working the mines themselves not

having the slightest idea of the amount of ore they either collect or sell.

" The copper mines in Dh&npur used formerly to bring in a much larger revenue than

they now do ; the fact being that the shafts have been sunk so deep into the hill, and the

passages are so iritricate, that very few people will venture into them. The miners also say,

that the mines are nearly worked out.

" There is, one may say, no export of ores from this district, the mines worked only

being sufficient to supply the wants of the people.

" I regret that I cannot give further information, but the agency at my disposal is

too limited to enable me to collate any that I would deem trustworthy."

lit July 1869. A. W. Lawdeb.

The mines noticed in the above return have been known for many years.. Some of

them were noticed by the earliest European visitors to these hills. And when there was no

communication with other countries and no supply of imported metal, they were naturally of

higher importance and of greater value than in later years, when their rudely extracted

products have had to contend with European manufactures. The earliest description, in any

detail, of these sources of mineral wealth was given by Captain J. D. Herbert in 1829

in his report on the mineral productions of that part of the Himalaya mountains between

the Sutlej and Kali (Gagra) rivers, &c. (Asiatic Researches, xviii, Ft. 1, 227). In this almost

every locality noted above is mentioned. Dhanpur and Uhobri at that time paid a revenue

or royalty for the right of working of Us. 1,200 per annum ; Ganguli and Sira of Rs. 1,000 ;

Fokri Rs. 600. The localities, modes of working, and rocks are described, and the means

of improvement noted. The iron and lead mines are also noticed, as well as the in-

metallic products of the hills—sulphur, alum, bitumen, graphite, borax, limestone, &c., &c.

The inaccessibility of the various places is also noticed.

In 1838 a report on the copper mines of Kumaon by Captain H. Drummond appeared

in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (vol. vii, p. 934). In this he gives the results

of an examination of many of the mines by a practical Cornish miner, Mr. Wilkin, whom ho

had brought out from England. The Rye (Rai) and the Sheera (Sira) mines, both noticed

above, are specially referred to. Mr. Wilkin recommended certain trials and improvements

in the mode of working, taking a favorable view of the prospects. An experimental trial

was then made with the view of opening a regular mine at Poliri, in Gurhwal. Extensive

workings had here been carried on lrom very early times, and one mine, called the Rajah

Khan or Rajah's mine, had, it is said, yielded in one year more than Rs. 50,000. At the

time alluded to (1838-39) the right of mining was leased for Rs. 100 per annum. Two

galleries or adits were commenced, one in each of the two ravines in which the copper was

known to occur, the Rajah Khan and the Chumitti ravines, about 600 yards apart. Up

to May 1839, 1-19 J- feet had been opened in the Rajah Khan drift, and 111 feet in the other.

(Lieutenant Glasfurd, On the experimental copper mine in Kumaon, Jour. Asiat. Soc., Beng.,

viii., 471).

The work was continued until June 1841, when the estimated cost had been largely

exceeded, and as no sufficient returns were obtained, the trial was finally stopped. At that

time 257)j fathoms of ground had been driven through. In addition to the two old mines

noticed above, the Rajah's and Chumitti (or Chaomutteo), a new opening was made, when good

specimens of ore wero found near the surface, but at a depth of 15 fathoms they ceased, and

at 23$ fathoms it was abandoned. Details are given by Mr. Wilkin as to other mines in

the neighbourhood of Pokri also.

The total sum expended in this experimental trial was Rs. 7,384 and there was realized by

sole of copper during the time Rs. 779j. Mr. Lushington, who gives these details, mentions

the real obstacles to success which have to be contended with. Tho distance of the mines

from the plains, the slowness and expense of carriage, tho cheapness and abundance of

English copper, the superficiality of the mines yet known, and the wont of coal arc all

serious drawbacks.
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At the time Mr. Lushington wrote (1843) the mines of Dhanpur were rented for Ks. 1,700

per annum in 1812. Under the Ghoorka Government, the rent fixed for mines for the whole

{'rovince was only Rs. 3,500 (Company's Rupees). Since 1815, when Kumaon waa conquered

>y the British, up to 1846, the acerage revenue derived by the British Government was for

copper in Kumaon Rs. 800 to 1,200, in Gurhwal Rs. 2,086, the highest revenue for any year,

for all mines being Rs. 5,417. Iron yielded an average of Rs. 1,900 in Kumaon, and Rs. 226

in Gurhwal. (Account of experiment at Khotree (jopper mine, with notices of other copper

mines, by G. S. Lusbington, Esq., Commissioner, (Jour. Asiat. Soc., Beng., xii., 453).

Again, in September 1845, Mr. Sigismund Reckendorf, Mining Engineer, reported on

the same mines, (Jour. Asiat. Soc., Beng., xiv, 471). Dhanpur and Pokri are on opposite

sides of the Douliganga, each about six miles from the river, or 12 miles apart. Dhanpur

is 1,000 to 1,500 feet higher than Pokri. Both are said to be on the same layer of talcose

slate, which is stated to head north-15°-west. Mr. Reckendorf thinks, indeed, that the whole

of the known copper mines from the Nopal terai on the east to beyond the Pokri mine on

the west are only parts of one layer of no great thickness, sub-divided occasionally into

two or three ! He considers the ore not to occur in a regular lode or vein, but in a bed.

Ho thought all previous trials had been misdirected, as they had been carried out in the

old workings, and that new ground altogether ought to be opened up. He formed a much

poorer idea of the chances of success at Dhobri, but considered that everything tended to

show that at Pokri copper could bo obtained in large quantity. He urgently deprecates,

however, Government attempting anything itself.

In 1854 the Hon'ble Court of Directors sent out Mr. W. Jory Henwood, with two

mining assistants and an iron smelter, to examine and report on the metalliferous deposits

of Kumaon and Gurhwal. After going over all the districts, Mr. Henwood reported in

May, 1855. This report gives much useful information, but, so far as regards the copper

mines, the opinion formed was most unfavorable, and indeed condemnatory. Speaking of

Pokri he says : " We have never before seen a spot so scantily sprinkled'with ore, and

offering, in our judgment, so small a prospect of improvement so extensively and perseveringly

worked." (Selections from Records of Government of India, Home Department, viii, p. 5).

The greater part of the report is devoted to the rich iron deposits of these hills, regarding

which we cannot at present speak.

Subsequently to this (1855) I know of no systematic attempt to work the copper mines

of Kumaon or Gurhwal. The native miners have, however, continued to delve out annually

in a wretchedly insecure way a few hundred maunds of ores, an amount which, from

Mr. Lawder's returns given above, appears to be more considerable than I should have expected.

The Geological Survey has not yet had an opportunity of visiting these hills.

October, 1869. T. Oldham.

COAL-FIELD NEAR CHANDA, CENTRAL PROVINCES.

Since the first notice of this field was published in the Records of the Geological Survey

(August 1868, p. 23), a systematic examination of the field has been commenced. It was

fully pointed out by Mr. W. Blanford, in the paper referred to, that the country was in parts

so covered that it would be impossible to obtain any satisfactory knowledge of its structure

without boring or sinking. Since then two skilled borers and boring tools have been

obtained from England, and further sets of tools are on their way. The season had already

far advanced before these wero available, and as the rains were then near at hand, it was

considered desirable that these men who had just arrived, and who were therefore quite

unacquainted with the peculiarities of life in this country and of the climate in which they

were to work, should, for a time at least, be kept where good house shelter could be obtained;.

The work was placed under the immediate charge of Mr. M. Fryar, M. E., Mining Assistant

on the Geological Survey. And he was requested to select spots for boring within reach of

Chanda or Ballarpur during the rainy season and to keep the men at first together, so

that they could aid one another in any difficulty which might occur at first starting.

Under Mr. Fryar's instructions the first bore-hole was commenced in the beginning

of June. This bore-hole (No. 1) was very near tho south-east corner of the boundary of

the Nuggeenn Bagb, north of the native town of Chanda. This bore was put down 80 feet
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and was then stopped, "as the material bored through continued to be simply stiff sand."

A second bore was then commenced about 230 feet from the first, in the direction of the dip

of the rocks,—about east-15°-north. This passed through the following section :—

Feet. Inches.

12 0 Of ochrey arenaceous shale.

8 0 Soft shale of deep red and purple colour.

20 0 Of the game material as found in No. 1 bore-hole.

Total ... 40 0

At this depth, 40 feet, this bore-hole was also stopped.

No. 3 was then commenced at about 450 yards still further in the direction of the dip,

or into the field, or about 527 yards from No. 1. This bore-hole was near the junction of

the Ghimoor road and the Nagpur road, its bearing from No. 1 (magnetic) being about

north-38°-east.

This third boring gave the following section :—

Brown soil.

Red brongel.

Brown sand.

Hard red ironstone.

Light pipe clay.

Dark brown clay.

Soft light sandstone.

Light brown sandstone.

Light colored sandstone.

Very light colored sandstone, very coarse.

Yellow sandstone.

Very dark sandy shale.

Variegated sandstone.

Yellow sandstone.

Brown sandstone.

Variegated sandstone.

Coarse brown sand.

Variegated sandstone.

Light blue sandy shale.

Good coal (aJ.

Very dark blue shale, a little sandy.

Light blue sandstone, a little shaly.

Light colored sandstone.

Black shale mined with coal (b).

Light blue sandstone.

Dark sandy shale.

Iron pyrites.

Light blue sandstone and brown sand miied.

Total ... 212 0

"And as in this depth we have entered something of a Talchir appearance, I have

stopped this hole and commenced one at Ballarpur." (Mr. Fryar's report, 24th July).

Specimens of the coals passed through in this pit, as brought up by the pump, were

assayed, and yielded—

Carbon. Volatile. Ash.

(a) two feet bed ... ... ... 47s 41'0 11-8

(bj eighteen Inch bed... ... ... 427 412 16-1

both poor coals, neither containing 50 per cent, of carbon. The beds are also from their small

thickness unworkable with profit at that depth.

A fourth boring was made near the dak bungalow to the west by south, and between

the bungalow and the Jhurput nala. This (No. 4) was put down with small rods, " and

ought to have entered coal a few feet from the surface, if the apparent dip of rocks at the

surface had been a guide approximately to the dip of the coal beds below." (Mr. Fryar, 28th

July). This boring was about 500 feet to the west of one put down by Mr. Binnie, C. E.,

in which coal was said to have been cut. No. 4 did not reach coal, and was abandoned.

Preparations were made for a fifth boring (No. 5) about six chains from the Jhurput

nala on the left bank, due south of the towu of Chauda, but no boring was carried out here.

At Ballarpur, the first boring alluded to above was put down on the left bank of the

river, nearly opposite the point where coal is seen on the right or Hydrabad side of the river,

and about 300 feet from the river bank. This position was injudiciously selected, as

proved to be the case. It was in fact withm the limits of the old bed of the river, and was

Feet. Inches.

5 0

11 n

;t 0

l 0

17 0

2 0

12 0

3 0

10 0

7 0

2 0

4 0

25 '1

in 0

n 0

!> 0

1 0

25 0

2 0

2 0

12 0

7 0

21 0

1 R

16 ')

1 1)

n «

u 0

'
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abandoned, as there was not tubing "enough to carry the hole through the running sand

and gravel met with." This difficulty might certainly have been avoided, but unfortunately it

was not. The probability was in fact pointed out in April 1867 (see p. 25, Records, Geological

Survey of India, 1868), where it is said, " in sinking upon the Chanda side, it is far from

improbable that only alluvial clay may be met to the depth mentioned." The boring tools

were then shifted to a second position where rocks were visible close by. This second hole was

ut down about a mile to the north-east near the* town of Ballarpur (less than half a mile).

'his boring was carried down to a total depth of 236 feet.

The following is the section passed through :—

Red iron brongel fmoorura).

Soft brown sandstone.

Strong blue clay.

Very dark-red sandstone mixed with iron.

Brown sandstone.

Soft light colored sandstone.

Variegated sandstone.

Red sandy clay.

Dark colored sandstone.

Brown sandstone.

Hard red sandstone mixed with iron.

Brown sandstone, with mica.

Yellow sandstone.

Good coal.

Block shale.

Good coal.

Very dark shale.

Green looking sandstone (blaeish).

Dark-blue sandstone mixed with shale.

Light colored sandstone.

Iron pyrites.

Light colored sandstone.

Black shale, a little coaly.

Dark blue sandstone mixed with shale.

Light colored sandstone.

Iron pyrites.

Light colored iandstone.

Black shale, a little coaly.

Dark colored sandstone, a little shaly.

Iron pyrites.

Light colored sandstone.

Mr. Fryar reported on the 16th September that he had ordered this hole to be stopped,

" as we are evidently in the Talchir sandstones." He adds, ' you will observe a similarity of

section by comparing the second hole at Ballarpur with the No. 3 one at Chanda' (given

above). There is doubtless some little similarity, but I am unable to see the proof that the

bore was evidently in the Talchir beds.

The boring rods were then moved from Ballarpur to a point on the road to Moolk from

Chanda, between two and three miles from Chanda town, near the place where the road crosses

the Jhurput nala, in the corner between the stream and the road to the south of the road.

This boring was in progress up to date of last report, and on the 12th instant had reached a

total depth of 124 feet 6 inches. The following is the section :—

Feet. Inches.

Loose sand and loamy soil.

Yellow sandstone and bands of ironstone.

Hard red ironstone.

Variegated sandstone, with little clay.

Soft red ironstone.

Ironstone band.

Red sandstone mixed with iron.

Yellow sandstone.

Variegated sandstone.

Yellow sandstone.

Very hard red rock.

Brown sandstone.

Light brown sandstone.

Light red sandstone.

Coarse light brown sandstone.

Hard reefrocks.

Variegated sandstone.

Total ... 124 €

Feet. Inch*

3 0

e 0

9 0

2 0

10 0

311 0

12 0

I 0

6 (1

3 0

1 0

1'1 0

16 0

0 0

ci »
1 11

2 11

8 0

10 0

2ii 0

0 9

20 0

i 10

10 0

20 0

0 9

0 9

:i 0

11 C

1 'i

1 0

Total . .. 236 7

6 0

6 3

1 3

7 0

11 0

0 6

B 0

1 O

11 0

1 10

0 8

7 6

88 0

9 O

1 0

2 6

20 0
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It is evident that the rods have not yet touched a bed of the coal-bearing rocks in this

section, all the beds passed through belonging to the Upper or Panchet series.

Reviewing the results thus obtained, we find that borings at Chanda, which are repre

sented as having passed through the entire thickness of the coal-bearing rocks there, and

to have pierced the Talchir beds below, (in which no coal is known), exposed only two thin

beds of poor coal, so thin as to be unworkable. While at Ballarpur also, a boring of about

the same depth (about 240 feet), said in Kke manner to have gone through the entire thick

ness of the coal-bearing rocks and to have pierced the Talchirs, showed also two beds of

coal, one of 18 inches, one of 9 inches in thickness.

It need scarcely be said that none of these are workable at the depth at which they

occur.

Before these explorations had commenced, Major Lucie Smith, Deputy Commis

sioner of Chanda, who deserves the highest credit for the sustained zeal and intelligent

earnestness with which he has prosecuted these enquiries, had a pit opened on the bed of coal

visible in the Wurda channel, near Googoos, or Chendoor. And from the coal there met with,

at a depth of 30 feet below the surface, a considerable quantity was raised for experimental

trials to which I will presently refer. As, however, this pit was within the limits of the

ordinary flood level of the Wurda, a bore-hole was put down about 330 yards from the bank

of the river and nearly in the line of strike of the beds. This bore-hole was carried out

by Corporal Carson, of the Public Works Department, under the orders of Major Lucie

Smith, Mr. Fryar also assisting. As was tolerably certain at such a distance the coal was

found to continue. This bore-hole was sunk altogether to 121 feet 6 inches, and gave the

following section :—

Feet. Indies.

8 0 Surface clay.

.") (i Ked mooruin.

40 0 Variegated sandstone.

H u White sandstone.

K 0 Yellow clay.

1'1 0 Dark-brown clay.

ii " Mack shale.

:) ii Coal.

:( 0 Dark sandy shale.

:t II Coal.

!' n lllue shale.

u n Coal.

i ii „ mixed with iron pvriletf.

:' n Coal.

U « Shale.

11 i' Coal.

Total ... 121 «

Below this is white sandstone streaked with black shale. It is much to be regretted

that the boring was not continued, so as to ascertain the thickness of the formation here

and the position of this thick deposit of coal in it.

The coal having thus been proved here, a pit was commenced and is now in progress.

A second bore-hole was then commenced about a mile to the south, and to the west a

little south of the village of Googoos. This is as nearly as caii be the locality recommended

by the Geological Survey in 1867, "about 300 yards west of the village of Googoos."

This bore-hole was carried down in all about 112 feet, giving the following section :—

Feet. Inches.

8 0 Surface clay.

Variegated sandstone.

Ironstone.

Variegated sandstone.

Ked rock.

Yellow clay.

Dark shaly clay.

Shale.

Crimson colored sandstone.

Clay and sand.

Light colored sanditonc.

Variegated Hutidstone,

Total ... HI ii

L>1! 'i

II ;i

21 a

1 8

i ii

6 ii

) ii

2 ii

17 'I

W 'i

7 'i
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These are very close approximations and folly bear out the value of such assays. In all

cases, it is worth notice also, the result as per assay is more favorable than that by actual

trial. Both methods of testing the value prove that good useful fuel exists near Googoos

in considerable quantity.

The explorations are being carried on with vigour, and the results will be given from

time to time.

In connection with this enquiry, it is necessary to give publicity here to some important

facts regarding which considerable misapprehension has evidently existed. In the last

general report on the Central Provinces, the Chief Commissioner has (p. 76) said : ' so far coal

has only been discovered in that known as the Damuda series, and it remains to be proved

whether the Kamptee group is carboniferous.' This name ' Kamptee group ' has never been

published before or denned, and without such definition it is meaningless. It was a term

used by Mr. W. Blanford on a preliminary sketch map of the district, copy of which was given

to the officer of the Geological Survey working at Chanda for his information. But the term

was simply one of convenience, and for temporary local use as applied to a series of beds in

the vicing, and signifying nothing more than those local beds ; simply a name used instead

of a long phrase to convey certain peculiarities in texture, &c. It is one of many such short

names which, used for a time merely locally, give place to others when relations and connec

tions have been traced out. It has therefore never been published or used in any other way

than as a term of convenience among the officers of tlft ecological Department. It is in fact

meaningless without definition.

But having thus been used, I may state that the local beds so called " Kamptee" are nothing

more nor less than the Central Indian representatives of the great Panchet series of rocks,

so well seen in the Eanigunj coal-field, still better developed in the Jherria, the Bokaro, the

Karunpura, and other detached coal-fields towards the west, and which series of rocks can

be (ana have been) traced across all the intervening country up to Nagpur and Chanda.

And as in the Ranigunj field, so in every other section exposed throughout the hundreds of

miles of country (thousands of square miles) not a trace of coal is known to occur in them.

This induction is far wider and far more satisfactory than any examination of the Central

Provinces alone could afford.

But, in addition to this, accompanying this extension and development of the Panchet

series, there is, from east to west, a steady and continuous but rather rapid diminution of the

true coal-bearing rocks (the Damuda series), so that the formation which in the east is of

several thousand feet in thickness, with more than one hundred beds of coal of varying

thickness, and which is there easily divisible into three groups, on passing to the west so

dwindles down, that, in the Nerbudda valley and in the Chanda field, the total thickness of

the formation does not exceed as many hundred feet as it was thousands in the east, and that

all the coal is confined to a few beds of great irregularity near the base of the series. These

facts also have been established not by any local investigation, but by a long continued and

systematically carried out series of examinations and measurements spread over hundreds of

miles of the country.

There appears not a doubt as to the fact that coal does not occur in the Panchet rocks.

There is equally no doubt that coal is not in the Talchir rocks below, and the simple point

that remams to be proved in the Chanda field is the extent, thickness, and value of the coal

which does accompany the Damuda rocks. If the country were not so much covered the

limits of these rocks could readily be traced ; there is no difficulty in distinguishing them.

But unfortunately there is a large part so concealed by superficial deposits that the existence

of these coal-bearing rocks must be probed out by boring. And this is what is now being

done by the Geological Survey for the Government of India.

The borings at Chanda and at Ballarpur given above are additional proofs of the very

limited thickness of these rocks. The entire thickness of the Damuda series, as it there

exists, together with all the overlying beds, is said to have been passed through within about

235 feet. Of this more than one-third belongs to the upper series, leaving the thickness of

the entire Damuda or coal-hearing formation here not more than about 150 feet !

The \%th Ociobrr 18C9. T. O-LPIUM.
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Liui> in the Kaipob District : Centea'. Peovincks.—To the information ilrtiady given

regarding this lode of lead-ore but little has been added since then («.. Keconl>, (Geological

Survey1 of India, 1863, Pt. 2, p 37). At the close of the season, Mr. Smart, the (Bevenm,:

Surveyor engaged in that distriot, completed a small plan of the locality i'ud inimediateX vicinity

on a wale of four Inches to tie mile. Ho found fragments of the netallic vein s^atteiefS

upon the top of the hill, on which At was seen for a distance of half a mile from the spit

when it was discovered last ye ir. .' ' ' The direction of dip of the vein coi'd not be .TScertaineiM

owinc.; to the confused and iracStured arrangement of the surface rocks..' Mr. £inart had/no

me.mn of proving Cue vein. ;.. I

I hope to be able to have 'the locality e -amined this season.—"S. 0. Y^

MBTB*BlTBs.-nyj^iJr. njhdness of Dr. Waldie we are indebted^ for the remafiinW

TOrtion of the spei ' .-L't' J Khetr'ee stone, (fell February 1867). Which he, anahfred

vrith care, and of wh. En excellent description at the meeting of the Asiatic Socicfi^jn

:orlF

June 1869. Dr. WitejV.-:^ fiuow it is frequently so difficult, to procure .specimens of tl

highly interesting lioflies whieli fall from the heavens, as the people, in their ignoral

looking upon such v.'sitors as Evidence of the wrath of tCheir deities, carefully reduce ^

;'owd*r ind dissipate all the piece*, which they can procure. tOnly two pieces are known (

ftjiat, bcth small ; on; is in the ctiujet-oion of the Asiatic Socieky, aud this one in the collect*

;>owd*r ind dissipate all the piece*; -which they can procure. ^)nly two pieces are known

MMt, bfth small ; onj if. in the c< tfceodon of the Asiatic Society,

of th* Geological Sat vey. \ \

Funn Dr. Tschermak, the successor, of the much regretted! Dr. Moritz rwirnes, in charge

of thf Imperial Mineral Cabinet at Vienjna, we have also received a very trood specimen of

the fail which occurred at Sla vetic, in\Croatiu, on the 2!in.d May, 1£ * -. .$ '"scribed by ther

indefatigable llaidinger, on the. 3rd December, 1868, to the Acadenijy of Sciences, \ . i ' a.

Alio, a specimen of the.;. v « '*V>uh) f i'i„ of which wo weVe already in possession of

a fine pier* through the p'. r V.. -",ou, (see xlecords, (j^feological Survey of India,

Febrivy, 1869). This fal%to_ v .'«v, 1868. '. \ '

Mso, a specimen of the ice . . ' /which fell at KiJ.henber'r, near Zwci-

Lruol.en (Pfalz) on the oth. ' -v [; Hr. "\f .- ' " V (

These valuable additions tci'our numerous collecttion are furthe'- ' ' 3R^R', the friendly ,

aid 'ind co -opera, ion we have invariably experienced frdm-vthc Geo!. #.* .».■'Austr*-

Orfoiar, 1869, •' ' T. OLlutn-

*
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Balu JoM.—-f. t . iide to\th# Eastern A.L , lamo., LouJo *8.

3iBKAM'B, 3.-1. ReappUrition du genre ArHhuHmx, Ba<

II. Faune NSilm-ienno des environs de H». Baviere, 8vo Lciri^ij- aiid

Paria. %m. Tan ArruoB.

BuntQVT, EtiK db.—Bappo)rt sur leg progres de la stratigra .} "«neil de Rapports sur

l'e.taWdes lettres et 'es pn^g:^ de^ «» en i', .m-e, IJov Svo

Faris/,18»l0.

BeNBCIB, De. U. W.—Oecinostidch-PaliContologiiche Beit ,l5^»ol- II- Part t Boy H\„

MiiAicli, l«|is).

Behedik, Van, and ChikVA\is, PArr,.—O&tfw.'t n ,;' '''> f ^('s vnai

3, 4;(with Plat':s), ttv

C—Monna'

t'OS-i'."'. I'i'tv ..',

IeknaIot, Lb CiiKVii.tBTB. A. C—Monf:j! I'Uie ''a s,' * Oalalu- . ' ^Kjr' ,,r tld

Pn; is, 1860. ». |

Beains, De. I).— fVi' uiitftlere Jura im nardwe.-tu'' l': '■iUiucl. ,o.. ('a*' I. isiiu.

Bebmkee, U—The Industrie* of Scotbiid, their Itiac, I'.itiv , at, ' IVe^ent Condition Su

Edinburgh, iWi.
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X

Tittyx of Boots. Donors.

Dollfus's—Ausset.—MateYiaux pour l'&ude des glaciers, Vol. VIII, Part 2, 8ro., Paris,

V l 1869.

Edwards, Milne.—Recherches Anatamiques et Paleonfcologiques pour serrir & l'histoire des

\ ( oiseaux fossiles de la France, Par^s 26 to 30, 4to, Paris, 1867.

I^ichwal-p. E.—Lethaea Rossica, ou Paleontologie de la\Russie, Part 12, with Atlas, 8vo,

\ / Stuttgart, 1869.

Gee:;vais, Paul.—Zod'ogde et Paleontologie generales, Parts'J.0 and ll.Uto., Paris, 1869.

Y sett, T. R.—Geological and Mining Report of the Gyninie Gold Fiield, Fcp., Gympie,

"~ ) 18691 T The Authoe.

HiaWghton, Rev. S.—The Thrtpe Kingdoms of Nature briefly t ' "" ";o., London, 1868.

H ughto^, Rev. S.—On some "'elementary principles in Ani; t . ics (From the Pro

ceedings of the Royal Society, No. 94), .m, 1869 (Pamphlet).

\ / . - * v- ' The Authoe.

aesten, J>B. Gustav.—BeitVage zur Landeskunde dcr. Herzogthiimer, Schleswig und

Holsteini, II, Reihe, Heft 1, 4to., Kcil., 1869.

Laetet, E., and Cheisty, H.-^-Reliquiae AquitanicaeyVarts 8, 9, 4to., London, 1869.

Ljindeman, Moa^Tz.—Die arkt.ische Fischerie der Deutschen Seestadte, 1620—1868. Peter-

/ mann's Geographischo Mittlueilungen, Supplement, No. 26, 4to.,

,Gotha,il869.

(Lottnee, Ber&Kath HBINB.—Leitfaden zur Bergjbaukunde, Band II, Part 2, 8vo., Berlin,

/ 1869.

Maesh, G. P.—Man and' Nature; or, Physical Gy-'-v '''"'' '"t ->dified by Human Action

8W, London, 1864. ».' - -' ..'.. o»;'''" '.:..

MaBtini und Chemnitz.—Systematischp ''. iof., 190, 191, 4to. Nurn-

berg, 1869. ; ** , ..

Mastehs, M.^T^V^ -ctable Teratology, (Pub, . .ed by Ray Soc., London), 8vo., Loudon,

MniB, J.—Qrigiuif kn'" Textr, on the Origin and History of the People of India, their

"\ 'li'i' -kncss! Institutions. Vol. Ill, 8vo., London, 1868.

.ro ,.a,:, \',\ .' Govt, of India.

TJeil jich, De. A iagne'' -' ".'. Unga™ und Slavonien bisher beobachteten Gefass-

rniwzi1 iis, wa,V Wien, 1867. (Published by K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesellsch.,

Wien.vw liC''' i

Opi'NO, William.— A con ,r^ „ »« lecttffeTon the chenucaT chauges of Carbon, 12mo.,

Lone >69.

OoaT lit, W. A., und F. voif, ,.., Protozoe Helvetica, Mittheilungr-n aus dem Berner Museum

der.'. ( .rgeschichte, &c., I, 4to., Bern, 1'869.

P .<&»:, '''e. David.—Chipi»'I ,. d Chapters, a book for Amateur and Young Geologists, 8vo.,

Le ' ,.. -, 1869. v

Pfei* fer, De. L—MalaV'' ' vgische Blaster, Vol. XVI, 3—ff.Bog., 8vo., Cassel, 1869.

Tttet, F. »*.—MatiSriaux r-'- ",,la Paleontologie Suisse ou recueil de raonographies sur les

i'ossues . i Jura et des Alpes, 4th Series, Pa* -ts 10, 11, 4to., Geneva, 1868.

Quenstedt, F. A—Petrefact^ , nde Deutscblands, 1st Division, Vol. II, Parts 2, 3, with

Atlas, s" Leipzig, 1869.

Roscoe, H. E.—Spectrum Am . K -s, 8vo., London, 1869.

Sthumann, .1.—Die Diatomer. ' ;r hohen Tatra, 8vo., Wien, 1867. (Published by K. K. Zool.

Bot. GT .cllseh., Wien).

Twemlo*-, Maiob Gen -BAL .—Facts and Fossils adduced to prove the deluge of Noah,

8vo~ ndon, 1869.
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Whitney, J. D.—The Yosemite Guide-Book : A description of the Yosej/rffrk **

the adjacent region of the Sierra Nevada, ap-«y,_ ,.^i

 

region of the Sierra Nevada, ar-^ the , Ka//er

California, 8vo., Cambridge, 1869. blg trees

Winneetz, Joh.—Beitrage zn einer Monographic der Sciarien, 8vo., Wy l8et

by K. K. Zool. Bot, Gesells, Wien). ' (Publisb

Peeiodicals.

i
American Journal of Conchology, Vol. IV, Part 5, 8vo., Philadelphia, 1869.

American Journal of Science and Arts, 2nd Series, Vol. XLVII, No. 141, 8vo., Ni /

1869. HaVen f

Annals of Indian Administration in the* year 1867-68, Vol. XIII, Part 1, 8vo., St .mptf \

1868. ( The Govt, of IndiA

Annals and Magazine of Natural Histor'-j,^- 4th Series, Vol. Ill, Nos. 17, 18, Vol. iViese^

Nos. 19, 20, 8vd'£^(t t-. 1869. nce

Engineers' Journal, New Series, Vol. X.' ^r*o.>l9^21, 4to., Calcutta, 1869. to

Geological Magazine, Vol. VI, Nos. 59, (. , 8vo., London, 1869.

Journal de Conchyliologie, 3rd Series, Vdl. IX, No. 3, 8vo., Paris, 1869.

Neues Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, Geologie und Palaeontologie, Parts 3, 4, 5, 1869, 8vo..

Stuttgart, 1869. V

Novitates Conchologicae, I Abth., 34 Lief.,v.4to., CasseL 1869.

Novitates Conchologicae, II Abth., 14 Lief., 4lfo., Cassel, 1869.

Paheontographica, Vol. XVII, Pa t 2, 4to., CaWl 1869.

Peteemann, De. A,—Geographische Mittheilung^en, Heft. IV, V, VI, 1869, 4to., Gotha.

1869. C. \

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, Vol. vL No. 24, Roy. 8vo., Roorkee. 1869.

Peincipal, Thomason College.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, No. XXXV, 8vo., London, 1869.

Quarterly Journal of Science, No. XXIII, 8vo., London, 1869.

Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. II, Part 3, :'- CJj' va«.att<<69.

.Geologic/- fip*i- OiTV

Revue universelle des mines, de la M&allurgie, des travaux publics, i?*:., Vol. s' %X\r & Vv

Nosa & 2, livr., 8vo., Liege, 1869. . , * JC-

Zeitschrift fur die geafmmten Naturwissenschaften, Vol. XXXIL 8vo., Bsrl '. 1868

/ Nat. End. Soc 'r .:.

Goveanment Selections, Ac. (from ' » JVeenments). ,

Bengal.—General leport on. Public Instruction in . ver Provinces oi^ the '

Presidency, 1867-68, with Resoli .'n, 8vo., Calcutta, 186ft

The Goveenment of 5-

„ Report of the Meteorological Reporter to the Government of Bengal for ihe year

1868-69, with Meteorological Abstract for the year 1868, Fcp..

Calcutta, 1869. The Goveenment of Bengal

Bomeay.—Official Correspondence relating to the System of Revenue Survey and Assessment

ana its administration in the Bombay Presidency, 8vo., Bombay, 1869.

The Bomeay Goveenment.

Heitish Buemah.—Report on Hospitals and Dispensaries for 1867-68: Extract from

Proceedings in the Home Department, No. 263, Roy. 8vo., Maulmain.

1869. Chief Commissionee of Baitish Buemah.
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o; lu.^ia, J S, J> il.uTdy iiioi:i?or Ksn , foi: \ A ;i'. .V . ;> ...

.. lW. v. . «i:^\j!-/ >". V. I

Ji.n.—Aur.\.al Repor:, ot lhu a'inuai.'trauoo ..f tiit I:n-^ir e of C^-i:. lor t .;p:a 1' ! rf',

Svo., L^ckuow. Lnnsr t.."i.'Mls.. ??' \. '»r \.'— n

lvopr.it upon "ii'' jirrerreg» of iidwatic'i m tho P» vim-r ^.' Oi;nL. ,'S> F . i v. .

' ' !-.'\ *\: 1. -''.!'. Ch.SF C'oXMrSMONi-i 0- O.Du

l:.pott oi. t;,,- i'.-,lion aci.iiuisirutiou '-.n ti": Prnviuce. ..i OndI lor 18i 8, To-I^

Lu»imOW, t,t;.S. (.HIFF (A'MUlsgJiJJKU OF Oui' i

Rfix-Ti, 're'* ''i'* "o.n'in'i'iraiinn of Civi' J.fttkv '. ''ie Pro\ 'm* "f 0 idli, i86b.

. i'rtu.sc., I '.eknow, lhO'P. Jauf Coiiiiiss:oi«kB of Oudii.

>.•! J?^
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Titles of Books. »D'M0„.

Oudh.—Report on the administration of CriminavJustice ^ ^ Province of Oudb, 1868.

Foolsc., Lucknow, 1869.

_ —•. Chief Ccmmissionee of Oudh.

.JL i. , Repo^jthe condition and management of Jails in the province of Oudh, 1868.

Foolsc., Lucknow, 1869. Chief Commissionee of Oudh.

PtTNJSB.—Selections from the Records of the Government of the Punjab and its Depend

encies, New Series, No. Ill, on Beloch Tribes in the Dera Ghazi

Khan District, by Captain C. Minchin, 8vo., Punjab, 1869.

The Goveenment of the Punjab.

Selections from the Records of the Government of the P"njab and its Dependencies,

New Series, No. IV. Administration 6f the. Bahawulpoor, Chumba,

and Patowdie States. 8vo^-P»itf&b, 1869.

The Goveehment of the Punjab*

Selections from the Records c'the Government of the Punjab und its Depend-^

encies, New Series, No. V. Tea Cultivation in the Kangra District.

8vo., Punjab, 1869. The Goveh\ment of thf. Punjae.

Annual Report on Meteorological Observations, 1868, W A Neil Esq Fcp

Loodianav 1869. The Goveenment of thf Punjab!

„ Results of Tour in Dardistan, Kashmir, Little TiW. T.a^k, aanskar, &c. The'

Languages and Races of Dardistan. Vol. 1, Parts 1, 2, by G. W.

Leitner, Esq., 4to., Lahore, 1869.

The Goveenment of the t"u*/AB.

Booeeee.—Thomason Civil Engineering College, Roorkee. Annual Examination, August

1869. Report at the close- of the session, 1858-69. Fcp., Roorkee

1869. Peincipal, Thomason College!

Teansactions of Societies, &c.

BomeaT.—Transactions of the Bombay Geographical Society, from Jamiarv 1865 to December
1867, Vol. XVIII, 8vo., Bombay, 1868. J The Society.

CaicutTa.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. XXXVIII, par£ II jfo 3 8vo

Calcutta, 1869. The Society!

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. 7, 8, 9, 8V0., Calcutta 1869.

/ The Society.

DrBLllf.—Journal of the Royal Geological Society of Ireland, Vol. II, part 1, 8vo Dublin

1868. The Society.

KgtNigseeeg.—Schriften der Koniglichen Physikalisch-Oekonomisch?n Qesellschaft zu

Konigsberg, IX, Abtheil, 2, 4to., Konigsberg, 18J'«

Lo.^ON.—Journal of the Societv of Arts and of the Institutions io»_»,'ijon Vol XVII

856—871,.8vo,, London, 1869] The Society!

^ Journal ,-f the RoyattJ. graphical Society, Vol. XXX VIII, 8vo., London, 1868.

T'lK Society. /

„ Proceedings of JV Ro,ul Society, Vol. XVII, Nos. 111—113, 8vo., London, 1869.-.

The Society '

Proceedings of Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XTII, No. 2, 8vo., London, 186S'.

The Society.

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol. XXV, Parts 2, S, Nos. 98, 99,

8vo., London, 1869. The Society.

„ Report of the Thirty-Eighth Meeting of the British Association for the advance

ment of Science, held at Norwich in August, 18C 8vo., London.

1869.
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